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As a result of Federal aid to the States for vocational education, 
since 1917, there has .developed a Federal-State-local cooperative .re-
lationship which is llllmatched in United States political history. Little 
research has .been carried on to identify specific activities. through 
which the cooperative relationship can best be expressed in behalf of 
the promotion and administration of vocational education, 
The professional lea.de.rs in. vocational education from the three 
administrative levels throughout the country assisted :in carrying .out 
the purpose of this .study; namely, to identify and assemble important 
mandatory and voluntary activities that should be engaged in between 
the vocational division of the UnitedStates .Office of Education and the 
State boards for vocational education. Seventy-eight cooperative activ-
ities were identified, and the consensus of the leadership was obtained 
as to the relative frequency of their judgments ascribing importance to 
the activities. 
Many persons and organizations displayed interest and rendered 
assistance in the conduct and completion of the study. I am especially 
grateful for the valuable guidance and diligent assistance of my friend 
and thesis adviser, Dr. James W. Richardson, Professor of Education, 
Oklahoma A. and M. College. I am also grateful for the counsel and 
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assistance of my doctoral committee advisers.a Dr. Helmer E. Soren-
son,. Dr. Elmer F. Ferneau,.and Dr. So.lomoii,SU;tker. Dean Andrew 
Holley and his staff were unfailing 1n .their encouragement and inspi-
ration throughout the study. Indebtedness ,is .acknowledged to James H. 
Pearson, As;sistant Commissioner, Unitec:J..-States ,Office of Education. 
and )lis s.ta;ff in. the vocational division, for their invaluable assistance 
and enc()urag,ement; and to the following for the loan of useful materi-
als, their considerable help ciUld enthusiastic support: the staff and the 
State Board for Vocatianal Education, Topeka, Kansas; Dr. M. D. 
Mobley, Executive Secretary. and office of the American Vocational 
Association, Wa~hington, D. C.. the National Associa.tion of State 
Directors .Qf Vocational Education; Layton $. Hawkins, Warwick_, 
New Yo_.rk; William Penn Lo.omis, Ha;rrisburg, Pennsylvania; Eugene 
Naes, International Business Machines.Corporation, Topeka, Kan$as; 
and. the Social Welfare Department of Kansas. I am also especially 
indebted tq Mrs. Je·anne A. Oliver, my executive assistant, for her 
capable assistance in the completion of the arduous tasks .of reviewing 
and producing .the final copies of the study. My expressions ,Qf gratitq,de 
' 
and appreciation would not be complete without recognition of the per-
sonal help, patience3 and perseve1"ance of my wife, Evelyn, throughout 
the entire tltudy. 
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Federal Aid to Vocational Education 
Although there has been general acceptance of the principle of Fed·· 
eral aid to the States for vocation.al education for forty years, there has 
been, and still is, some disagreement as to the continued need for Fed-
eral aid and all that it entails. In fact, differences of opinion have 
existed for a long time as to the place of the Federal Government in 
public education in the United States. Even before the birth of the 
United States of America, while the States were still in a confederation, 
the ordinances of 1785 and 1787 provided aid for education to the Terri-
tories. In practically all subsequent congressional acts admitting 
States to the Union, starting as ea.rly as 1802, Congress either aided 
the States or required the States to provide aid to education. Despite 
some basic philosophical differences, the United States Congress began 
a modern form of Federal grants-in-aid to States for education, begin-
ning with the Morrill Act of 1862. Among these various forms of aid, 
vocational education has been one of the most prominent. ( 12, p. 571-576) 
l 
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.Statement of the Problem 
Serious questions have arisen fro.m differences .Qf opinion as.to .the 
responsibility of the State and of the Federal Government, in relation to 
cooperative activities :tha_t should exis.t betweeh .the Division of Voca-
tional Education of the United.States .Off;ice of Educa.tion and the .State 
boards for vocational education, in .the promotion and .administrati(m of 
vocational education. 1 This .study, the.refore, is concerned with the 
problem: 
-What mandatory and voluntary cooperative activities, as defin,ed by 
professional vocational educators, should be engaged in between 
the Division of Vocational Education c,f the United.States Office of 
Education .and .the State boards .for vocational education., to carry 
out the provision.s -of the Smith-Hughes and George-Barden Acts? 
Basic Assumption of Cooperation . 
. Cooperation between the Federal Government and the States is in-
herent in the bas.ic Smith-Hughes Act, Public Law No. 347, 64th Con-
gress, as .evidenced by the preamble to the act. It states, 
An Act to provide for the promotion of vocational education; to 
provide for cooperation with the States in the promotion of such 
education in agriculture and the trades and industries; to provide 
for cooperation with the'.States in the prepara~ion of teachers-o.f 
vocational s.ubjects; and to appropriate money and regulate its 
expenditure. [ Underlining is supplied here and hereafter by the 
author to give special emphasis.] 
1see memo.randum, July 1953, dealing .with vocational education, 
by Council of Sta.te -Governments, Chicago, Illinois, upon request .of a 
Commission on _Intergovernmental Relations, es.tablis)led by the 
-Governors• Conference in 1951. 
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Sections 1, 2, 3, and 4 .-of the parent act include the clause. 
'' ... for the purpose of cooperating with the _States." Section 5, which 
provides for the ,States' acceptance of the ad• s provisions, describes 
the State board as ,one ·'''having _all necessary power to .cooperate. n 
Section 6, describing ,the Federal Board for Vocational Education, 
states, 11 The Federal board .shall have power to c.ooperate with State 
hoards in carrying .out the provisions .of this Act,. Ii [ This power has 
been transferred _from the Federal board _to the Division o,£ Vocational 
Educa,tion.of the United .States .Office 0£ Education. by Presidential 
Ex;ecutive Order No. 6166. in 1933. (27, p. Z)] Continuing in U:ke 
manner,. se·ction 7. which. appropriates $200, 000 annually for admin .. 
istration of the act, refers to, 11 ••• for the purpos.e of making, or 
cooperating in making, the s.tudies, investigations, and reports pro-
vided for in.Section 6 •.. 11 Section 8 provides that the States .shall pre-
pare and submit plans and reports Jor the review ·of the Federal board, 
a mandatory cooperative activity. Many other references in the 
remaining sections, 9 through 18, of the Smith-Hughes .Act, allude to 
the basic consideration of cooperation between the Federal Government 
and the.States. in the promotion of vocational education. 
Since 1917, all of the States. possessions, and the District of 
Columbia have approved le~islatiQn accepting .the provisions .of the. 
Federal acts; hence, paving ,the.way for cooperative activities between 
the States .and the Federal Office. ( 12, p. 182} 
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Basic AssU?nption of Na.tional Concern 
Vocational education has been considered a .matter 0,f national con-
cern in the United Sta.tes ,for mocre than a .hundred years. The first 
' 
evidence of this .appeared in .a .manual labor educa,tion movement among 
,unorganb;ed craft groups as .early as 1&20. The manual labor edu-
ca_tion movement was .an effort to .introduce organiz_ed trade instruc-
tion into certain schools. Actually, trade ·training was borrowed from 
England, where it began in 1798 as a _mechanics institute. In England, 
the idea was ..one of conducting ,evening schools io.r mechanics and .craft 
workers. After 1820, mechanics ins.titutes .began .to appear in the 
United States, aided by private philanthropy. They fiouri~hed £Qr a 
time, but only a.few survived to become permanent institutions. 
{12. p. 11) 
Fundamentally, the mo:vement represented the desire of industrial 
and agricultural popula,tions to improve the social and economic. condi-
tions of the common man through education. The early effQrts were 
associated with providing .elementary, schools .for the children .of 
mechanics, particularly indigent workmen. The rise of the free public 
school solved this problem for the working _man. Later. the attempts 
~.we:re. devoted to providing _extension training for mechanics. (4) 
Following .the institutes came the lyceums,. the Chautauqua. and 
then the public forum. The importance of the manual labor education 
mo.vement and these institutions should not be dis,counted as to their 
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influence as ,forerunners of our pres-ent d-a,y and evening industrial 
schools. All helped to build up an Ame.rican ideal of popular education 
and placed emphasis .on acquiring useful knowledge. 
As various educational institutions ,came into .existence, phenom-
enal industrial and commercial development took place in the United 
,States. All through the 19th century, enormous population growth. 
vas,t natural resources, expanded markets. and_developed transporta-
tion fa.cilities .combined to bring .about the greatest and fastes,t econe-m-
ic development the world.has .ever _known. Labor, education. a;nd 
government were also constantly changing ,throughout this rapid 
growth. Industrial jobs .increased in number tremendously. especially 
for skilled and s,emi-skilled craftsmen. Home sources of s,killed labor 
were inadequate,. and more and more skilled craftsmen were recruited 
and i~ported from abroad. 
Out of this ,national occupational context and _the inherent problems, 
industry, education., and go.vernment finally combined to .bring ,about 
Federal aid to vocational education .in 1917. The 1914 Commission 
on National Aid to Vo;cational Education was .appointed by President 
Woodrow Wilson to study several questions. among which were: 
1. Is :there a need. for vocational educationin the United,States? 
Z. Is ,there a need .for national grants, stimulating the-States to 
give vocational education? 
The answer·s and conclusions .of this. s:tudy a.re well known to 
.vocational educators .throughout the country,. as published in the report 
of the 1914 Commission on Nc!-tional Aid to Vocational Education, to the 
63rd Congress, volume 1, Report of the Commission, and volume 2, 
Hearings Before the Commission. (14, p. 13) A summary of their 
findings justified national grants by reason of: 
l. The urgency of the demand for the effective t1;aining of our 
workers, which the States cannot meet in time without 
Federal encouragement and aid. 
2. The interstate and national character of the problem, due 
to its nationwide interest and importance" 
3. Abundant precedent, in appropriations by Congress throughout 
our entire history, for educational purposes, and in coopera-
tion between the Federal Government and the States, where 
team play was necessary to handling matters that could not 
be as .well handled by the .States alone. 
4. The successful results to the Nation, as well as to the States, 
of previous grants for educational purposes. 
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The report of the 1914 Commission on National Aid to Vocational 
Education revealed an overwhelming public sentiment in favor of 
national grants. Subsequent to the report and the passage of the Smith-
Hughes Act, in 1917, the events of World Wars I and U, in connection 
with the need for training was production workers, firmly established 
national concern with vocational education" This conclusion was 
recognized in part., even by the negative majority report of the 
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Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, in 1955: 
The. Commission recommends that legislative action .be taken to 
limit Federal grants-in-aid in behalf of vocational education to 
. subjects vested with a clear and spe;cial national interest, and .to 
establish new categories of Federal grants only to. stimulate fo.rms 
of training especially important tt). the national interest. 
The Commissie>n did not specify what fo.rms of vocational training have 
or do not have )'clear and special national interest. u (30, p. 191) 
Dr. William Anderson and Congressman Brooks Hays, of the 
same Com.mission, commented as .follows: 
. We accept the.recommenda.ticm. although with some misgivings. 
We believe that the .:major subjects .of vocational education now 
partly supported by Federal grants-in-aid are vested witha 
sufficient national interest to justify continuation of the grants, 
and that Congress is most unlikely to. establish a new grant in any 
field of vocational education unless .there is a sufficient national 
interest. (30, p. 191) 
Senarors Hubert H. Humphrey, Wayne Morse, and Congressman 
James I. Dolliver, of the sa.me Commission, in a mino.rityreport 
stated .their position as follows.: (30, p. 191) 
In view of the fact that this program was enacted with national 
initiative and leadership, it. would be unwise at this time to abol-
ish or taper off national participation. The. seventeen percent 
Federal contribution is a significant item budgetwise in many of 
the poorer schoQl districts in rural areas. 
The vocational agriculture program, with the attendant programs 
of the Future Farmers ·Of America, fo.rms the backbone .of many 
high school agricultural instruction systems in rul"al areas. It 
has been one of the major contributions to the. development of 
scientific farming. It has .been a major factor in increasing our 
food supply. The home .economics, trades and industries, and 
distributive education programs have to some degree brought 
about the same benefits . 
. Since the vocational educati()n program provides scarce vocational 
skills essential to national defense and the domestic economy, 
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yet reaches less than fifty percent of the potential clientele, it 
should be expanded. Not until States have demonstrated their 
ability to administer such an expanded program should the National 
Government consider tapering off its leader ship and participation. 
In fact, the National Government, in cooperation with the States, 
should explore the other scarce skill areas to determine the 
national interest and need for expanding the program. 
The Need for the,Study 
Differences in opinion about Federal-State activities in vocational 
education do exist among professional educators throughout the country. 
Serious questions have been raised by general and vocational education 
leaders as to the need for, and desirability of, certain mandatory and 
voluntary cooperative activities between the Federal Government and 
the States, in the promotion and administration of vocational education. 
These questions have great bearing on whether the purposes of the 
vocational education acts are being carried out, and subsequently, as 
to whether Federal aid to vocational education should be continued. 
Since passage of the Smith-Hughes Act, .in 1917, conscientious 
efforts have been made by Federal and State leaders to engage in activ-
ities, especially on the Federal level, that would enhance good admin-
istration and promotion of the program. Early in the development of 
the program,. there was unanimous agreement in the Federal Board for 
Vocational Education that greatest efforts should be devoted to a policy 
of developing leadership in the States, instead of one of creating a 
large Federal staff of outstanding leaders and specialists who would 
be expected to ,carry on the work in the Federal Office and the States. 
This _decision of the Federal board was :first implemented by Memo.-
randum No. 42, s.ent by L. S. Hawkins to the director of the Federal 
board. on December 29. 1917. .It stated. in part: 
The Sta,te board is an administrative bo.dy and is responsible. 
through its agent. for the supervision of vocational schQOls receiv-
ing ,money under the Smith-Hughes Act. The agent acting for the 
State bo,ard .is ,then primarily an adminiatrative officer and, pre-
sumably, would be charged not only with the supervision of the 
vocational schools, but also the teacher training. P2, p. 2,61) 
In a la.ter me.mo.randum by Hawkins_. No. 82,. dated July 2, 1918, 
the point was made that the larger part of the supervisory function .was 
_really an aspect of teacher training. The. significant statement, with 
such far-reaching ,effect, is quoted: 
Since supervis.ion is, in the main, a teacher-training function., 
even though it deals .with teachers who .are already in service, it 
would seem advisable to make the teacher-training funds available 
for the use of State boards ,in the maintenance of supervision as a 
phase of the teacher train,ing. 
This proved to be a wise decision, as .demonstrated by the substantial 
development of the program under numerous.capable State and local 
leaders. 
Through the Federal board policy of stimulating the development of 
leadership in the States, administrative and .supervisory staff leaders 
increai:Jed in nwnber and asswned .m&re and more responsibility for the 
expansion and impr.ovement of vocational education programs. At the 
-same time, there was .but a slight increase in staff on the Federal level. 
and _the FederaLOffke with.drew mo.re and more from involvement in 
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State and local program matters. · These contrasting situations pre -
sented a problem of how to obtain and keep good balance in the promo-
tion and administration of vocational education in the Federal-State 
cooperative relationship, which had been deemed to be so valuable and 
effective. 
Some vocational educators thought the Federal Office. should with-
draw as much as possible from prbgram problems in the States, so 
that there would be no tendency toward domination and control of State 
programs. Other vocational education leaders felt that such action 
would be an abdication of leadership, which, in turn, would ultimately 
affect the program negatively. Between these two extreme points of 
view lay the basic question: What activities should the Federal Office 
engage in cooperatively with the States, so as to avoid the threat of 
control or domination, and at the same time, carry out the fundament-
al charge of the Smith-Hughes Act, 11 to provide for the promotion of 
vocational education; to provide for cooperation with the States .•. 11 
Too serious a withdrawal might result in the abaication of leadership, 
and too great a Federal action might mean domination and control. 
The problem prompted James H. Pearson, the present Assistant 
Comrnissioner for Vocational Education, United States Office of 
Education, to state, 
We anticipate that the (this) study will give us a basis for working 
cooperatively with the States in the improvement and further 
development of vocational education. The study $hould help to 
identify areas that seem important and reduce activities that seem 
of lesser importance. We think this study will help determine 
what is to be done and will also give us a basis for determining 
how it is to be done O 2 
Hypothesis 
Cooperative activities, mandatory and voluntary, between the 
Office of Education and the States, can be identified, and their impor-
11 
tance can be ascertained for the purpose of aiding in the promotion and 
administration of vocational education, under the Smith-Hughes and 
George-Barden Actso 
Purpose of the Study 
Specifically, then, the purpose of this study was to identify and 
assemble important mandatory and voluntary cooperative activities 
which are, or might be, carried on between the Division of Vocational 
Education of the United States Office of Education and the State hoards 
for vocational education, so that these agencies might carry out their 
major responsibilities .under the present Federal acts, to promote and 
further develop vocational Eoducationo Further, the study was designed 
to obtain the collective judgment and opinion of the vocational education 
leaders in the United States, as to the importance of the assembled 
activities, with due regard for program requirements and community 
2James H. Pearsonus letter of January 23, 1956, in response .to 
the author 0s letter of January 9, requesting Mr. Pearson's .comments 
as to .the value of this study. 
needs in the States. 
Limitations of the Study 
The study was confined to i dentifying the desired cooperati ve 
activiti es and to determining the collecti ve judgment of the vocational 
education leadership on Federal, State, and local levels , as to the 
i mportance of selected cooperative activities. 
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The acti vities i n the final check list were limited to those which .were : 
1. Broad enough .to be of interest and -significance to vocational 
educators in the four major service areas; v i z , agriculture , 
homemaking , trades and industry, and d i stribution. 
2 . Specific enough to permit ready, practic al study and use by 
Federal and _State leaders. 
Acti vities dealing wi th international educati on, student organi za -
tions , or vocational guidance problems have been excluded, because 
these acti vities loom as very large and i mportant separate problems of 
study. 
Definition of Terms 
Vocational education, for purposes of this study, i s interpreted to 
include only those federally - re i mburs_ed programs qualifying under 
Smi th=Hughes and George - Barden funds . These programs are voc a -
t ional agr iculture , vocati onal homemaking , trade and industrial educ a -
tion , and d i s,t ributi ve education . They are referred to hereafter as the 
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services or the major service areas. 
A cooperative acti vity i s defined as a planned joint acti on between 
the professi onal personnel of the Di v i s i on of Vocati onal Educati on of 
the Uni ted States Office of Education and the State boards for vocational 
education , to ass i st in administer ing and promoting vocational education 
in the States under the present Federal and State legi slati on. For pur -
poses of this study cooperati ve acti vities are classified -as mandatory if 
they are requi red by law or regulati on. They are class ified as volun -
ta.ry if engag,ed in by choice and mutual agreement. In actual practic e , 
over a period of thi rty-nine years , there have been very few acti v i t i es 
that are mandatory. Mandatory acti v i ties are concerned chi efly w i th 
financial , statisti cal , and descr i ptive reports and with the requi rement 
to submit State plans. Most of the cooperati ve activi t i es engaged in 
between the two agenc i es over the years have been voluntary. The 
cooperati ve acti vities of the Federal and State staffs are the means by 
which the purpose of the basi c Smith- Hughes Act i s .carri ed out. 
The Division of Vocati onal Education of the United States Office of 
Educati on was created i n 1933 by Executi ve Order No. 6166 , to admi n -
ister the vocational educati on program on the Federal level , in lieu of 
the staff of the Federal Board for Vocational Education . {12 , p. 388) 
Its staff consi sts of an Assi stant Commissioner for Vocational Edu.ca-
tion, d i rectors of the four major services and the i r staff members , who 
perform the field work w i th State s.taffs. This d i vi s i on i s r eferred to 
frequently as the Federal Office . 
The State boards for vocational education are the same as State 
boards of education in every case except in Wisconsin and Colorado, 
where there is legal provision for dual boards. In all States there are 
provisions for a staff, consisting of a -State Director of Vocati onal 
Education and various State supervisors and assistants in the four 
major service areas of reimbursed vocational educati on; agriculture, 
homemaking, trades and industry, and distribution. These boards and 
staffs wi 11 be frequently referred to as the States . 
General Plan of Procedure 
A jury of representative vocat i onal education leaders were asked 
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to suggest mandatory and voluntary cooperative activities which they 
considered as important to the administration and promotion of voca-
tional educati on . The suggested activities were revi sed, refined, and 
organized into a check list, under seven classifications; viz:, Admin-
istration, Supervision, Teacher Training, Instructional Materials , 
Physical Facilities, Public Relations and Research, and Miscellaneous. 
The check list was submitted to the leaders in vocational education on 
Federal, State, and local levels, to obtain their judgment as to the 
importance or unimportance of each of the activities as a joint or coop-
erative endeavor between the Federal office and the States, and second, 
as to whether an activity adjudged important should be mandatory or 
voluntary. Provision was made for a respondent to indicate indecision 
about an activity. 
The preliminary inquiry, the final check lists, and transmittal 
letters, designed to obtain the suggested activities and the judgments 
thereon, are to be found in the appendix. 
The responses of the vocational education leaders were compared 
from three standpoints: (1) consensus of all who passed judgment; 
(2) consensus by governmental levels - Federal, State, and local; and, 
(3) consensus by regions - regions of the Division of Vocational Edu-
cation, North Atlantic, southern, central, and western. 
Plan of Presentation 
Subsequent chapters of the study will reveal: (1) the historical 
background of the problem, including the origin, legalizatic;m, and 
development of the cooperative relationship between the Federal Office 
and the States; (2) the detailed procedure used to obtain the data abou,t 
the problem; (3) an analysis and interpretation of the data:; and (4) a 
summary of the findings, major conclusions, and recommendations. 
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· CHAPTER II 
THE HISTORY AND BACKGROUND 
A depth of understanding of Feder a 1-State cooperative activities in 
vocational education can be gained by examining some of the history and 
background of vocational education and the events leading to the coop-
erative working relationships that have developed between the States 
and the Federal Office. 
Vocational Education -- A Specific Social Movement 
Vocational education, which first received legal sanction in the 
United States by enactment of the Smith-Hughes Act, in 1917, by 
Congress, was a strong specific social movement. Certain outstanding 
events and activities, which led to the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act, 
reveal the evolution of this social movement into the present formalized 
public school program of vocational instruction, of less than college 
grade, administered under a close Feder a 1-State- local relationship. 
The National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education, 
organized in 1906, with a well-defined goal of Federal aid for vocation-
al education, demonstrated in its activities the pattern of Federal-State 
cooperative relationship and action, which has since developed throughout 
16 
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the Nation. Before describing the significant activities of the Society, 
as related to this study, other social aspects of the vocational education 
movement should be re lated. 
The origin and early progress of the vocational education movement 
grew out of at least three general social movements of the industrial 
revolution in the latter half of the nineteenth and the beginning of the 
twentieth century. The most important general social movements giv-
ing rise to vocational education were : (l) the labor movement; (2) the 
rise of the middle-class entrepreneur, including the mid west farmer , 
in the United States competitive market economy; and, (3) universal 
free public education, with special emphasis upon the broadening 
development of the secondary school curriculum. These three general 
social movements have provided the setting in which vocational education 
in the public schoo ls developed . More specifically, vocational education 
in the public schools grew out of the dissatisfactions of labor, which 
involved the desire of labor to enjoy some of the fruits of the growi ng 
industrial empire; out of the dissatisfactions of the growing body of 
industrial and agricultural entrepreneurs, with the lack of attention 
given by governmental and other public agencies to their production and 
manpower problems; and out of the dissatisfactions of educators, 
parents, and students, with the secondary school curriculum and its 
limited opportunities and goals . 
In order to understand more clearly how Federal aid to vocational 
education and attending Feder a 1-State relationships developed as a 
specific social movement, the nature· of reform movements , both 
general and specific, should be examined briefly. General s,ocial 
movements effect reforms in the order of life, through gradual but 
pervasive changes. New or changed values held by people develop 
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slowly and irregularly, but persistently. Interesting psychological 
changes provide the motivation for general social movements . Leaders 
without directive control serve as pacemakers in general social reforms. 
General social movements involve mass behavior , without formal organ-
ization or articulate expression. (4, p. 199-200) 
Specific social movements have a specific objective and develop 
organization and recognized accepted leadership. Through these means, 
a philosophy, procedures, and .expectations ,are set up. Allegiances and 
loyalties develop among its members . As organization develops and 
improves, the specific movement goes through four stages. ( 16, 
p. 202-205) Vocational education, a reform movement which grew out 
of diss.atisfactions, hopes, and desires, awakened in general social 
movements, went through these four stages: 
1. Social unrest (1820-1906) 3. Formalization (1917-1946) 
2. Popular excitement (1906 - 1917) 4. Institutionalization (1946 on) 
The history of vocational education clearly reveals the process of these 
four stages. The National Society for the Promotion of Industr i al Edu-
cation was organized in 1906, climaxing a period of unrest. The 
Smi th- Hughes Act , passed in 1917, ended a period o f popular excite = 
ment generated by the National Society. Formalization took place 
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between the passage of the Smith- Hughes Act , i n 1917 , and the passage 
of the George-Barden Act, in 1946 , following the close of World War II . 
Institutionalization has been under way since the passage of the George -
Barden Act. 
Of greater interest and importance than the four stages of develop -
ment are the five general mechanisms and means .which caused voc a -
tional education , as a .specific social movement , to become organized 
and grow. They are : (16, p. 203) 
1. Agitation 
2. Development of "esprit de corps" 
3. Development of morale 
4. The formation of an ideology 
5. The development of operating tactics 
Again, the history and background of vocational educati on reveals 
the development of the movement through these five mechani sms. In 
fact, the successful development of vocati onal educati on, like all other 
specific social movements , i s depen dent upon them. These mechan-
isms establish a program, set policies , develop di scipline , maintain 
discipline , and evoke allegiance . All of them are readily i den tified in 
various ways , as the story of vocati onal education unfolds . 
Vocational education, as a social movement whi ch sou~ht to c hange a 
limited area of the social order , could be classified as a reform movement, 
rather than .as a revolutionary movement. A revolutiona_ry movement would 
seek to reconstruct some areaofthe soc ialorder. Vocati onal Educ ation i s 
not a revolt against the prevailing order or code. It established and main -
tained respectabili ty by us ing exis t ing insti tuti on s to pres s for the change. 
It established an issue seeking favorable public opinion and making use 
of the discussion process . It did not seek a change in the social order, 
but sought to reaffirm some basic ideal values of American society. 
Vocational Education As A Cooperative Social Movement Legalized 
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The formalization of vocational education in the United States can 
best be seen by looking briefly into the three general social movements, 
in the context of which vocational education occurred; namely, the 
growth of labor, the growth of the middle - class entrepreneur, including 
the midwest farmer, and the growth and development of secondary 
education. 
The Growth of Labor - Vocational education had very early beginnings 
in the story of mankind . Primitive people perpetuated their culture 
largely through a system of training their youth to overcome the 
dangers and rigors of their environment. Each new disco very, de vice , 
manual skill , or knowledge had to be transmitted from one generation 
to the next. So , in some respects , 11 We are not dealing with a new 
thing in vocational education, but w i th extens ions and developments of 
a system of training long in use." ( 12, p . 3) 
The earliest forms of vocational education necessarily dealt w i th 
the making and using of weapons to obtain food and to provide safety 
for the group. Almost simultaneously was the training of youth , chief-
ly by the imitation method, in producti ve tasks , such as tilling the soil 
and caring for domestic animals. Hard work on "work tasks" was the 
necessity of the pri m i tive youth' s day. Thi s v i rtue developed into the 
most powerful motive among people in fronti er and rural America . 
Modern forms of vocational education can be traced to the earliest 
forms . Farm boys learned farming from their fathers; girls learned 
the duties and skills of the household from their mothers; and appren -
tices in the skilled trades learned from the journeymen. Even with the 
great development of organized training in these areas, many workers 
in a great variety of occupations still learn thei r jobs by pick- up 
methods . Most skilled workers are n ot trained i n formal programs . 
( 12, p. 4) 
In the English Colonies , crafts of many k inds had to be learned by 
the pick- up method. The apprenticeshi p system, th rough the indenture 
under the poor law, d i d come to serve the purpose of transmi tting 
craftsmenship in England and in the Coloni es , from 1783 to 1830. 
Appr·entices were trained for self- support and literacy. 
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As c i vilizati on developed, more and more organiz ed forms of 
vocational t r a ining appe ared, along with a s imilar development in edu-
cation. Actually, organize d voc ational educati on, which i s an efficiency 
device , does nothing new, but stri ves to develop skill more efficiently. 
The social and economic efficiency c oncept has led to a dynamic system 
of public vocational educati on. Thi s c oncept i s th e basi s for the ide -
ology and philosophy developed in behalf of public vo c ation a l educati o n 
in the Uni t e d States. {1 2 , p . 5 - 6) 
In 1820, when perh aps the fir st vocational educati on movement 
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{manual labor education) was noted in thi s country, the United States 
was already involved i n the industri al revolution. The population had 
risen to 9 , 638 , 453 , and the frontier had .moved westward beyond the 
Missi ssippi River. The great natural resources were the fishing banks 
in North America, the forests , the rich soil and favorable climate , 
coal and iron, petroleum, copper , silver , and gold. These , combined 
with an energetic, resourceful , ingen~ous , ambitious people , set the 
stage for the greatest economic development in the history of mankind. 
In short, the new-found g,reat natural wealth, the energy and intelli-
gence of the pioneer settlers and i mmigrants , combined with the poli-
cies of Federal and State governments in encouraging the spirit · of 
free enterprise , constituted the factors to which the country' s subse -
quent economic greatness could in large measure be attributed. 
(19, p. 319) 
Despi te the great advance of industry between 1815 and 1850 , 
factories i n the United _States were s.maller and produced fewer and more 
inferior goods than the European countries. (19, p. 375) The labor 
problem was complicated by the attraction of free land in .the West. 
Skilled labor was so .extremely scarce that mos.t (?f i t was imported 
from Europe. Unskilled labor was being supplied more and more in 
the South by the use of slaves. As the population moved westward, 
the distribution of goods became more difficult, and serious transpor -
tati on problems developed. 
By 1861 , the population had reached thirty- one m i llion, of which 
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about 4 , 500, 000 were slaves and 4 , 000 , 000 were fore i gn- born. Badly 
n eeded .manual labor was supplied by a large i mmi gration of Irish, 
German, Engli sh, and French. Sonie of the immigrants brought 
developed trade ski lls , business experience , and capital. With the 
exception of the textile industry in the New England States , most of the 
manufacturing plants were small and widely distributed through the 
East and M i ddle West. 
In the New England States , the wage =earning class was bec oming 
dis.t inc t from the capi talist class , and trade unions were formed to 
increase wages and shorten hours. It is significant that much of the 
early impetus i n the vocational education movement came from the New 
England States , particularly Massachusetts . 
The C ivil War had marked effects upon industri al development 
and polit ical insti tutions .as ,well . The slave system was broken up 
and hired labor substi tuted for i t. The South was economically dis -
traught, and a long time ensued before agriculture was .revived on 
.the new basis. Industrial progress ,was has,tened by the war, and the 
United States became strong enough to compete with the greatiest 
nations of the world for markets. Increased manufacturing c os,ts 
brought about high tariffs on imports . The slow, but steady m i grati on 
from rural to urban life began. In 1880, the percentages of rural and 
urban population were 70 . 5% and 29. 5%, respecti vely. By 1910, the 
population percentages .were 53. 7% r ural and 46. 3% urban, nearly an 
equal d i stribution. In 1950 , the urban percentage exceeded rural , 
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reaching 64%. P 950 Uni ted States , Census Report) 
Industrial jobs increased rapidly. Ski lled craftsmen increased 
rapi dly in number between 1870 and 1910 in such trades as toolmaking , 
carpentry and other building trades , plumbing , electrical work. 
sheet metalwork, foundrywork , and patternmaking. Semi= skilled 
workers increased even more rapidly, and the gradual decline i n 
percentage of unskilled labor began to take place. In response to 
demand, many new skilled crafts were appearing on the industri a l 
scene , such as photoengravers , pressmen, rollers , composi tors , 
auto mechanics , cement masons , millwrights, structural steel work= 
ers, electric typers . and electrical linemen. Home sources of 
ski lled labor were inadequate , and more and more craftsmen were 
recruited from abroad. Shipfitters , loftsmen, and draftsmen were 
sought from England, Ireland, Scotlan d , and the Scandinavian countries. 
Toolmakers , di emakers, and machinists from Germany; glassmakers 
from the Balkan countri es ; t ile setters and stonemasons from Italy 
were just a few of the examples of imported skilled labor . In thi s 
national occupational context, labor grbups joined i n 1917 with industry, 
. 
educati on , and government to help bring _about Federal a i d and Federal\... 
State cooperation in vocational education. 
The Growth of the Middle =Class Entrepreneur - Another important 
general social movement which helped to give r i se to voc ational edu-
cation and a Federal - State c ooperative relationshi p was the rapid 
growth of middle - class industrialists , b usinessmen, and m i dwes.t 
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farmers. The training needs of thi s new and expanding group of entre -
preneurs in America had a great influence in the ultimate legalization 
of vocational education, through the passage of the Smith- Hughes Act. 
The embargo of 1808 and the European wars, which ended by 1830, 
had s,t i mulated home manufacture and business tremendously in this 
country. Three different systems -of manufacturing already were pro-
ducing goods: (1) the household system, {2) the shop or craft system, 
and (3) the domestic system. The us.e of machinery developed rapidly, 
parti cularly in the textile indus,try; for example , the 8 , 000 spindles , 
in 1808, for cotton yarn, increased to five m i llion in 1815. Factories 
developed rapidly, especially in the New England States. Tariffs .were 
established in 1816 to offset a commercial crisis , brought about by the 
dumping of great quantiti es of fore i gn goods in this ,country. 
After the depress ion in 1815 and 1816, industr ial es.tablishments 
increased in numb.er and size. A long series of labor - saving machines 
improved the quality of goods , increased the quantity of the output, and 
reduced the c os,t of production; consequently, the household and 
domes.tic systems of manufacturing began to d i sappear. 
Westward expansion stimulated the development of transpor-
tation and manufacture and opened up much better farmland. The 
East was dri ven into more and more rnanufacturing. Transpor -
tation in the form of better roads, turnpikes , r i vers , and 
canals , the steamboat, and the railroads brought about the spe -
cialization of each _part of the co um.try, in the line of production 
?h ... .., 
for which it was best fitted. (19 , p. 378 - 387) 
By 1861 , farming in the New England States changed from the rais -
ing of grains and livestock, to fruits, vegetables , and dairy products . 
The South continued to increase the production of cotton, tobacco, and 
sugar, primarily through the use of slave labor, but not without the 
labor-saving inventions , such as the cottdn gin . In the Middle West , 
the farms were of moderate size and worked mainly by the owner, his 
fa.mily, and some hired labor. A var i ety of crops were produced, but 
the staple crops were chiefly wheat, corn, and meat . The threshing 
machine, the reaper , and many other farm machines , along with a 
rapidly growing market and improved transportation , enabled the 
midwestern farmer to make a prosperous living . Up fo 1861, the 
Far West or Pacific coast had played little part in the industr i al devel -
opment of the United States . (1 9, p . 388 - 395) 
From 1865 to 1914, industr i a l and c ommercial development in the 
United States was enormous . The population had reached one hundred 
million; immi gration amounted to 500 , 000 to 1, 000 , 000 annually by 
thi s time . A number of terr i tor i al ga ins had been made {Alaska, 
Hawaii, Puerto R ico , and the Philippines ). All of these factors - -
populati on, vast resources , expande d markets, deve l oped transporta-
tion fac iliti es, espe cially merchant marine and railroads -- combined 
to bring about the greatest and fastest economi c de velopment the world 
had ever known . Along with th ese ess e nti a l factors came competition, 
more and better mac hi nery, l arge scale producti on, utilization of 
by- products, standardi zation and specialization , interchangeability, 
big and small business , trusts and monopolies , d ivision of labor , and, 
not least, increased and improved management effi c i ency. 
Out of this national context in business , manufacturing, and farm 
development, organized groups joined hands with labor and education 
groups to give support to the proposal of Federal a id to vocational 
education. 
The Growth of Secondary Schools in the United States - A thorough 
understanding of public vocational education and i ts Federal-State 
cooperati ve relati onship would certainly not be complete wi thout a 
brief descripti on of the development of the public secondary schools 
of the country, during the nineteenth and early twenti eth centuri es . 
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Like all other phases of American l ife , as the problems of society 
became more complicated, so the educati on of our people became more 
difficult and requi red more t ime . The Ame rican people h a ve had a 
strong confidence and faith in education , based on the fact that edu-
cation does something benefic i al to people , and fo r them. 
From a few years of sch ooling to master the rudiments of the 
three R 1 s, early i n the n ine t eenth century , there grew th e concept of 
universal educati on , or "education for all the children of all th e people , 11 
involvjng many years o f school attendance. As a resul t of thi s growin g 
concept, the public school s changed from a Lati n grammar school , for 
professional purpos e s , to a broad prog ram of unii<,rersal education . 
Along with the p re v iously descr ibed phenomenal growth of commerc e , 
business, and industry, came such educational mandatory standards 
as compulsory attendance laws, fixed length of the school year , regu-
lation of school building construction, state - wide certification of 
teachers, determination of the general curriculum requirements, and 
establishment of minimum salary laws for teachers. 
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Of greatest significance, especially to this study, i s the unprece-
dented growth of secondary education. In 1880 , there were about 800 
public h igh schools in the entire United States; twenty years later , in 
1900, there were 6, 005. In 1889-1890, public a nd pri vate high schools 
enrolled only seven percent of the boys and girls, 202, 000 between 
14 and 17 years of age , as compared with 73 percent in 1949- 1950. 
By 1917 , there were 14,443 public high schools of all types, w i th a 
total enrollment of 1, 735,619 . By 1950, the growth in high school 
enrollments was even more phenomenal, as shown by the fact that the 
total number of youth had increased by 60%, while the high school 
enrollment had increased by ~ore than 1600%. By 1954, the high 
school enrollment had reached about 7 , 300, 000, in more than 20 , 000 
high schools . (2 , p. 9) 
Obvi ously, the objecti ves and curricula of the high schools con-
tinued to change rapi dly, and educational leaders were faced with the 
changing demands of a dynamic society. The broad challenge to the 
, schools and their leaders was to educate all young people for useful 
participati on as happy citizens in a complex worl d. It was in t h i s 
public educati onal setting that vocational educatio n appeared as a 
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specific social movement. 
The Influence of Commissions Toward Legislation 
The forces of the three general social movements affecting voca-
tional education were evidenced by several important commissions and 
organizations~ A full understanding oi the legalizati on of vocational 
education and its Federal - State cooperati ve relati onships would not 
be possible without examining the influences of these commissions and 
organizations . 
The Douglas Commission - By 1906 , e vidences of the i mpact of the 
various social movements began to appear . The famous Douglas 
Commission of Massachusetts , established in 1906 , made a study and 
a report of the educati onal services of Massachusetts , with emphasi s 
on the place of and the need ior industri al educati on in the public 
schools of the State . The report of the Commi ssion, and subsequent 
developments in the State , led to: 
the rapi d de velopment of a comprehensi ve scheme of vocational 
education, in connecti on wi th the public schools of Massachusetts , 
which served as a model for study and inspi red action by other 
states . {1 2 , p. 36) 
The Nati onal Society for the Promotion of Industr i al Education - Of ten 
overlooked in the development of Federal - State relationships and 
activi ties in vo c ational education is the e arly work of the National 
Society for the Promotion of Indus t rial Education . Alth ough much h as 
been wri tten about the Society and i ts successful efforts to bring about 
,, ,, 
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the passage of the Smith- Hughes Act, not sufficient attention has been 
given to the relationships and activi t i es on a national basi s th at were 
established and engaged in between the Society and the States in the 
period 1906 to 1917. 
In 1906, very shortly after the establishment of the Douglas Com-
mission, a group ,of educational, industrial and labor leaders organi zed 
the National Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education. Charles 
R . Richards , Teachers College, Columbia University, was the great 
uns,elfish leader of this movement. His realization that the States wouJ.d 
have to be stimulated to act in the promotion of vocational education 
brought about the national organization. He then concei ved the th ought 
that the Nation should establish a partnership in vocational education. 
(4, p . 62) In February 1918 , the Society adopted a resolution, chang -
ing its name to the National Society for Vocational Education. In 1926 , 
the National Society for Vocational Educ ation and the Vocational Edu-
cation Association of the M iddle West united to form the American 
Vocational Association. {4 , p. 74) 
The purpose or objec ts .of the Society were plainly a n d s imply 
stated in i ts consti tution, as follows: 
to bring to public attention the importance of industrial e duc a tion 
as a factor in the industri al development of the Uni t e d State s ; to 
provide opportuni ties for study and discuss ion of th e various ph ase s 
of the problem; to make available th e results of expe r i enc e in the 
field of industrial education, both in thi.s c ountr y a nd abroad; a n d 
to promote the establishment of insti tutions fo r imiustri al t r a ining . 
(20) 
There i s little doubt that in the in i t i al stages of the Society ' s .work 
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the purposes were limited to education and training for workers in the 
mechanical and construction industries. However, the Society's man-
agement recognized early in its existence that the influence of other 
occupational groups and interests would play a vital role in obtaining 
Federal and State legislation for the promotion and support of industrial 
and vocational education. At its Philadelphia convention i n 1912, indus-
trial education, agricultural education, commerci al education, and 
household arts education were included in "a statement of principles and 
policies that should underlie the legislation for State systems of voca-
tional schools." This followed precedent in the States that had passed 
legislation up to thi s time and lai d a broad foundation for the promoti on 
of the Federal legi slation that c ame later . 
A symposium was published in 190 7 that was based upon rep lies to 
a letter of i nqui ry sent t o manufacturers and to repr e sentati ves of 
. organized labor , relative to their opi nions on the matte r of i ndustr i al 
education. Contai ned in the symposium w ere eleven r ep lies received 
from promi n ent labor leaders of the manufactur ing and construction 
industries and twenty replies from employers. None expressed 
oppos ition to indus trial training in schools , but one employe r doubted 
whether the public schoo l s should provide the training. Most of the 
labor people and some employers opposed the training of skilled work-
e rs in schools c onduc t ed by employers , but practically all of these 
were in favor of publicly- conducted schools of this type. Many of the 
respondents also e specially favored evening schools for journeymen and 
apprentices, In some instances, a broad foundation in general edu-
cation. followed by apprenticeship, was favored, A few of the labor 
respondents expressed a fear that trade schools might be used for 
purposes other than those for which they were intended .. (31) 
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In addition to the symposium, a "Selected Bibliography on Indus-
trial Education" was published by the Society, in 1907. This publi-
cation contained the names of publications, with annotations, re la ting 
to apprenticeship, industrial education in Europe, industrial education 
for girls, studies of the general problem of industrial education, 
relation of the public schools to industrial educcl,tion, technical edu-
cation fbr industrial workers, and other aspects of the movement. The 
current interest in the problem was well illustrated by the dates of the 
publications contained in the bibliography. Of 2 7 books and Federa 1 
and State government reports, 21 were dated between 1900 and 1907, 
and of 88 articles and addresses listed, 74 were dated after the year 
1900. 
Bulletin No .. 4 of the Society, "Industrial Training for Women," 
was also published in 1907. This bullet:j.n clearly indicated the trend 
toward the employment of women in productive industries, largely as 
operatives. It contained specific suggestions on how trade training 
for women could be organized and conducted. 
The proceedings of the meetings of the Society indicate the consid-
eration of many problems similar to those of today. The wage earner, 
the schoot and indust:ry were frequently considered. Patterns of 
organization and the operation of trade schools were often discussed. 
Much time and serious consideration was given to the matter of sur -
veys. A number of surveys were actually conducted in cities where 
the Society held annual meetings. Problems of State organization and 
legislation were considered . Members of the Society lent aid to the 
States desiring assistance with legislation for industrial education. 
Exhibits , too, were a part of the meetings . There was a constant 
effort to obtain Federal monies for the benefit of vocational education. 
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Dual system of administration, versus the single board plan, was aired 
at the meetings. The minutes of the meetings reveal the breadth and 
depth of the thinking of early leaders . 
It is evident that every effort was made to retain and increase the 
interest of all groups that could further the purposes of the Society. 
Actions and developme nts i n the States and local communities and by 
the Federal Government, with respect to trade and industrial and voca-
tional education, are ample evidence of the powerful influence the man-
agement and work of the Society generated. 
During the ten years of the Society' s activities , twenty-five bulle-
tins were published and distributed to members without charge, and 
while the supply lasted, additional copies could b e obtained upon request. 
Of the bulletins issued, eleven were the proceedings of the meet-
ings , three were bibliographie s or directories. The other eleven had 
to do with l egislation on industrial education in the United States , train -
ing girls and women for industrial work, e ducating workers in the shoe 
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industry, con~inuation s,chools i n Munich~ selecti on and training of 
teachers for State - a i ded industr i al schools . The last two bulletins 
only, i ssued in 1917 , related to the general subject of vocational edu-
cation. These bulletins .had to do wi th evening vocational courses for 
g i rls and women, the Smi th - Hughes law, and w i th what States had to 
do to take advantage of i ts benefits. 
By 1917 , all bu.t nine of the twenty-five bulletins were out of pr int , 
and five of thes,e were proceedings of the annual meetings . 
In addition to i ts .own publications , the Society distrib.uted many 
publications .relating to the need for and value of indus.trial education 
that we.re issued by other agencies , both public and pr i vate. 
The bulletins , iss.ued by the Society, and other publications distrib -
uted were among the most effective promo.tional methods , both within 
the memberships and outs i de. Their value was i nestimable , both in the 
promotion o;f State legislation and State prog,ram operation and i n 
acquainting persons of influence with the objectives and .work of the 
Society. 
Surveys were made i n connection with the annual meetings of the 
Soc iety, at Richmond, Vi rgi n i a , Minneapolis , and Indi anapolis. The 
secretary and .other members conducted or ass i sted in conducting 
surveys for vocati onal education in a considerable nwnber of other 
citi es and States . The survey became recO-gp.i zed as .an i deal medi wn 
of publicty for the promotion of industri al and other phases of voca -
t i onal education. D uring the survey, the cit i z.ens of the communi t i es 
involv ed, and many others, learned much of the purposes of industrial 
and other areas of vocational education, and some things about its 
values. It was probably this "double-barreled'' purpose that prompted 
the Society to make a survey of the locality, immediately prior to each 
of the last three meetings. 
The publicity of the Society was extensive . In 1911, Secretary 
J. H. Cone reported is suing a total of 1, 500 news items and that ab-
stracts of the convention addresses were used by 2 , 500 newspapers . 
During the same year, 21,000 circulars, descriptive of the work of the 
Society, were sent to selected persons and organizations . 
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In 1912 , Secretary Prosser reported that he had traveled 50 , 000 
miles, made addresses in fifteen States , dealt with problems connected 
with vocational education in a dozen other States , and in not less than 
fifty of the l eading population centers of the country had made more 
than one hundred addresses before national, State , and local gatherings, 
representing labor, manufacturing, commercial, social, and educa-
tional interests. He also reported that in the same year he had set up 
points of helpful cooperation with every national organization interested 
in the promotion of practical and civic e ducation for wage workers. 
In 1914, Secretary Prosser reported distribution of press items 
on the work of the Society, and that more than 500 newspapers and 
periodicals in all parts of the country had printed them, sometimes as 
editorials. He also added that requests for further information, result-
ing from this publicity, had at times taxed the office of the Secretary. 
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Two conclusions can certainly be drawn from these and other publicity 
efforts of the Society. The first is that the Secretary and some others 
di d a lot of most effective publicity planning that involved a tremendous 
amount of hard work. The second i s that this effort contributed greatly 
to the ultimate outcome in 1917. 
At almos.t every meeting of the So:ciety, after its first meeting , 
mention i s made of assistance to the States in planning State legislatitm 
for the promotion and -s_upport of industrial and vocational education, or 
revision of exis.ting legislation. The several reports of the Secretary of 
the Society indicate that assistance in legislation had been provided in 
seventeen States -- California, Connecticut, Delaware, Illinois, 
Indiana, Iowa, LoJ.1,isiana, Mas.sachusetts , Michigan, Missouri, 
New Jers.ey, New Yo.rk , Ohi o , Pennsylvania, Virginia, Washington, 
and West Virginia. At the meeting in 1914, Secretary Prosser reported 
that the growing presti ge o,f the Society and the confidence of the public 
in it, were shown by the fact that during the year the office was floo.ded 
with requests from the States for assistance in writing laws. 
Working cooperation, of one kind or another , was established by 
the So.ciety wi th a large number of n ational and lo.cal organizations , 
agencies , and institutions. Among .thea,e were included industrial and 
commercial organizations , repres.entative of labor and employers ; 
Federal and State g,overnmental agencies having an interest in indus -
trial employment and training; civi c , social, and c op.sumer organi-
zations ; educational institutions and .associat ions ; and State and local 
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officials and boards having an interest in or responsibility for admin-
istering programs of vocational education. The i ntense public and 
politica l interest that culminated in the passage of the State and Federal 
laws and grants for vocational educati on are indicative of the benefits 
derived . (20 ) 
The 1914 Commission - In 1914 , President Wi lson established a com-
miss i on for the study of Federal aid to vocational educati on . All dur -
ing thi s early period of the twentieth century, many organizations were 
expressing outspoken interest in the development of industri al educati on 
programs i n the public schools , for both young people and adults . 
Among these were : National Metal Trades Association , National A s so -
ciati on of Manufacturers , Ameri can Federati on of Labor , National 
Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education , National Child Labor 
Committee , Ameri can Associati on for Labor Legislati on, Southern 
Commercial Congress , United Textile Workers of Ameri ca , Americ an 
Founderman ' s Associati on , and Chamber of Commerce of the United 
States . In addi t i on , testimony was g iven before the Commi ss i on by 
educators and by representatives of the civilian departments of the 
Federal Government . 
One of t he approaches of the Commiss i on to i llustrate t he need for 
vocational educati on was a survey of each Stat e to de t ermine the extent 
to whi ch occupati onal educati on and training were being provided by the 
local communities in the fields of trades and industries, commerce , 
agri culture , and household arts . Twenty - one State s reported public 
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school training in one or more of the following types of programs: all -
day preparatory, part-time or continuation, or evening extension. Most 
of the States reporting training in all-day schools had State laws for 
vocational education in 1914, and practically all States that reported 
part-time , continuation, and evening schools had special laws to author-
ize the operation of these schools . 
The report of the Commission contains a record of twenty- three 
national organizations that endorsed the idea of national grants for 
vocational education. In addi tion, testimony was given before the 
Commission by educators and representatives of Federal Government 
civilian departments. The necessary occupational training systems for 
military personnel were described by representatives of the United 
States Navy and the United States Army. Thus , there was evi dence and 
support established that vocational education was of national concern. 
A summary of the findings of the Commission follows : 
The report of the Commissi on, consisting of two volumes, was a 
comprehensive statement of the need for Federal aid for vocational edu-
cation and of the problems i nvolved in givi ng such aid . Volume 1 is the 
report of the Commission; volume 2 is a complete record of the hear -
i ngs before the Commi ssiqn. The Commi ssi on found there was a great 
need for the kind of vocatiqnal educati on which would prepare workers 
for the more common skilled trades and occupations in the Uni ted States . 
I n the opi n i on of the Commis ~i on, a program of voc atiop.al educ ati on was 
needed in order to conserve ap.d develop our resources ; to promote a 
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more productive and prosperous agriculture ; to prevent waste of human 
labor; to supplement apprenticeship ; to increase the wage-earning 
power of our production workers; to meet the increased demand for 
\ 
trained workmen, and; to offset the increased cost of living . The re-
port suggested that vocational education was needed as a wise business 
investment ; that our national prosperity and happiness were at stake; 
furthermore , that our position in the markets of the world could not be 
maintained without an adequate supply of trained workers . 
The Commission reported that the social and educati onal needs for 
vocational training were equally urgent, and that an overwhelming public 
opit}ion and sentiment showed the need for vocational education in this 
country. 
. ' 
While the Commission's report recognized that traip.ing for all the 
different vocations was important and desirable, agr i cultural and trade 
and industrial education were most in need of nati onal encouragement at 
that time . It was suggested that the best way to aid the States in giving 
voc~tional trai ning was by Federal grants for the preparati on of effi c -
ient teachers , and grants for the part - payment of teachers' salaries , 
recognizing that the teac):ler is the greatest single factor i n good i n -
struction, and because higher salari es would be required to obtain 
qualified vocational teachers . 
, The Commission, furth~rmore , reported that i nasmuch as the 
States were facing many new and difficult questions , in connection wi th 
efforts to develop agricultural, trade and industrial, tbmmercial, and 
home economics education, the Federal Government should aid the 
States in this work, by grants , expended through Federal agencies , 
for studies , investigations, and reports , in order that the States might 
place the work of their vocational schools on a scientific and business-
like basis . (14) 
The 1914 Commission report , a long with support from interested 
people and organizati ons in the various States , finally resulted in the 
\ passage of the Smith-Hughes Act , in 1917, which provided for Federal 
aid to the States in the establishment of vocational agriculture , home -
making , and industrial pro rams in the publi c schools . The Smith -
"! c.,,l ·" " -<:cl 
Hughes Act est,f lished the basis for the Federal - St a t e and , ultimately , 
the State-local administrative relati onship of public supervision and 
control in vocati onal education . . Thus , the specific social movement, 
vocational education , became legali zed . 
Federal-State Cooperati on - Development 
The early Federal Board for Vocational Education , established 
in 1917 under the law, and composed of the Secretary of Agriculture , 
Secretary of Commerce , Secretary of Labor , United St ates Commis-
sioner of Educati on, and three presidential appointees , representing 
manufacturing and commercial interests·, agriculture , and labor , 
initiated vocational education programs throughout the country. This 
early board was empowered to adtr1,inister the Act; to make studies, 
investi gati ons, and reports; to cooperate with State boards for 
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vocational educati on; and to make annual reports to the Congress , on 
the administration of the Act and the expenditure of the funds allotted 
to each State. 
The basic relationshi ps s,et up with the States by the Board and 
later carried on by the United States Office of Educati on , were firmly 
established, despi te changes in administrative structure on the Federal 
level. As indicated in chapter I, through Executive Order 6166 , the 
powers of the Federal board were transferred to the United States 
Department Qf Interior in 1933. The Secretary of Interior , Ickes , 
then placed the admini strative functi ons ,of the Federal board i n the 
United States Office of Education, as a vocational di vis ion, to adminis-
ter the program on the Federal level. On May 16 , 1946 , Reorganization 
P lan No . 2 , promulgated by President Truman, abolished the Federal 
board and its functions. ( 12 , p . 159 - 160) 
By the end of 1917 , all of the States had passed acceptance acts 
and had designated .State boards to deal with the Federal Office in devel -
oping vocational education programs. The Federal board, in connecti on 
with the States, established a basic policy bulletin, which descr ibed the 
cooperative-:effort with the States and served as a set of rules and regu -
lations and standards for the States ,and local communiti es to observe . 
The early policy bulletins were developed mainly out of questions raised 
by the States and answered by Federal board s,taff members , L . S. 
Hawkins and Charles R . Prosser. It was firmly e~tablished that th e 
board, and later the vocati onal division of the United States Office of 
Education, was to be a professional service office, tq help the States 
develop high-standard programs . 
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Federal-State Cooperation in Vocational Education in Wa11time ._ - Al-
though vocational education was not designed or intended to serve as a 
war program, the Federal-State cooperative relationships and activities 
came into existence during the initial stages of a world war. At the 
first meeting of the Federal board with its staff, in the summer of 191 7 , 
the discussion centered around two main topics : first , the extent to 
which the vocational education program could assist with the war effort; 
second, the possible development <;>fa program for disabled ex-, ' 
servicemen and persons disabled ip. industry. As a result of these 
discussions, there was agreement that, regardless of what other re-
sponsibilities might be put upon the board, its primary aim should be 
t o promote vocational education in cooperation with the States , as set 
forth in the Smith- Hughes Act; and further , that the members of the 
vocational education staff should devote their efforts exclusively to this 
purpose , 
In the light of the events of the following three years , a str i ct 
adherence to this policy carried tht Federal-State c ooper ative voca-
t ional e ducation program through its first major crisi s. Informe d mem-
bers of Congress were able to poiqt out that a transfer of the enti re 
rehabilitation soldier program to another agency would still leave 
intact the original program, for whi ch the board had b e en'. cr e ate d to 
administer . On the other hand, it was fortuitous that the war training 
4:3 
program was of such a nature that it stimulated both the Federal board 
and the State boards in the initial stages of the Federal-State cooperative 
program. The fiscal year 1918 was one-third past when the first con-
ferences of the Federal and State boards were held. Few of the States 
had in operation, at that time, schools and classes eligible for reim-
bursement. Nearly all subsequent enrollments for the fiscal 1918 were 
in war training classes . Out of a total of 86 , 830 males enrolled in trade 
and industrial classes for the year, 61,151 males were in war training 
classes. 
It can be further noted that even the States reported an unexpended 
balance of nearly $200,000 out of the total appropriation of $564,499.89 
for trade and industrial education, for fiscal 1918 . As to the war train-
ing program itself, contrasted with the war production training program 
(VD-ND) of World War II , the following characteri stics are worthy of 
note : 
1. All schools and classes for which reimbursement was made 
from Fede ral funds were organized under the State plans and 
policies required under the Smith-Hughes Act . 
2 . Gest of operation was on the dollar for dollar matchi ng basis 
s e t up i n the Smith- Hughes A c t . 
3 . Classes were open only to conscripted men . 
4 . Executive officers of State boards were appointed by Federal 
boa rd , at a salar y of $1 p e r year, for the purpose of w ar 
training work . 
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One of the earliest Federal cooperative activities which also 
assisted the States occurred during World War I, in cooperation with 
the War Department. The Federal board, through a group of special 
agents , prepared a series of nine bulletins (instructional material), 
based on requirements of Army occupations . These monographs were 
used in classes of enlisted men, organized and conducted by the Army, 
as well as in classes conducted by State boards. Another cooperative 
program of the Federal Board w i th the United States Shipping Board 
(Emergency Fleet Corporation) resulted in the preparation of instruc-
tional materials for shipbuilding occupations . Shop work was done on 
the job in the shipyards by the training section of the Shipping Board, and 
the related work in part-time and evening classes was conducted under 
the supervision of the State Board . 
In the years intervening between World War I and the present writ-
i ng , certain i ndi rect results of the trai ning exper i ences of that period 
have become apparent. Military and political leaders have become 
aware of the defense potentialities of a strong national program of voca -
tional education , centered i n States and local communi t i es , and coordin -
ated at the Federal level; and the whole country has become vocational-
education conscious . Industry and business , as well as our schools , 
have greatly extended and improved their trai ning programs ; emphasis 
has moved from preparation of unemployed youth for i niti al employment , 
to the training of employed youth and adults; the importance of trai n i ng 
supervi sors , lead men, and foremen has become recogni zed . That 
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vocational education is a part of the preparation for living needed by 
all normal individuals, has gradually replaced the idea that it is a 
device for keeping yo~th in school, or for taking care of delinquent , 
incorrigible, or ment~lly incompetent pupils , enrolled i n the secondary 
schools. 
War Production. Training Program , World War II - At the. advent of 
World War II, the Fed,eral-State cooperative program of vocational 
education was i n full operatiqn in all 48 States , the Dis trict of Columbia, 
Hawaii, and Puerto Rico. Trade and industrial education showed an 
enrollment of more than seven hundred thousand studepts, with fifteen 
thousand teachers working and marw more in training. 
A survey of vocat ional school facilit i es , undertakeh by the United 
States Office of Educati on in the fall of 1938 , at the request of the War 
Department , showed , that during the summer, when regular classes 
were rtot in session , it would, be pos s i ble to train 150 , 000 men in occu-
pations essenti al to national defense . When this report was made avail-
able, in the spring of 1939 , the States were i n no financial condition to 
support such an extensive program. In less than one month from the 
release of the first announcements_, the trade and industrial programs 
i n the vocational schools were in full swing; on a special program of 
national defense traini ng , to be supported entirely frotn Federal funds , 
appropr i ated by Congress for that purpos e . Hundreds of vocational 
schools were embarked upon a program of defense trai ning , with an 
initial enrollment of nearly 75 , 000 m e n . 
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Thi s program was operated under conditions quite different from 
those of 1917-18. A 11 costs of instruction were paid from Federal funds; 
classes were open to all persons employed in or eligible for employment 
in essential industries; the program was operated entirely by a,nd 
through the Stci:tes; the content of courses was determined by local 
supervisors and teachers, in cooperation with local employers; train -
ing of military personnel was a small part of the program; pre -
employment courses were directed toward initial employment, and sup-
plementary courses were offered for persons employed. Enrollment s 
in the latter type of course (nearly five milli on) exceeded enrollments 
in pre - employment courses (nearly three million); Federal money was 
allotted to each State on the demonstrated t rai n ing needs , rather than 
population. 
After the progran:i started, i n the summer of 1940 , wit h bui ldings 
and equipment furnished by State and local communi t i es , i t became 
apparent that , when regular classes started that fall , i t would be neces :- · 
sary to provide additional space and equipment, if the war producti on 
training program was to assume anything li ke the proporti ons predicted 
by both m i litary and civi l government forecaster s . As a r esult , Con-
gress extended authori zation for rental of space and purchase or rental 
of equipment , October 9 , 1940 . It was also soon evident that the pre -
dicted expansi on of the program would bring about a shortage of teachers . 
This proble m was solved by showing industry that by loani ng the 
school one ski lled worker to become a teacher , there could be dozens 
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of init i a lly trai ned workers p repared in a relatively short t ime. Many 
of the regular day- school teachers were also employed on addi t ional 
shifts in the war training p r ogram. As the war progressed, i t became 
increasingly d i fficult to secure tools and machinery. War production 
classes not only produced many machines and tools needed for training, 
but, in numerous instances , supplied th e Armed Forces and essential 
industri es wi th much- needed equi pment. 
At the clos.e of the war , Congress made the most e c onomical, the 
qui ckest, and the most equi table dispos i t i on of surplus material on re-
cord wh en i t passed an act, known as .Public 124, approve d J uly 3 , 1945. 
By thi s act, all supplies and equipment purchased by the State or local 
community with Federal funds , under the provision ,of the War Pro -
duction Training .Acts , remained the property of the purch aser. 
It cannot be stated too forcibly or emphasized too strongly that in 
putting over thi s extensive program of war production train ing, known 
in legislation as Vocational Education of Defense Workers {VE - ND), 
Vocational Training War P r oducti on Workers ( V . T. W . P . W . ), the 
i dentical Federal - State c ooperati ve agencie s were , at the same time , 
carrying on the peacetim e " regular" vocati onal program, . which had 
been developing over the previous quarter of a century. 
Out of a three - day conference , i n Washington , June 24- 27 , 1940, 
c ame p r actically all the basic policies whi ch c a rri ed the war train ing 
p rogram through nearly five years of a succ essful operation . P r obably 
the thi rd crucial period i n the history of Federal - State cooperative 
program of vocational education came in 1943, when an attempt was 
made to transfer the program to the War Manpower Commission . When 
the members of Congress were informed of the extent to which the 
administration and supervision of the war production training program 
was dependent upon the regular program, they definitely decided to 
leave it in the hands of the regularly constituted vocational authorities. 
The leadership in vocational education, in general , has been sensi-
tive to changing needs . During World War II, the changes i n training 
needs were numerous and rapid. Traini ng had to be anticipated . Only 
an experienced nationwide organization could have successfully put over 
such a program of training for the war emergency. {36) 
Throughout the forty years ' existence of the Smith - Hughes Act , 
the role of the Federal Government in the promotion and development 
of vocational education has been , with some exceptions, characterized 
by excellent leadership and cooperation , rather than control and dom-
ination. The policy bulletin, more familiarly known as Bulletin No. 1, 
has been revised periodically, so that the present bulleti n is the fifth. 
(1917, 1922 , 1926 , 1937, and 1948) At the present t ime , the 1948 
bulletin is under revision , with the assistance of the State and local 
communities. It is helpful in understanding Federal - State cooperative 
relationships and activities to exami ne the procedure under which the 
sixth bulletin is being prepared . The followi ng is the procedure , as 
described in Circular Letter No . 3124 , dated March 20 , 1956 , issued 
by the Assistant Commissioner , to State directors of vocational education: 
Changing conditions and experience with current policies 
for the admi nistrati on of vocational education indicate the 
need for a revis i on of the policies for the administrati on of 
vocational educati on under the Federal V ocati onal Education 
Acts. The enclosed mimeographed copy i s a prelimi nary draft 
of such revi sion . 
It is requested that this copy and the addi tional copies being 
sent to the State director under separate cover be reviewed in the 
State by the vocational educati on staff , members of the State 
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board and any others with whom you may choose to consult. When 
a consensus has been reached , one copy of this preliminary draft 
should be marked up and returned to this office not later than 
April 30 , along with a letter of transmittal maki ng such comments 
as are believed to be significant i n the formulation of policies . 
It is proposed that the procedures used i n developing the 1948 
edition of Vocational Education Bulletin No . 1 will be followed in 
general i n the proposed revision . Thus , after we receive the 
comments from the various states and prepare a second pre lim-
inary draft , it is proposed to h old a number of conferences for 
state vocational educati on officials for further revi ew . Aft er 
changes are made on the basis of the d i scuss i ons i n such confer-
ences , a semi -final draft wi ll be presented to an advisory com-
mittee consisting of State directors of vocati onal educati on and 
executive officers of State boards for vocational education. 
Your cooperation i n this revi,ai on of policies will be greatly 
appreciated . 
State Plans - - Instruments of Cooperati on ·- The pri ncipal instrument 
which e stablishe s the Federal-Sta t e c ooperative relati ons hip is what i s 
known as the St a t e plan . Each State prepares a plan outli n i ng the k inds 
of vocati onal edu ca i on for whic h i ts Federal an d m atching St ate appro -
priations wi ll be used . 
Federal offi ce representative s v i rtually wrote the early State plans 
in most of the States, by sitting down wi th State offic er s a nd ass i sti ng 
them i n preparing a plan adapted t o a parti cular St ate . At present , a 
plan is developed or revised wi th the a ssistance of local people . Afte r 
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the plan i s completed, th e draft i s r e vi ewed by the vocational d ivi s ion 
of the Uni ted States Office of Education , which may make further 
suggestions and recommendations. F inally. the State plan i s approved 
by the State board and is submi tted to the Federal Office for i ts final 
:review and ac c eptance. Ac c eptance of the plan by the Federal Offic e 
qualifies the State to receive i ts allotment of the Federal grants , and 
becomes a k ind of contractual agreement between the vocati onal d i vi -
s ion of the Uni ted States Office of Education and the States. 
A State plan may be re vised or amended at any t i me by the State 
board, and wi th the approval of the Uni ted States Office of Education. 
The State board has full authori ty regarding the expenditure of Federal 
f unds , if they are spent i n accordance with the provisions of the 
approved State plan. 
Many of the States have used the State plan as a basi s for drafting 
what i s known as a State - local plan . A State - local plan serves .as an 
admin i strati ve gui de to local d i str i cts that are operating various types 
of vocational education services. The plans descr ibe organi zation and 
administration, types of programs , how the vari ous vocational programs 
,will be operated, the plans for training , recruitment, selec t ion and in -
service train ing of vocati onal teachers , and the m inimum requirements 
for the qualific ations of teachers and supervisors and d i rectors. Each 
yea r, local school authoriti es submi t a request for approval of reim-
bursement for a local program of vocati onal educati on, which i s to be 
operate d i n ac c ordance with the provi s ions of the State - loc a l plan. This 
is really a form of a State-local mandatory cooperative activity. 
Federal funds are sent to State Treasurers, who are designated 
custodians of the funds under the Federal acts. The basic acts, Smith-· 
Hughes and George-Barden, provide that the vocational education pro-
grams must be under public supervision and control, and further, that 
the instruction shall be of less than college grade. As stated earlier, 
the philosophy of the Federal-State administrative relationship is 
simply that Federal and State offices are service offices set up to help 
the States and local districts meet standards of good programs, not 
to control these programs. 
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Local Administrative Responsibility - Since 1917, the professional 
vocational educator has recognized the principle of administration, that 
the local school board and its administrator are responsible for all 
educational programs in their schools, including vocational education 
classes . What appear to be contradictory to this principle are situations 
caused by lack of understanding and shirking of responsibility by voca-
tional teachers and school administrators, or by neglect or disregard 
of recognized standards of effective vocational education instruction. 
The promotion of new programs is a major responsibility of the 
State staff and of the Federal staff . Programs of vocational education 
may originate through the efforts of local public school authorities; 
however, many programs have originated through requests from various 
organizations, such as labor groups, parent-teacher associations, 
business and industrial firms, and homemaking and farm groups . In 
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any case, there exists herein a three-way relationship through coop-
erative activity between Federal and State and local school agencies. 
It should be emphasized again that the local board and administra-
tor_s have complete administrative responsibility for the control of a 
local program. The vocational teachers are employees of the local 
board and are subject to all local conditions of employment, in the 
same manner as other teachers . It is important, of course , for voca-
tional administrators and vocational teachers to understand the inherent 
differences in the characteristics of vocational programs and other 
kinds of classes. A thorough understanding of the various types of 
programs requires the best k i nd of administrative leadership for the 
program. 
Federal- State -Local Relationships - Most obstacles encountered in 
establishing effective vocational education programs can be overcome 
if all those concerned are really i nterested in providing young people 
and adults with good opportunities to trai n for useful employment. 
Successful operation of vocational c lasses is largely dependent upon an 
understanding of the basic purposes of the various types of vocational 
programs, which are implemented by cooperative Federal- State -, local 
relationships . The cooperation is best descr i bed by the exact words 
of the Foreword in the first Statement of Policies , Bulletin No. 1, of 
the Federal Board for Vocational Education, is sued in 1917. (24) 
The Smith- Hughes Act provides a sctrenie uf cooperation 
between the Federal Government and the States for the promotion 
of vocational education in the fields of agriculture, trade, home 
economics, and industry. 
Under this act the Federal Government does not propose to 
undertake the organization and immediate direction of vocational 
training in the States, but does agree to make from year to year 
substantial financial contribution to its support . I t undertakes 
to pay over to the States annually certain sums of money and to 
cooperate in foster i ng and promoting vocati onal training and the 
training of vocational teachers . The grants of Federal money are 
conditi onal , and the acceptance of these grants imposes upon the 
States specific obligations to expend the money paid over to them 
in accordance with the provis i ons of the act. 
This cooperation of the States with the Federal Government 
is based upon four fundamental ideas : First, that vocati onal edu -
cation being essential to the national welfare , it is a functi on of 
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the Nati onal Government to stimulate the States to undertake this 
new and needed form of service; second, that Federal funds are 
necessary in order to equalize the burden of carryi ng on the work 
among the States ; third , s ince the Federal G overnment is v itally 
interested in the success of vocati onal educati on , it should , s o to 
speak, purchase a degree of participati on i n this work; and , fourt h, 
that only by creating such a relati onshi p between the central and 
the local G overnments can proper standards of educational effi -
ciency be set up . 
Agencies of Cooperation 
The machinery established by the act is devi sed to secure 
effectiv e cooperati on i n promoti ng vocati onal educati on . The law 
provi de s for the appointment by the Pres i dent of a repre s entative 
Federal Board for Vocational Education . .... To provide agencies 
representing the Stat es , the act requires that St ate boards of not 
less than three members shall be created by act of legislature . 
Each State board i s to work in cooperation with the Federal board 
i n carryi ng out t he provisions of the act ..... 
Before this machinery can fully operate i n a State , the legi s -
lature must create a State Board for Vocational Educati on to coop-
erate wi th the Federal board. After the appointment or des ignation 
of s u ch a board , any State may accept the benefits of the appropri-
ati ons made under the law. 
The s cheme of education proposed contemplates t hat each 
State shall submit to the Federal board a plan outli n i ng the method 
by which it proposes to conduct its vocational education activities. 
Thes-e plans the F -ede-ral board must carefully examine; and if it 
finds them to be in conformity with the spirit and purpose of the 
act, it is authorized to direct that the moneys apportioned to the 
various States be paid. In other words, partly by the act itself, 
partly by the Federal board, and partly by the State board in 
cooperation with the Federal board, standards of vocational edu-
cation are established meeting the approbation of both the State 
and Federal Governments . Each in its own field supreme , the 
State board and the Federal board, in order to function at all, 
must come together on the ground thus br i efly described . 
The Reassessment of Federal-State Relationships and Activities 
The foregoing presentation describes generally how Federal-State 
relationships developed and became established during peacetime and 
war. A 11 through the history of the vocational educati on program , 
since the pas sage of the Smith-Hughes Act, there are evidences of the 
many cooperative activities planned and carried on by the Federal and 
State offices. The principal joi nt activities carried on consisted of 
annual financial, statistical, and descriptive reports, special reports, 
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national and regional conferences for supervisors and teacher educa-
tors , program reviews in the field, preparation and publication of pro-
fessional and technical bulletins , and the preparation and amendment 
of policies and State plans. Most of these activities were engaged in 
on a voluntary basis . Only those dealing with the annual financial and 
statistical reports, and the preparation of policies and State plans , 
were required by law, and therefore mandatory. 
Following the extremely active period of war production training , 
the amount of funds provided for the operation of the vocational division 
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of the United States Office of Educat ion reverted to a pre- World War ll 
basis . By this time , salary, travel, and other costs had risen sharply, 
thereby requiring that personnel and travel be reduced to come within 
the limited funds . At the same time, there developed a general move-
ment that the Federal Office should not interfere with or dominate State 
programs . As a result of this combination of factors , there developed 
a reticence toward the planning of joint activities and a gradual with-
drawal of the Federal Office from leadership acti on withi n the States . 
Much of this development was justified by some professi onal and lay 
persons , on the bas i s that in thi s manner the Federal Office would not 
interfere with , control, or dominate State programs. 
Several years of this apparent w i thdrawal of leadership by the 
Federal Offi ce began to result i n criti cal comments from vari ous voca -
tional educati on leaders on Federal, State , and local levels . In 1951 , 
the Hardy Committee inquiry and report of the operati ons of the voca -
tional divis i on of the Uni ted States Office of Educati on was quite cri tical 
of alleged admi n istrative deficiencie s of the Federal Office , especially 
of the mandatory activi ties i mposed by law, e.g . : 
It was also brought out that t he Federal assistance given the States 
i n drafti ng the (State ) plans was at best, under the circums tances , 
meager , and that more careful cooperative assistance was d e s i r -
able . (36 , p . 3 ) 
The Hardy Committee report drew up e i ght observati ons and conclµ -
s i ons and s i x r ec ommendations , all of whi ch pointed up the n eed for 
more and better leadership on the Federai level. 
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Although the Hardy inquiry dealt chiefly with the mandatory activ-
ities of the Federal Office with the States; it was obvious that defici ... 
encies in. this respect coincided with the lack of progressive leadership 
and action in essential voluntary cooperative activities between the two 
levels. It also became obvious to vocational education leaders on all 
levels that there was need for a reassessment of the Federal-State . 
relationship i:ri vocational education, particularly in terms of develop-
ing and carrying out certain essential cooperative activities. Up to 
the time of this study, there had been no organized formal attempt 
made to identify and report such activities back to the vocational lead-
ership of the country. The remainder of this study is devoted to a 
report of the procedure used and the results obtained in the reassess• 
ment of Federal-State cooperative activities in vocational education. 
CHAPTER III 
THE METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURE 
Cooperative relationships, as established by the basic vocational 
education acts, require that certain meaningful cooperative activities be 
designed and carried out to promote and administer the program of 
vocational education. This study, therefore, is concerned with the 
problem: What cooperative activities should exist between the Division 
of Vocational Education of the United States Office of Education and the 
State boards for vocational education, to carry out the provisions of the 
Smith-Hughes and George-Barden Acts? 
Making the Inventory of Cooperative Activities 
The first step of the study was to obtain a group of suggested coop-
erative activities which are, or might be engaged in between the Federal 
Office and the States. A seven-page preliminary inquiry form was 
designed to obtain a list of suggested cooperative activities from a 
selected jury of leaders of long experience in vocational education. A 
copy of the inquiry form is found in appendix A. The inquiry form pro-
vided for the division or classification of activities under seven main 
headings; namely, {I) Administration, «J[I} Supervision {HO Teacher 
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Training, (IV) Instructional Materials, (V) Physical Facilities, (VI) 
Public Relations and Research, and (VII) Miscellaneous. The miscel-
laneous classification was used to stimulate suggestions from jury 
members, without regard for any specific phase of program. (In the 
final check list, the miscellaneous classification was eliminated, and 
in item VI, Public Relations and Research were separated and listed 
as section VI - Public Relations and section VII - Research. ) The 
classifications used are familiar to vocational educators in their work, 
and therefore served as a frame of reference to guide them in thinking 
of meaningful cooperative activities . (It should be noted here that a 
number of activities have been engaged in for many years. Others have 
been discussed and contemplated for many years, while still others 
have been renewed or started during the preparation of this study. No 
formal method has been used to identify the activities, with respect to 
their previous or present existence.) 
Several illustrations of suggested activities were iisted under each 
classification by the author, to stimulate the jury members to suggest 
additional cooperative activiti es . Further assistance and stimulation 
of jury members were provided by sending an outline of the study along 
with a transmittal letter, which are included in the appendix. The trans-
mittal letter includes the following: (1) the purpose of the study and a 
request for assistance, (2) a definition of a cooperative activity, man-
datory and voluntary, (3) the seven main classifications pf ·anivities, 
as a frame of reference, and (4) specific explanations of what the jury 
members were asked to do to assist in the study. The outline of the 
study set forth the following: the problem statement, purpose of the 
study, basic assumptions, need for the study, hypothesis , procedure, 
and methodology. 
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A test of the preliminary inquiry form was obtained by requesting 
associates to examine the transmittal letter, the outline of the study, 
and the instrument. Their efforts to comple te the inqui ry form, by 
using the information supplied and by following the instructions, re -
sulted in valuable constructive criticisms and suggestions. These were 
used by the author in refining and improving the form and the instruc -
tions. 
The Preliminary Jury - In order to gather the list of suggested a c t ivi-
ties, a preliminary jury o f widely-experienced Federal and State voca-
tional e ducation leaders were asked to respond to the preliminary 
inquiry form . Twenty- se ven Federal and State vocational educ ati on 
leaders were selected by the author, with the assistance of his asso-
ciates on the staff of the Kansas State B oard for Vocational Education, 
and the Assi stant Commissioner of Educati on in the Federal Offi ce. 
Associates and the Federal O ffice recommended the names of Federal 
and State leaders in each of the f our major service areas: agriculture, 
distribution, h omemaking, and trades and industrie s ; and in each of 
the four geo graphic regions of the vocational di visio n of the Unite d 
States Office of Educati on in the c ountr y. Table I lists the State s an d 
territories that c omprise each r egion . 
TABLE I 
STATES AND TERRI TORI ES INCLUDED IN THE FOUR VOCATIONAL 
EDUCATION REGIONS OF THE UNI TED STATES 
States in North States in States in States in 
Atlantic Region Southern Region Central Region .Western Region 
West Virginia Texas North Dakota Washington 
Maryland Tennessee South Dakota Oregon 
Washington, D .C. Oklahoma Nebraska California 
Pennsylvania Arkansas Kansas Nevada 
New York Louisiana Minnesota Idaho 
Connecticut Mississi ppi Iowa Montana 
Massachusetts Alabama Missouri Wyoming 
Vermont Georgia Illinois Colorado 
Rhode Island Florida Ohio Arizona 
Maine South Carolina Indiana New Mexico 
New Jersey North Carolina Wisconsin Utah 
Delaware Virgin i a K entucky Hawaii 
New Hampshire Puerto Rico Michigan Alaska 
Virgin I slands 
The selection of members of the preliminary jury was made on the 
basis of the following criteria: 
1 . Each should possess certification in policy- makin g positions 
as a State supervi sor , teacher educator , State di rector , or 
Federal Office representati ve i n vocational education, under 
the provisions of Federal and State acts and regulations 
governing r e imbursed vocati onal educati on progr ams . 
2. Each should have had at least ten years of combined experi-
ence i n the pos i t~ons described in number one . 
3 . The entir e jury s h ould ade quate ly r epre s e nt the four major 
areas a n d the four regions of the country. 
T ab le II lists the name s , position s , a n d loc ati ons of th e jury members. 
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TABLE II 
NAMES, TI TLES, STATE, AND REGIONAL LOCATIONS OF JURY MEMBERS 
' 
NAME POSITION STATE AND REGION 
James H. Pearson Assistant Commissioner for Vocational Education Washington, D. C. , ·Federal 
John P. Walsh Director, Trade & Industrial Educati on Branch Washington, D . C. , Federal 
Edna P . Amidon Director , Home Economics Educati on Branch Washington, D. C., Federal 
John Pope Program Spec ialist , Distr ibuti ve Education Washington, D . C . • Federal 
William P . Spanton Di rector , Agricultural Education Branch Washington, D~ C .• Federal 
Emmett O ' Brien State Director of Vocati onal Education Connecticut, North Atlantic 
J ohn Se i del State Director of Voc'"'2-t ional Education Maryland, North Atlantic 
J oseph R. Strobel State Director of Vocati onal Education New York, North Atlantic 
Robert T . Stoner State Director of Vocati onal Education Penns y 1 vania, North Atlanti c 
J . E. Hi ll State Di rector of Vocational Educati on Illinois , Central 
Harold VanWestr i enen State Director of Vocati onal Educati on Michi gan, Central 
Cecil E. Stanley State Di rector of Vocational Educati on Nebraska, Central 
c . L. Greiber State Director of Vocati onal Education Wisconsin, Central 
Florence Fallgatter Head, Teacher Training - Home Economics Iowa, Central 
H . H. London Head, Industrial Educati on Missouri , Central 
Milo Peter son Professor and Head - Agriculture Educati on M innesota, Central 
A. E . Robinson State Director of Vocational Educati on Louisiana, Southern 
J. Warren Smith State Director of Vocational Educati on North Carolina, Southern 
J B. Perky State Director of Vocational Educati on Oklahoma, Southern 
M . A . Browning State Director of Vocational Educati on Texas , Southern 
Lela 0 1 Toole Dean , School of Home Economics Oklahoma, Southern 
Martha Crei ghton Teacher Trai ner - Home Economics Vi rginia Southern 
Frank B . Cale State Di recto r of Vocational Educati on Virginia , Southern 
Wesley P. Smith State Director of Vocational Education California, Western 
o. I. Paulson State Di rector of Vocational Educati on Oregon, Western 
Mark Nichols State Director of Voc ational Educati on Utah, Western 
Herman N . M iller State Di rector of Vocational -Education -w-a·shing-ton, Western O' ..... 
Actually, more than twenty-seven vocational educators partic i-
pated as jury members in preparing the list of suggested cooperative 
activities . In the letter transmitting the original inquiry form, it was 
suggested that jury members might engage in the assistance of their 
staff members to devise and recommend cooperative acti vities. In 
practically every case , they involved the i r staff members, with the 
result that a wide range of activities was obtained in the returns. 
An excellent illustration of the involvement of staff members 
occurred on the Federal level, where Assistant Commiss i oner James 
H. Pearson, a jury member, first discussed the problem and the 
instrument with the Federal directors of the four major service areas : 
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John P. Walsh of trade and industrial education, Willi.am P. Spanton of 
agriculture, Edna P . Amidon of home economics , and John Pope of 
distr ibutive education, along with the ass i stant d irector of the vocational 
division, Ward Beard. A meeting of the directors serve d the purpose 
of developing an understanding of the study and the procedures that 
would be followed. Each service director held a similar meeting with 
hi s or her staff members, and their suggestions were compiled in one 
list or submitted separately, as they preferred. Most of the State di-
rectors, who comprised the greater part of the jury, handled the instru-
ment in a like manner with their supervi sory staffs. Because of the 
unknown number of staff members involved, and the varie d methods of 
e mploying their assistance, it is practically impossible to list them 
all in table II. 
After a lapse of six weeks, a follow-up letter of reque-st was sent 
to eight jury members-who had not returned the preliminary inquiry 
form . A copy of this letter is attached as appendix C. As a result, 
returns were received from every jury member . A gram. total of 446 
cooperative activities were received in the returns from the 27 jury 
members and their staffs. The extent of the response of the jury was 
gratifying, and the number of suggested activities far exceeded expecta-
tions. Table III lists the total number of activities in the seven classi -
fications submitted by the preliminary j~ry. 
TABLE I!I 
TOTAL NUMBER OF COOPERATIVE ACTI VI TIES SUGGESTED 
BY THE JURY IN SEVEN CLASSIFI CATIONS 
Classification 
I. Administration 
II. Supervision ... 
III. Teacher Training. 
IV. Instructional Mater ials 
V. Physical Facilities . . . 
VI. Public Relations and Research 















Developing the Final Check List of Cooperative Acti vities 
The complete preliminary list of the 446 suggested cooperative 
activities received from the jury was assembled exactly as submitted, 
under each of the seven main classification headings. All activities 
were reviewed and then reclassified, wherever necessary, into their 
proper classifications. Activities in the miscellaneous group were 
classified under some one of the other headings . after di-viding public 
relations and research into separate classificati ons , labeled as VI and 
VII, respectively, in the final check list. 
Each suggested activity was then examined critically, as to i ts 
meaning and its clarity of expression. Many were found to duplic ate 
each other . Such items were rephrased and rewri tten as one acti vity. 
In other cases , where a sugge stion was found to be a part o f some 
broader activity, it was eliminated or, if deemed helpful in clarifying 
the broader activity, was added specifically as a part of the related 
activity. 
Every suggested activity was r e phr ased, with due regard to its 
meaning, so as to indicate any ac t ion to be taken. For example , one 
activity submitted in original form r ead as follows : 11 Con tinual exchange 
o f plans, ideas , and experience. u This was rephrased and clarified 
to read, 
Set up an organized c ommunication plan which would provide for 
the contin uous exchange o f data, plans, i deas, and program develop-
ment in the States . 
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After thi s item was reviewed, i n six .more drafts or re visions , in com -· 
bination _with other s i milar suggested .activities, it finally read as 
follows ,on the final instrument: 
Set up an organized plan of continuous communication of changes 
in policy, interpretations , regulations , data, plans , ideas , and 
program development in the States. 
In this manner , many_ similar s.uggestions ,were combined, expanded, 
and rephrased, so as to reduce the total of 446 activities to 78 . Care 
was exercised so that the intended meaning of a suggested a c t i v i ty was 
preserved as accurately as possible. 
Obviously, many sugges.ted activi ties were dropped from the list 
entirely, by including only thos,e which met the following general 
criter i a : 
1. That the activity was general enough to involve all four 
services in vocational education. With few excepti ons , 
acti v i t i es that could be applied only to one of the servic es were 
dropped. 
2 . That the activity was specific enough to be of practical value 
to the program. 
3. That the results stemming from carrying out an activity m i ght 
be of immediate use in the program. 
The revi sed 78 activiti es were included in a newly-desi gned final 
check list. As explained previously , the miscellaneous class ification 
was eliminated in the final check list , and the s ixth classification , 
research and public relations, was .divi ded into two, so that the seven 
classifications were: (I) General Administration, (II) Supervision, 
(II!)Teacher Training, (IV) Instructional Materials, (V) Physical 
Facilities, (VI) Public Relations, and (VII) Research. A copy of the 
first page of the final check list and the memorandum of transmittal 
are found on pages 67 and 68. A complete list of the seventy.;.eight 
activities is to he found in appendix C. 
The one-page transmittal memorandum was designed to give nec-
essary instruction briefly, without sac.rificing clarity. It requested 
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the participation and help of 1,226 vocational education leaders through-
out the country. It consisted of the .following essential features: 
1. A direct request for assistance and participation. 
2. The need for the study. 
3. Definition of terms, cooperative activity, important, manda-
tory, voluntary, unimportant, undecided. 
4. Five point description of what was expected of the respondent. 
5. Request for return of the instrumen.t within three weeks. 
6. An offer to. send a summary of the study upon request. 
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FEDERAL-STATE COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
PART I -- GENERAL ADMINISTRATION ACTIVITIES 
Return to: 
W. M. Arnold, 1025 Kansas Avenue, Topeka, Kansas 
Position (Check one) 1. ( ) Director 2 . ( ) Supervisor 3. ( ) Teacher Educator 
,& 3 State Name 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Position Level (Check one) 1. ( ) Federal 2 . { ) State 3. ( ) Local 
Vocational Service (Check one) 1. ( ) Agr. 2 . ( ) H . Ee . 3 . ( ) T & I 4 ( ) D . E. 
,. Region (Check one) 1. ( ) N . Atlantic 2 . ( ) Southern 3 . ( ) Central 4 . ( ) Western 
D 
If you think an activity is valuable and should 
.be engaged in. check it as 11 Important . rr 
Place the check under ''Mandatory'' if you 
believe the activity should be required by law 
or regulation. Check it under 11 Voluntary" if 
you feel it should be carried on by choice . 
Check an activity as "Unimportant," if you 
think it has no value. ' 
If you are in doubt as to the value of an activit~ 
check the column marked "Undecided. '' 
5. Please che.ck.in onty one column :for each .acuvit, 
Prepare, submit, and review Annual State Financial 
Statistical, and Descriptive Reports, including periodic 
revision of forms and content. 
Review and revise periodically t he Policy Manual -
Bulletin No . 1 - United States Office of Education. 
Conduct periodic national and regional wo rkshops for 
State Directors on administrative problems and t rends in 
the total educational program and their implic a t ions for 
Vocational Education . 
Make surveys continuously of national, stat e and local 
conditions as basis of plans for balanced total v ocational 
education programs needed t o meet chan ging c onditions . 
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March 21, 1956 
TO: Vocational Educators 
FROM: W. M. Arnold, State Director, Vocational Education, 
Topeka, Kansas 
SUBJECT: The Need For and Value of Federal-State Cooperative 
Activities in Vocational Education 
This is to request your participation and help in a doctoral vocational 
education study at Oklahoma A & M College, with the sponsorship of 
the U. S. Office of Education, the American Vocational Association, 
and the National Association of State Directors of Vocational Education. 
Serious questions have been raised in recent years , as to the need and 
the desire of the States for continued Federal profess ional and financial 
assistance in the administration and promotion of vocational education. 
In order to help to answer these questions, a series of F e deral-State 
cooperative activities, in seven different phases of vocational education, 
has been developed, through the assistance of a jury of experienced 
vocational educators . 
In this study, a 11 cooperative activity" is defined as a planned, specific 
joint action, either mandatory or voluntary, between the professional 
personnel of the vocational division of the United States Office of Edu-
cation and the State boards for vocational education, for the purpose o f 
carrying out their major responsibilities under the prese nt Federal Acts. 
Please express your opinion about e ach activity according to the follow-
ing pattern: 
1. If in your opinion an activity is valuable and useful and should 
be carried on jointly by the Federal Office and the States , you 
should designate it as 11 Important. 11 
2 . Whenever you have decided that an activity i s lf i mportant, 11 
you are requested to indicate by a check mark whether the 
activity should be mandatory or voluntary. "Mandatory" will 
m ean that the activity should be required by law or regulation. 
"Voluntary" means that the activity should b e carried on by 
choice. 
3 . If you consider an activity has little or no value in vocational 
education, as a joint action, you should check it as 
''Unimportant. 11 
4. If you are in doubt, check the column marked 11 Undecided. 11 
5. In any case, only one check mark is to be made .for each 
activity. 
Your thoughtful respo~se and the return of the attached instrument by 
April 9 will be very n:,.uch appreciated. A summary of the study will 
be sent to you upon request. 
The grouping of the activities by number and total , from the final 
instrument, in each classification, is shown in table I V. 
TABLE I V 
CLASSI FICATIONS, ORIGINAL NUMBER, F INAL NUMBER 
AND NUMBERS ASSIGNED TO ACTI VI TIES 
AS FOUND IN FINAL CHECK L IST 
Original 




I. Administration 68 
II. Supervision 88 
III. Teacher Training 61 
IV. Instructional Materials 53 
V. Physical Facilities 29 
VI. Public Relations and Re search 90 
VII. Miscellaneous 57 
TOTAL 446 
* Public Relations only m fmal check list. 


















7 to 17 
18 to 29 
30 to 43 
44 to 53 
54 to 58 
59 to 67 
68 to 84 
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It seems to be of more than passing interest that by far the great-
es t number of original activities submi tted (90) had to do with r esearch 
and public relations , while the fewest number dealt with physical facil -
itie s . It seems logical to deduce, therefore , that " fact finding" in gen-
eral was m or e numerously ex.pressed and was perhaps o f prime 
'? 1 
importance as c ompared with physical or mechanical problems deal-
ing with plant, equipment, tools , and supplies. Further , it is inter-
esting to note the emphasis attached to supervision and administration 
problems, as evidenced by the number o f activities originally suggested, 
88 and 68 respectively. Teache r t r aining activities followed closely in 
number with 61. 
The final eight-page check list wa.s de signed with the assistance o f 
a representative of Internati onal Busine ss Machines Corporation, with 
a view toward doing four things: 
1. Identifying the respondent easily and completely. 
2 . Restating the fi ve point instructions mentioned in the trans -
mittal memo. 
3. Providing a quick method of checking an opinion, after r ead-
ing and thinking about each activity. 
4 . Arranging the checking columns so as to expedite the punch-
ing of IBM for tabulation of r-e-sponse data. 
The first six numbered items were u·sed to identify the respondent 
by position, State, administrative level, vocational service , and geo -
graphifal region. The 78 activities began with number 7 , running 
through 84. The total nu.mber of 84 items required two IBM cards to 
be punched for responses on each activity. The preliminary inquirie s 
were ~tamp.ed with consecutive numbers, to identify each one with the 
person to whom it was sent. 
' 
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Circulating the Final Check List - The specific purpose of the final 
check list was to obtain a consensus of all voca.t ional education leaders 
on Federal , State , and loca.1 levels , throughout the country, as to the 
relative frequency with whi ch they adjudged i mportance of the seventy-
eight Federal -State cooperative activities . The further plan of the 
study was to analyze the responses and to make various comparisons 
of the responses from Federal , State , and local levels; and finally , 
in the four United States Office of Education vocational education 
regions , North Atlantic , southern, central, and western . 
The Final Jury - Complete and accurate current di rector i es of all chi ef 
officers of vocational education , on Federal , State , and local levels, 
were obtained from the United States Office of Education and the States . 
The list constituted the purposi ve sampling of vocational educators , to 
whom the final instrument would be sen.t . This total list of 1, 226 voca -
tional education leaders , cons i sting of 35 Federal representati ves , 51 
State di rectors , 181 chi ef State s,upervisors of the four major servic e 
areas , 258 head teacher educators , and 701 local d i rectors and super -
visors of vocational education made up the final jury. 
The total number of returns of th e final check list were 656 , from 
approximately 54% of the final jury. Table V shows -a summary of the 
population and the number and percentage of returns from each major 
group of respondents . 
TABLE V 
THE NUMBER OF CHECK LISTS SENT AND RETURNED, AND 
PERCENTAGES -OF RETURNS BY GROUPS OF LEADERS 
Number Number of Percentage 
Grouo Sent Returns of Returns 
Federal 35 30 86% 
Sta.te Directors 51 38 75% 
State Supervisors of 
Vocational Agriculture 43 31 72% 
State Supervisors of 
Trade and Indu_strial Educati on 47 34 72% 
-· 
State Supervi sors of 
Home Economics _Education 50 29 58% 
State Supervi sors of 
Distr ibutive Educ ation 41 30 73% 
Teacher Trainers of 
Vocational Agriculture 75 49 65% 
Teacher Trainers of 
Tra-de-and Industrial Education 43 31 72% 
Teacher Trainers of 
Home Economics Education 128 70 55% 
Teacher Trainers of 
Di stributive Education 12 11 92% 
Lo.cal Administrators 701 303 43% 
TOTALS 1. 226 656 54% 
The table reveals exceptionally high returns from Federal , State , and 
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teacher trainer groups. The lower percentage of localleaders responding 
was expected, because the study d i d not involve them as d i rectly as the 
Federal and Sta.te groups . For this reason, too, no follow - up letter 
was :sent to local people , as was done wi th the Federal and State groups. 
In each acti vity, a certain number of res.ponses had to be elirnin-
q.ted because a jury rriember failed to make a che ck mark, or bec4 use 
he check-ed two or more columns on the same i tem . 
To indicate the opin io:d that- ·an cLCt i vi ty wa·s not important as a 
cooperative activity, the r-esponden t che cked i t "uni mportant"; if he 
was .rmcertain, he checked i t II undecided. 11 
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The 656 responses were tabulated on IBM cards, in the service 
bureau of International Bus iness Machines Corporation , in Kansas. C i ty. 
An IBM repres.entati ve of the Topek a office ass i sted in the planning of 
the final check list and in the punching of the cards. The manager of 
the IBM service bureau, in Kansas City, supervised the key- punching 
of the c ards , from the check lists, and also provided key ver ification 
of the punched data , for correctness. The IBM cards ,were then run 
on an 0 - 75 sorter machine, in the IBM department of the Department 
of Social Welfare of Kansas . All of the cards were run to tabulate the 
data for the total responses of the individuals, on Fe<leral , State , and 
local levels. The cards -were run a third t ime, to tabulate the re-
sponses of the final jury, a ccording to geographic regions - North 
Atlantic , southern , central , and western. Composite tables were 
designed, as .shown in chapter IV, to record the number of responses 
and percentages in each of the des c r ibed classifications . 
The final step in the procedure requi red the analys is of the data 
tabulated from the responses of the vocational educati on leaders , and 
the interpretati on of the results . Data on each a ctivity were tabulated 
from the IBM machine runs on form sheets. Results were checked and 
errors were eliminated by re - running cards on the sorter machine. 
Accura:te c ounts were made of each juryman1s response on each 
acti vity . T hese counts were tabul a·ted in tota ls, first by granl total 
of a,11 respondents , second by Fede-ral , State , a n d local groups , and 
finally, by four regional groups - North Atlantic , southe rn, central, 
--and western. Perc-entages of response s of these groups were calcu-
lated and listed on forms designed for thi s purpose , as shown in 
tables VI to XII inclusi ve . 
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The -activi ties were then placed in de-s c ending rank order , accord-
ing to the percentages of the total respondents who judged them impor-
tant, both mandatory and voluntary. The activity r-eceiving the highest 
percentage of leaders' responses indi e ating it as important was placed 
first in each classificati on a n d t able , and the others followed in 
descending percentage order . The data on all a c tivities in each table 
were analyzed and interpreted. 
Significant Differen~es - Stati stical treatment of th e data was employed 
to find significant differences between percentages of re-spon"ses from 
the administrative levels .and from the regions, as applied to impor-
tance and as to mandatory or voluntary action. The formula Jor 
calculating the reliability of the difference between two percents was 
used. ( 10, p. 236) In each classification, calculations were made to 
determine what s i ze difference between percents consti tuted a signi ~ 
ficant difference at the . 0 5 level. After thi s difference was iound, the 
written description of the analysi s i n each classification pointed out 
the instances where s i gnificant differences h ad o c c urred, and efforts 
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. we-r,e.-made-to int-erpr-et th:e-s-e di-f:fer-en.ee-s. An-'.e'X:ampl-e ,of E! uch 
calculation follows~ In the case of item I of the -eleven administration 
activities, 11 Review and revise periodically the Policy Manual No. l ,-
United States Office of Education,"' the difference between the percent-
age of jurymen from the North Atlantic region {65%) and that of jury-
menifrom the s.ou,thern region (77%), .,who judged that the it.em is not 
only important, but mandatory, was .12, when _Nin the ca5,e of the 
formeJ;" was 155--and the latter 158. 
NI= 158 
;p1 !a;- 11 
N2 = 155 
.. P2 = 65 
G-o = VPQ [ m- f 
p::: Nl Pl .f. N2 .P2 





(11 x z9 [ /ss = .;. -1-1 . 155 
~059 2059 ::: "' 155 158 
"' (26. 31 
'" 5. 13 
158 x77 ./, 155 X 65 
158 ,J. 155 
P :: 71% i 
Q = ( 1 - P) - 29% 
/ 319145 ,1. 3253?2 
V ·24490 
The difference between the .two percents is 12%. 
CR= (Pl-P2) - 0 
©Pl - PZ 






The CR of 2. 34 exceeds l. 97 at the . 05 level, but is less than 2, 59 
at the , 01 level. The difference between the two percentages is signi-
fic-ant-at the . 05 level, but the responses are not different in any 
degree of significance at the , 01 level. The significant diffe-rence .was 
evidence of the favor toward importance and mandatory action by the 
group from the southern region. 
Efforts were made throughout chapter IV to point up other note-
worthy and interesting features of the various activities and the re-
sponses. Conclusions and recommendations were drawn and set forth 
in chapter V. 
CHAPTER I V 
ANALYSI S OF DATA AND F INDINGS OF THE STUDY 
The work o_f th e prelim inary jury and the author , as described in 
chapter Ill, carried out the first purpose of this study; namely, to 
identify the cooperative acti vi t i es th.at were submitted to the fin~l jury, 
which included the leadershi p previously described. The responses ,of 
the 656 (of 1 , 226) Federal , State , and local leaders of vocational edu-
cation to the 78 activi t ie s previously identified, form the bas i s for 
carrying out the second purpose of the study; namely, to -0btain the 
relative frequency of the responses of vocational education leaders as 
to the importance of the activities and as to whether the activi ties 
should be mandatory or voluntary . 
. In order to s,implify and .clarify the great amount of data assembled 
on .the 78 acti vities , separate treatment was gi ven to each group of 
activities .under the seven main class ifications which were used to 
form the ori ginal frame of reference . This .kind oi treatment of the 
data on the 78 acti viti es permits interested readers and students to 
examine each specific phase of thi s .study, to derive some facts -and 
draw conclusions , without having to ,examine the enti re list of 78 
activi ties. In other wo:r.ds, i t permi ts those. who have a .special 
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interest in -some on-e of the different groups of acti vi t ies to study that 
group alon e . 
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The data were assembled in seven tables , in each of whi ch the 
activities were arranged in descending order , according to the percent-
age of total leaders' responses as to i mportance , the highest being 
first, and so on, in each classification. Each table ,contains the usable 
responses ,of 656 respondents, as to the frequency of leaders ' ind i -
cation of the importance of each acti vity , and .whether an acti v i ty 
should be mandatory {requi red by law or regulati on), o r voluntary 
(engaged in by choke) . 
The data in each classificati on of activities were analyzed and the 
results interpreted. First, a general analys i s was made of each class -
ification of activiti es , in the light of the leaders ' responses . Next , 
an analysis was made, in each classification, of the compari son of 
Federal, State , and local leaders' responses. Following this , a s i m -
ilar analysis was made of the comparison of the same leaders ' respon-
ses by regi ons . Finally, there was a brief summary made ,of findings 
and conclusions , in each classi fication of acti viti es . 
The total of responses to each activi ty always -agrees wi th the su:m 
of the administrative level responses . The sum of the responses of 
the geographic regions i s always twelve less than the grand total , 
because twelve Federal representatives were not assoc i ated with any 
partic ular r egion. of the country . Except fo r thi s , the totals agreed 
exactly, within every activi ty . 
The -tables i n ·-every ca-se show the numeer -and perc-entage of 
r-espon-se-s in each c olumn i tem, in the final check list , by overall 
total , administrative levels {Federal,. State , and local) , and by geo -
graphic regions (North Atlantic, southern, central, and western). 
The tables are somewhat complex because they were designed to 
serve a dual purpose in the text of thi s .chapter. The firs t purpose 
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was to s,how the comparisons .of percentages of the leaders1 judgments, 
_ with emphasis .upon each activity in each classification. The second 
purpose was .to bring each activity into focus , as .all leaders judged 
them, by totals, administrative levels, and by regional locations. The 
use of the tables in the text seemed to be the most effective and effi -
cient method .of analyzing and interpreting the data on each acti vity, 
for the ciuthor and the reader. 
General Administration Activitie s 
The eleven administration cooperative activities were arranged in 
rank order , highest to lowest, in table VJ[, a ccording ,to the percentage 
of the total responses ind icating the activities as important, both 
mandatory and voluntary. Table VI also shows the number and per -
centages .of total responses indicating: ( 1) that the acti viti es should be 
mandatory or voluntary; (2) that the activities are wiimportant; or P) 
that the respondents were undecided. The number and percentages 
of Federal, State , and local respondents' opinions , as to the impor -
tance of activitie s , mandatory or voluntary, thei r unimportanc e , or 
Ba 
their indecision are also revealed. in table VI. Finally, this table 
discloses the number and percentages of responses .of leaders, by 
their regional locations, as to importance of the activities, mandatory 
or voluntary, their unimportance or indecision. 
TABLE VI 
TABULAR SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO ELEVEN ADMINISTRATION ACTI VI TIES 
Item 1 - Rank 1.5 Review and .revise peri odically the Policy Manual - Bulletin No. 1 = United Stat es Office 
of Educ ati on. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 462 71 18 60 230 72 214 71 100 65 121 77 144 71 90 73 
ant I Voluntary 172 26 12 40 84 26 76 25 51 33 34 22 53 26 29 24 
Unimportant 12 2 0 0 4 2 8 3 3 1 1 0 5 2 3 2 
Undecided 5 1 0 0 1 0 4 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 
TOTAI.S 651 100 30 100 319 100 302 100 155 100 158 100 203 100 123 ~00 
Item 2 .- Rank 1.5 Make sur veys c ontinuously of National, State , and loc al c onditi ons , as basi s of plans for 
balanced total vocational educ atio n p r ograms needed to meet changing conditi ons . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES· ADMTT\TT~TD A TTVF. F.VF.T _(: r.:: -u-:w A 'PJ.ITr. D N• ;.u ,~,..;:: 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct .. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 323 50 11 37 145 45 167 55 76 49 79 50 97 48 67 54 
ant Voluntary ~OQ '17 lA hO l h4. i; 1 1 7.7 47. 7~ 47 75 47 qq 49 54 44 
Unimportant 14 2 0 0 9 3 5 2 3 2 4 3 5 2 2 2 
Undecided 6 1 1 3 2 1 3 1 3 2 1 0 2 1 0 0 
TOTALS 652 100 30 100 320 100 302 100 155 100 159 100 203 100 123 11,00 
()0 
N 
TABLE VI (Continued) 
Item 3 - Rank 3 .Conduct periodic national and regional workshops for ·State directors on administrative 
problems and trends .in .the total educational program and their implications .for vocational education. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES - and. Regions Feder-al State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 274 42 7 23 133 47. 134 44 hh 4~ h~ 40 80 ~Q hl so 
ant I Voluntary 352 54 23 77 169 53 160 53 84 54 89 56 114 57 57 47 
Unimportant 14 2 0 0 9 3 5 2 2 1 ' 6 4 5 2 1 1 
Undecided 12 2 0 0 8 2 4 1 3 2 1 0 5 2 3 .2 
TOTALS 652 100 30 100 319 100 303 100 155 100 159 100 204 100 122 lOO 
Item 4 - Rank 4 Prepa_re, submit, and review annual State .financial , statistical, and descri ptive reports , 
including peri o.dic revision of forms and -eontent. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMTNT~TR A I I VII ,EVET.~ r.1:~nr.R A 'PJ.llt: R~r.,nN~ 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 534 82 29 97 282 89 223 74 125 81 133 85 164 80 100 8 1 
ant Voluntary 86 13 1 3 25 8 60 20 21 14 16 10 30 15 19 16 
Unimportant 25 4 0 0 11 3 14 5 7 4 6 4 8 4 4 3. 
Undecid~d 5 1 0 0 0 0 5 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 0 0 
TOTALS 650 100 30 100 318 100 302 100 155 100 156 100 204 100 123 00 00 
0-l 
TABLE VI (Continued) 
Item 5 - Rank 5 Set up an organi zed plan of continuous communication of changes in policy, inter pretations, 
data , plans , ideas , and program development in the States. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- lMandatorv 309 48 10 35 14 1 44 158 52 72 47 79 50 91 45 61 50 
ant I Voluntary 302 46 16 55 165 52 12 1 40 74 48 71 45 95 47 57 46 
Unimportant 27 4 3 10 10 3 14 5 5 3 7 5 12 6 2 2 
Undecided 12 2 0 0 4 1 8 3 3 2 1 0 6 2 2 2 
TOTALS 650 100 29 100 320 100 301 100 154 100 158 100 204 100 122 100 
Item -6 - ·Rank 6 De vel op patterns fo r c oo perati ve pr ogr am rela tionships b e tween all voc a tion a l services on 
F ederal and State levd s . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES · ADMINISTRATIVE j~v t<_; i...S ~Pr\t":D A .:;i'.111 DN',-.. ,,-."',.. 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct .. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatory 180 28 5 17 86 27 89 30 42 27 46 29 52 26 37 30 
ant Voluntary 399 62 21 70 200 62 178 59 94 61 96. 60 130 64 72 59 
Unimportant 49 6 3 10 22 7 24 8 14 9 12 a 14 7 8 7 
Undecided 23 4 1 .3 .12 4 10 3 5 3 5 3 7 3 5 4 
TOTALS 651 100 30 100 320 100 301 100 155 100 159 100 203 100 122 100 
00 
~ 
TABLE VI (Continued) 
Item 7 ~ Rank 7 Prepa,.re a simplified outline of suggested content and method qf preparation of revised 
State plan, including .date and frequency of submission. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Re2ions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 26q 42 12 4.0 148 46 109 37 64 42 75 48 75 37 50 41 
ant I Voluntary 303 47 15 5-0 145 46 143 48 69 44 68 43 101 50 60 50 
Unimportant 55 8 3 10 15 5 37 12 15 10 12 8 19 9 7 6 
Undeciq.ed 20 3 0 0 10 3 10 3 6 4 2 1 8 4 4 3 
TOTALS 647 100 30 100 318 100 299 100 154 100 157 100 203 100 121 100 
Item 8 = Rank 8 Organiz·e a suggested p rofessional course in II The Adminis,tration of Local P rog;rams of 
Vocational Educ ation for School Admin i stra_tors" for _graduate study by school administrators . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES · ADUTNT~TRATIVE L~VELS t"'!l<'Ot"'!D A .::.h,1 D N:I ... .-..... ,.. 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct .. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 144 22 0 0 66 20 78 26 32 21 36 23 45 22 31 26 
ant Voluntary 423 65 21 70 217 68 185 61 105 68 104 65 125 62 83 68 
Unimportant 49 8 6 20 22 7 21 7 10 6 14 9 18 9 3 2 
Undecided 35 5 3 10 15 5 . 17 6 . 8 5 5 3 15 7 5 4 
TOTALS 651 100 30 1-00 320 100 301 100 155 100 159 100 203 100 122 100 
00 
U1 
TABLE VI (Continued) 
Item 9 - Rank 9 Prepare periodically a publication of "Suggested Reimhursement Policie$11 for use in the 
States . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Re2ions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 231 36 6 21 97 30 128 43 65 42 58 37 69 34 36 30 
ant I Voluntary 290 45 16 55 153 48 121 41 67 43 68 44 88 44 63 53 
Unimportant 65 10 5 17 29 9 31 10 11 7 17 11 23 11 12 10 
Undecided 5q 9 2 7 40 13 17 6 12 8 13 8 23 11 9 7 
TOTALS 645 100 29 100 319 100 297 100 155 . 100 156 100 203 100 120 100 
Item 10 - Rank 10 . 5 Desi gnate a nd use a national professional advi sory committee . compos e d of State 
direc to r s of vocational educ ation an d chief State school offic ers. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES· AOUTNTSTRA TIVE ... EVEY ,S ~1.•nr,RA.:.&11 Rli'r,J()N'S 
OF All Levels Norm 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct .. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 190 29 4 14 86 27 100 33 49 32 51 33 48 23 39 32 
ant Voluntary 3 19 49 19 65 157 49 143 4 7 79 5 1 77 49 103 51 56 45 
Unimportant 93 15 4 14 5 1 16 38 13 16 10 17 11 40 20 18 15 
Undecided 46 7 2 7 24 8 20 7 11 7 11 7 12 6 10 8 
TOTALS 648 100 29 100 318 100 301 100 155 100 156 100 203 100 123 100 
00 
"' 
TABLE VI (Continued) 
Item 11 - Rank 10 . 5 Work toward the establishment of a representative Federal board for education and 
adequate Federal vocational education staff, to provide more in-service and leadership\training for State staffs. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 279 43 L. 14 143 45 132 44 65 42 74 47 87 43 52 43 
ant I Voluntary 227 35 18 62 110 35 99 33 5,8 37 54 34 65 32 43 35 
Unimportant 94 15 6 21 3g 12 4g 16 18 12 21 13 33 17 20 17 
Undecided 46 7 1 3 25 8 20 7 14 9 9 6 16 8 6 5 
TOTALS 646 100 2~ 100 317 100 300 100 155 100 158 100 201 100 121 100 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES· AD~TNT~TR ATIVE .11; V 1t;I .~ r..1~~1> A wi-t11 1> - • .. ,n; __ 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 









All eleven administration a.ctivities were de~med to be important 
by a .majority of the 656 respondents , ranging from 78% on item 11, 
relating to an organi zed plan of communication, to 97% on items 1 and 2., 
dealing with the revision of policies , and surveys of conditions .on _which 
to base program plans . 
The percentage of responses indicating _that the activities . should be 
mandatory ranged from a low oi 22%, on item 8, to a high of 82%, on 
item 4. Item 4 - preparation of, submitting, and .reviewing the annual 
State financial , statistical, and descriptive reports - is one of only two 
of the 78 activities that have been in existence and required by law 
since the passage of the Smith-Hughes Act. It is possible that the 4% 
of the respondents who thought thi s activity was ,unimportant and the 1 % 
who were undecided did not understand clearly what was requested of 
them, because great importance has been attached to this requirement 
for 40 years , by the Congress . the Federal Office, and the States. The 
13% who felt that this activity is important, but should be voluntary, 
seemed to indicate a -mild reaction to a particular requirement being 
imposed upon the States by the Federal Government. 
Five of the eleven administration .activities , item numb.ers l, 2, 
4, 5, and 8 , received more :mandatory checks than voluntary. In fact, 
one of the surprising results, from the reactions of respondents to .this 
group of acti vi ties , was .the sizable percentage - no less .than 22% -
of leaders .favoring mandatory activitie s. There is reason to beli~ve 
that many leaders indicated a mandatory c.):ioice, in an effort to give 
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emphasis ;to the importance, and _hence to the II shouldness 11 of a nµ.rnber 
of administration activities. This may be an indication, also , that it 
was thought the activity would more likely be accomplished, or put into 
action, if it were made mandatory. 
The top ranking of the item 2 activity, ''Make surveys ,continuously 
of National, State, and local conditions , as basis of plans for balanced 
total vocational education programs needed to meet changing conditions , 11 
was borne out by the conclusions reached in a res.earch conference in 
Washington, in June 1955. Representatives of various States , meeting 
on research needs, concluded that studies .of changing conditions in 
American economic and social life are most necessary to keep voca-
3 tional education programs adapted to current needs. 
Interesting implications ,were found in the third ranking ,activity, 
11 C.onduct periodic national and regional wor.kshops for State di rectors 
on administrative problems and trends in the total educational program 
and their implications for vocational education!' A national study of 
problems in trade and industrial education, conducted by the author in 
1955 fo.r the National Association of State Directors of Vocational Edu-
cation, established clearly and fo_rcefully the following conclusion: 
"Many proble.:m.s are administrative and supervisory and can be handled 
3Misc. 3495 . Research and Studies in Trade and Industr i al Edu-
cation, December 1955, Divis.ion of Vocational Education, United 
States ,Office of Education, Washington , D. C . 
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adequately by ski lled, trained l~aders in vocational education . 114 Obvi -
ously, leaders felt strongly that State directors , with the assistance 
and cooperation of the Federal Office , should participate in workshop 
sessions devoted to admini strative problems . 
The activity ranked fifth placed great importance upon commun-
ication between the Federal Offi ce and State staffs, as .does industry, 
bus iness~ and all effecti ve educati onal organizations . The sixth rank-
ing activity pointed out one of the most difficult problems in vocational 
education, that of developing close coordination and relationship between 
the various vocational services, on Federal and State levels. Simpli-
fied outlines of State plans , as suggested in the acti vity ranked seventh, 
are presently being developed by the Federal Office. A number of 
vocational teacher educator institutions , including Mississippi State 
College , Oklahoma A & M College, and the University of Michigan, are 
offering graduate professional courses in administration of vocational 
education, as recommended in the activity ranked eighth. 5 The last 
two .activi t ies , tied for lowest ranking, brought substantial percentages 
of responses indicating importance. 
4A summary report of a study of the problems in trade and indus-
trial education under the Smith-Hughes and George - Barden Acts, for 
the Na.tional Association of State Directors of Vo.cational Education, 
May 2, 1955 . 
5Education 550 , A Pro.fessional Course in Organization and Admin-
istration of Vocational Education for School Administrators , Oklahoma 
A & M College , Stillwater , Oklahoma . 
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Compari son of Judgments of Leaders from Three Administrati ve Levels -
There was a s i gnificant difference in only one activity , between the per-
centages of Federal , State, and local leaders' responses , as to the 
importance of the activities . Thi s _occurred in the activity ranked eighth , 
relating to .organi zation of a graduate professional course in admini -
s~ration of vocational education . State and local leaders ' responses 
exceeded those of Federal leaders by 18% and 17%, respectively. 
Except for one activity, item 4, the percentage of responses favor -
ing ,manda_tory action was _consistently higher from State and local 
leaders than Jro.m Federal representatives. The fact that this .activity 
dealt with the annual reports required by the Federal acts may explain 
somewhat why Federal responses .were 97% mandatory. This general 
reaction would s.eem to indicate that State and local leaders are not as 
fearful or sensitive abou.t Federal mandatory requirements as is 
commonly thought . By the same token , Federal leaders • responses 
.for voluntary action were substantially and consistently higher than 
those of State and local leaders, except for the activity ranked fourth. 
All eleven activities were deemed to be important (mandatory and 
voluntary) by more than 75% of the Federal , State , and local leaders. 
There were s i gnificant differences between the percentages of 
Federal and local respondents•· opinions in the five activities ranked 
3, 8, 9 , 10 , and 11 , indicating local leaders ' more favorable reaction 
to mandatory action. In the fourth ranked activity, the percentage of 
Federal leaders ' responses , indicating mandatory action , was _much 
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greater than that of local respondents . The latter fact revealed the 
importance which the Federal leaders attach to the mandatory requj re -· 
ment of making annual financial , statistical, and descriptive reports . 
There were also significant differences between the percentages 
of Federal and State leaders' responses, in three activities ranked 
3, 8, and 9, with State leaders favoring mandatory action . 
Comparison of Judgments of Same Leaders by Their Regional Locations -
The same leaders from the four regions appeared to agree generally 
that the various administration activities were important, since there 
was no significant difference between the percentages of the i r responses . 
A 12% difference in percentages of responses between regions would 
establish a significant difference at the . 05 level, but not at the . 01 
level. There were no percentage differences between responses of any 
two regions greater than 9%. 
The only significant statistical difference in percentages of manda -
tory or voluntary responses occurred between the North Atlantic region 
and the southern region on item 1 (12%) and between the North Atlanti c 
region and the western region responses on i tem 10 ( 12%), and then only 
at the . 05 level. In the first instance , the southern regi on favored 
mandatory action on item 1 , while i n the second case , the North Atlanti c 
region favored mandatory action. 
Although the differences ,were not statistically s i gnificant, the per -
centages of centr al region responses indicating importance of the 
activiti es ran consistently lower than those of the other three regions . 
Thi s seemed to indic ate a s light tendency t oward a more moderate or 
conserva,tive viewpoint or reaction abo,ut Federal - State cooperati ve 
acti v i ties ,among central region leaders , as compared with oth er 
regional leaders. 
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Summary of F indings on Administrati ve A c t ivit i es - The great majority 
of leaders adjudged all of the admi n i stration cooperati ve activities to 
be important. Thi s strong c onsensus of emphas i s on the administration 
activities pointed up the demand by leaders on all levels _for increased 
a.ction and leadershi p in vocational educ ation . The c onsiderable per -
centage of leaders' opinions that the acti vi ties ,should be mandatory 
further emphasi zes thei r feeling ,of urgency about cooperati ve a c t ion , 
especially in those five a ctivities where the perc entage of responses 
for mandatory action exceeded th at of voluntary a c t i on. 
There were no s ~gnificant differenc es between the percentages ,of 
leaders' responses between any two of the three admin i strative levels , 
as to the importanc e of the acti viti es. However, the percentage of 
responses of local leaders, ind icating importance of the activiti es , ran 
consi stently h i gher than those of State and Federal leaders. The State 
leaders ' responses as to importance of the acti vi t i es ran s lightly higher 
than those of Federal leaders. Apparently, the urgency of need for 
cooperati ve a c t ion was felt more strongly at the loc al operating level 
of programs and then less strongly at the levels further removed from 
program operation, State and Federal. 
Very little differenc e was found between perc entages of leaders' 
responses on any score on a regional basis . Cen tral region leaders' 
responses , adjudging importance of activities , ran slightly but con -
sistently less than those from other regions. So far as administration 
cooperative activiti es were concerned, there di d not appear to be any 
marked difference of opinion among leaders, in the four geographical 
regions of the vocational division of the Uni ted States Office oi Edu-
cation, as .to .the need for action. Only the central region leaders' 
slightly more conservative estimate of importance of activities was 
noteworthy of mention as a d ifference . 
Supervi sion Activities 
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Twelve supervision activiti es are to be found in table VII in rank 
order, by percentage of total respondents judging them important. The 
responses indicating importance are further detailed in the table by 
number and percentage suggesting that the activity be mandatory or 
voluntary. Also included in table Vil is a summary of responses to 
the twelve activities according to administrative level - local ; State, 
and Federal - and to geographic region - North Atlantic, southern, 
central, and western. 
TABLE VII 
TABULAR SUMMARY OF RESPO NSES TO TWELVE SUPERVISION ACTI VI T IES 
Item 1 = Rank 1 Con duc t annual p r ogram review in each service in each State , by pre~planning so that max= 
i mum benefits c an result in the i mprovement of instruction and in=service training of State staff. 
TO TAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 212 33 12 43 115 36 8 5 28 46 30 59 38 57 28 47 39 
ant I Voluntary 371 58 15 54 178 56 178 60 89 58 88 56 116 57 7 1 58 
Unimportant 4 5 7 0 0 15 5 30 10 12 8 6 4 23 12 4 3 
Undecided 16 2 1 3 8 3 7 2 7 4 3 2 6 3 0 0 
TOTALS 644 100 28 100 316 100 300 100 154 100 156 100 202 100 122 100 
Item 2 = Rank 2. 5 Conduct a n. annual region a l conference of State supervisors a nd tea cher trai ners and a 
n ati onal conference in each voc ati onal service every five years. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES · ADMINISTR A TTVE ,EVEY.~ ~li'nr.D A 'PJ.fTr. R~r.TnN~ 
OF All Levels Norm 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct .. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 301 47 9 31 164 51 128 4 3 76 49 75 48 93 47 53 4 3 
ant Voluntary 278 43 14 48 135 43 129 43 65 43 70 44 83 41 55 45 
Unimportant 54 8 6 21 17 5 31 10 11 7 11 7 19 9 11 9 
Undecided 14 2 0 0 3 1 11 4 2 1 2 1 7 3 3 3 
TOTALS 647 I 100 29 100 319 100 29 9 100 154 100 158 100 202 100 122 ~00 ") 
1.11 
TABLE VU (Continued) 
Item 3 - Rank 2 . 5 Plan and conduct visits, meetings, programs , conferences, and workshops to ass i st 
States in identifying and s o lving the problems of the var ious vocational education services. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES · and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 1 ~A 7.1 8 2q 63 20 . 67 22 31 20 33 21 44 22 25 20 
ant I Voluntary 442 69 17 61 227 70 198 66 104 68 113 71 136 67 8 4 69 
Unimportant 41 6 2 7 15 5 24 8 9 6 9 6 15 7 7 6 
Undecided 27 4 1 3 15 5 11 4 9 6 4 2 8 4 6 5 
TOTALS 648 100 28 100 320 100 300 100 153 100 159 100 203 100 122 100 
Item 4 "" Rank 4 . 5 Plan, o r ganiz e, a n d c on duc t periodi c nati on al , r egional , a n d in terstate l e ade rshi p de vel -
opmen t c onference s for State s upe rvi sors in all s ervices . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES · ADUTNTC:TR A TTVF. ,F.VF.T -~ rw-= -" wH A .:.1-11C 11..--: .... I""'"" 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct .. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 130 20 2 7 58 18 70 24 33 ; 21 31 20 34 17 30 26 
ant Voluntary 44 1 68 25 8 3 230 72 186 62 101 66 112 71 14 1 69 78 64 
Unimportant 44 7 2 7 18 6 24 8 9 6 13 8 18 9 4 3 
Undecided ' 34 5 1 3 15 4 18 6 11 7 2 1 11 5 . 9 7 
! 
TOTALS 649 100 30 100 321 100 298 100 154 100 158 100 204 100 ).21 ~00 
'° ~
TABLE VU (Continued) 
Item 5 - Rank 4 . 5 Conduct periodic cooperative evaluation of entire State program, in all se rvices, upon 
re_quest of States . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- lMandatorv 118 18 4 13 63 20 51 17 24 16 27 17 46 23 18 15 
ant I Voluntary 450 70 21 70 226 70 203 69 107 70 120 75 125 62 91 74 
Unimportant 55 9 5 17 20 6 30 10 15 10 9 6 22 11 7 6 
Undecided 24 3 0 0 12 4 12 4 6 4 3 2 9 4 6 5 
TOTALS 647 100 30 100 321 100 296 100 152 100 159 100 202 100 122 n.oo 
Item 6 - Rank 6 Plan and prepare a bulletin on 11 Effective Practices in State Supe rvis ion, 11 to be used by 
all services . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES · ADMINISTRATIVE ,EV ELS (";PO(";R A .-.-.11 R-;;- ,111-;--
OF All Levels Norm 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct .. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 156 24 5 17 61 19 90 31 36 24 40 26 49 25 28 22 
ant Voluntary 400 63 16 53 218 69 166 56 98 64 103 67 117 59 77 64 
Unimportant 54 8 7 23 21 8 26 9 12 8 9 6 21 10 9 7 
Undecided 29 5 2 7 14 4 13 4 6 4 2 1 12 6 8 7 
TOTALS 639 100 30 100 314 100 295 100 152 100 154 100 199 100 122 lOO 
'° -i 
TABLE VII (Continued) 
Item 7 - Rank 7 Set up standards and minimum requirements for the selection of State supervisors and 
provide for their in-service training. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. 
Import- !Mandatory ~ri i:; 47 11 17 131 41 163 i:;4 71 46 84 51 q2 45 52 
ant I Voluntary 253 39 18 60 134 42 101 34 58 38 62 39 76 38 51 
Unimportant 60 9 0 0 34 11 26 9 19 12 . 7 4 19 9 15 
Undecided 2q 5 1 3 18 6 10 3 5 4 5 4 16 8 3 
TOTALS 647 100 30 100 317 100 300 100 153 100 158 100 203 100 121 
Item 8 - Rank 8 Condu.ctNational, regional,and State follow-up studies of graduates and drop-outs of 
vocational education programs. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES · ADMINISTRATIVE --EVELS • • - -.-:u A --11 R ~. ••• •·-~-







RESPONSES land Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct .. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 110 ? ri 4 14 i:;7 18 f,Q 7. ~ ~? ?.1 ~4 ?.1 4? ?. 1 1 Q lh 
ant Voluntary 424 65 24 80 227 71 173 58 99 64 106 67 127 63 83 68 
Unimportant 60 9 1 3 21 7 38 13 16 10 15 9 15 7 14 11 
Undecided 34 6 1 3 15 4 . 18 6 7 5 4 3 17 9 6 5 
TOTALS 648 100 30 100 320 100 298 100 154 100 159 100 201 100 122 00 
"1 
00 
TABLE VII (Continued) 
Item 9 - Rank 9 Develop and distribute suggested nationally- coordinated patterns of programs in super -
visory training, including methods of providing them 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 87 14 , 2 7 33 11 52 18 22 15 23 15 26 13 15 12 
ant I Voluntary 407 64 16 55 207 66 184 62 90 60 103 66 129 65 80 66 
Unimportant 99 15 7 24 55 17 37 13 22 15 21 13 32 16 20 16 
Undecided 44 7 4 14 1g 6 21 7 15 10 9 6 12 6 7 6 
TOTALS 637 100 29 100 314 100 294 100 149 100 1511> 100 199 100 122 100 
Item 10 - Rank 10 Plan and establish m inimum standards and criteria for the selecti on and approval of 
- - - - --- -- - - ---- - . - - - · 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES · ADMTNTSTRA TIVE ,EVELS C:.lt"'.~R A-P"IIII- R=-· .111';--
OF All Levels Norm 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct .. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 147 23 3 11 75 24 ,69 23 34 22 45 29 39 19 27 22 
ant Voluntary 325 51 13 46 157 49 155 52 76 50 87 55 97 48 61 50 
Unimportant 112 17 8 29 56 18 48 16 27 18 17 11 41 20 23 19 
Undecided 60 9 4 14 29 9 27 9 15 10 8 5 25 13 11 9 
TOTALS 644 100 28 100 317 100 299 100 152 100 157 100 202 100 122 ~00 
'° '° 
TABLE VII (Continued) 
Item 11 - Rank 11 Prepare a national bulletin on "Organizati on and Operation of Techni cal Training 
Programs 11 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 132 21 5 17 43 14 84 29 40 27 34 22 33 17 22 18 
ant I Voluntary 328 52 10 34 173 55 145 4g 74 49 80 52 103 52 67 55 
Unimportani 131 20 9 32 76 25 46 15 27 18 35 23 3q 20 26 21 
Undecided 44 7 5 17 .2.0 6 19 7 9 6 5 3 22 11 7 6 
TOTALS 635 100 29 100 312 100 294 100 150 100 154 100 197 100 122 100 
Item 12 = Rank 12 . De ve lop and publis h a n ational bu,lle t in on select io n of voc ational s,tuden ts fo r var iou s 
t ype s of vocational p rograms. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES , ADMINISTR A TTVE F.VF.t.~ r,li'f'V":R A~;..,, R-=-• .. 11 •~-
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct .. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 110 17 1 3 38 12 71 24 31 20 29 19 30 15 19 16 
ant Voluntary 350 55 16 5 3 180 57 154 52 80 53 93 60 111 5 5 59 48 
Unimportant 91 14 7 24 54 17 30 10 20 13 18 11 27 13 24 20 
Undecided g1 14 6 20 44 14 4 1 14 21 14 15 10 33 17 20 16 




The great majority of leaders expressed the opinion that all twelve 
supervision a ctivities were important (mandatory and voluntar y) as joint 
actions of the Federal and State offices. The percentage of leaders' 
responses adjudging importance ranged from 72% on item 12 to a high 
of 91% on item 1. 
In only two of the twelve activities, those marked 2 and 7 , di d the 
percentage of responses indicating mandatory action exceed those 
indicating voluntary action. One of the two dealt with an. annual region-
al and a five -year conference of State supervisors and teacher trainers 
in each service. The other provi ded for setting up m inimum standards 
and requi rements for the selection and in-servi ce training of State 
supervisors in the various service areas. The first of these two, with 
the exception of a five-year national conference , has been carri ed out 
for a number of years. The high percentage of responses (90%) 
adjudging importance and the majo:ri ty percentage of responses (47%) 
suggesting mandatory action indicate a strong confirmation oi tlte ne~ 
cessity and value of this type of jointly planned conference in the pro-
motion and administration of the present Federal and State vocational 
education acts . L ikewise , the predominant simila_r percentages (86% 
and 4 7%) on i tem 7 placed considerable emphasi s upon setting up min -
imum qualifications and continuous training of State supervisors. There 
was apparent evidence here that the role of the State supervisor was 
thought of by most leaders as a key job in the development of vocational 
education. 
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It should not be overlooked that the acti vity ranked first, dealing 
with an a nnual State program review, ,was rated i mportant by 91 % of 
i ts r espon dents , the largest received by any one of the supervision 
a c t ivit i es. Thi s a c tivity was among the oldest exi sting activities in the 
Federal - State relationship in vocational education. 6 Here again, an 
I 
overwhelming percentage of the leaders attached importance to this 
joint a c t i v i ty, wi th the proviso that pre - planning be done so as to obtain 
maximum benefits in the improvement of instruction and in-service 
training of State staffs. In the broad sen,se, thi s latter proviso related 
to th e acti vity ranked seventh, with respect to in - service training of 
State supervisors. 
Th e fi rst four ranking acti vities of the twelve supervision activities 
referred to various types of conferences between Federal and State 
staffs . Obviously, importance and value was attached to this kind of 
join~ acti vity and relationship. A national leadership training conference 
for trade and industr ial education potential leaders was begun in August 
1955 at Colorado A & M College, Fort Collins , under the direction of 
th e Federal Office and in cooperation with the States. 7 A second 
s i l'nilar conference , with the same cooperation, was held in August 1956 
6rnteroffice Memorandum on Program ~eview, September 10, 1952, 
Divi s ion of Voc ational Education, United States Office of Education, 
Washington, D . C. 
7 Con ference Report, Nati onal Leadership Development Conference , 
August 1~12 , 1955 , C i rcular No. 477 , Uni ted States Office of Education, 
Washington, D . C. 
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at Purdue University, 8 and a .thi rd conference i s in the planning stage 
for August 1957, at Cornell Univers i ty. Thes,e leadership conferences 
are being used also as models for similar conferences in the other 
three major service area.s. Development of evaluation and effective 
prac tices in supervision in the activi ties ranked fifth and sixth were 
also deemed important by 88% and 87% of the respondents, respecti vely. 
Considerable activity on regional, . State , and local levels , already 
taking place on follow-up studies of graduates and drop-outs, seems 
to be related to the high percentage of the leaders who judged the 
importance of the activi ty ranked eighth. The North Atlantic region 
conducts an annual follow-up study on, "What Becomes of the Trade 
School Graduate ? 11 9 The central region completed a follow-up study 
in 1953 of the vo.cational school graduates .of the class of 1948, in 
twelve central States. lO Many local vocational sch ools .and depart -
ments .are conducting one kind o,r another of follow .. up studies , to show 
results of training, and to justify requests for expansion and develop -
ment of thei r programs. 
8conference Report, National Leadership Development Conference, 
July 30 - August 10, 1956, Circular No . 492 , Uni ted States .Office of 
Education, Washington, D. C . 
9 What Becomes of the Trade Scho·ol Graduate? , an annual report 
of the North Atlantic region, Un ited .States Office of Education, Washin-
ton, D. C. 
lO R e port of Follow- up Study of Class of 1948 Voc ational Industrial 
Graduate s in C entr al R egion State s , · 1953, Dr . H. H. Lon don , Univer-
s i ty of Missour i , Columbi a , M i ssouri. 
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The fact tha.t as recently as May 1956 a special conference of 
Federal and State vocational personnel was held to ~tudy the problem 
of supervisory training seems to be related to the importance ascribed 
by the respondents to the activity concerned with supervisory training, 
ranked ninth. Two valuable outcomes of this conference were the pub -
lication of the reports of the conference and a manual on organization 
and procedures of establishing broad programs of supervisory training 
in the States. 11 
The development of standards and criteria for the selection and 
approval of training stations in cooperative programs, an activity 
ranked tenth, recently commanded the attention of the leaders . A 
representative of the Apprentice Training Service of the United States 
Department of Labor was assigned to meet and work with Federal and 
State staffs in trade and industrial education, for the purpose of clear-
ing up many questions and problems of training stations in local coop-
erative secondary school programs. A recent release by the vocational 
division of the United States Office of Education was .one of the results 
of this cooperative endeavor . Its purpose was to define more clearly 
for operating level personnel what an approved cooperative training 
11c . L. 3136, Report of Supervisory Development Conference, 
United States Office · of Education, Washington, D . C . · June 15, 1956. 
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station should be . 12 
Still another development has taken plac e , while this study has 
been in process, in conn,ection .with the activity ranked eleventh. A 
national bulletin on technical training is in process in the Federal Office 
as a cooperati ve endeavor between the States and that Office. Concurrent 
with the work on thi s bulletin i s a .national study of area vocational -
technical schools, recently completed by the Ameri can Vocational 
A . t ' 13 ssoc1a 10n. 
The fact that no joint action. has taken place between the Federal 
Office and the States , in the preparation of a bulletin on the selection of 
vocational students., may indicate that thi s activi ty, ranked las,t, is 
more a purely local or .State matter . 
In the previously described .four acti vi t ies., ranked 9, 10, 11 , and 
12, the total of the percentages of responses indicating ,unimportance 
and indecision were a substantial expression of the opinion that these 
activities were not as urgently requested as the others . 
12c . L. 3175 SaJe and Suitable Jobs fo.r Part- t ime Trade and 
Industrial Cooperati ve Trainees, United States ,Office of Education, 
Washington, D. C . , February 5, 1957. 
13 The Area Vo.cati onal School Story, American Vocational 
Journal, October 1956, American Vocati onal Association, Washington, 
D. C. 
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Percent of P ercent of 
Responses Responses 
Rank of Indicating Ind icating Total 
Activity Unimportance Indecision Responses 
9 15 7 22 
10 17 9 26 
11 20 7 27 
12 14 14 28 
Comparison of Judgments of Leaders from Three Admini strative Levels -
Again, the percentage of Federal representati ves rating the activit ies 
mandatory ran consistently less .than those of State and local leaders . 
The only major exceptions to this general observation occurred in 
item numbers 1 and 3. Here again, it was apparent that Federal 
representatives placed more emphasis upon mandatory action in these 
two activities. annual program revi ews and special conferences, be -
cause they have been in existence throughout many years and have taken 
on the aspect of more ordess regular required joint actions . 
There were only two activiti es, items 2 and 12 . dealing with 
annual regional conferences and a bulletin on selection of vocational 
students , in which a significant statisti cal d ifference was found between 
the percentages of Federal, State, and local leaders judging .them 
mandatory. In activity 2 , the percentage of State leaders ' responses 
for mandatory action exceeded that of the Federal representati ves by 
20%. Lo,eal leaders' responses for man datory action exceeded those 
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of Federal representatives by 21%, on the activity ranked twelfth. 
The percentage of responses by Federal leaders for voluntary ac-
tion was equal to or higher than those of local leaders, in six of the 
twelve activities, and higher than. tho~e of State leaders in seven of the 
twelve. However, the differences in percentages of responses ,were 
statistically significant in only four of the activities. Federal leaders' 
responses for voluntary action were higher than local leaders' responses 
by 21%, 26%, and 22%, on items 4, 7, and 8, respectively. Federal 
leaders' responses for voluntary action were 21% less than those of 
State leaders in the activity ranked eleventh. Apparently, State leaders 
felt that only voluntary action was needed to get underway with the 
development of information about technical training programs. 
Comparison of Judgments of Sa.me Leaders by Their Regional Locations -
Among the supervision activities, there was again remarkable simi-
larity in percentages of respons,es of leaders from the four regions. 
Two noteworthy variations were found in the slight, but consistently 
higher percentage of responses adjudging importance from the southern 
region, and consistently lower percentage from the central region 
leaders. In nine of the twelve supervision activities, the southern 
region leaders' responses indicating importance were highest and in 
the other three activities were second highest of the four regions. This 
would seem to indicate slightly greater emphasis upon Federal-State 
joint activities and relations,hips a,mong southern leaders, particularly 
when contrasted with responses of central region leaders. Central 
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region lead.er s.t responses favor ing importance were lowest in percent-
age in eigh t of the twelve activi ties and second h i ghest in three others. 
The percentage of central region responses judging importance was 
h i ghest in only one acti vity. 9, dealing with minimum qualifications 
requirements and provi sion for i n - service training of State supervisors. 
Despite these n.otably consistent variations . there was only one 
instance where there was .a statistically s ignificant difference between 
the percentages of leaders ' responses favoring importance . from any 
two of the four regions . This single case of significant difference 
occurred in the 12% higher percentage favor ing importance from the 
southern region than from th.e North Atlantic region, in the activity 
ranked tenth, dealing wi th development of cri teria for selection of 
cooperative program training stations . Calculation revealed that 
there was no significant difference in three other instances, where 
percentage differences of 9% and 8% existed. This single case was 
interesting when the background of the nature of the activity was 
.analyzed. It dealt with planning and establishing minimum standards 
and criteria for the selection and approval of training stations in 
cooperative programs, including a suggested list of approved jobs . If 
carried out, i t would contribute most to the d i versi fied occupation and 
distributive education programs, which exi st in far greater proportion 
in the southern region than in any other . These programs have 
historically not recei ved as much attention or emphasis in the North 
Atlantic region. It seems pertinent or pointed that the southern 
region should attach much moxe i mportance to this a c t i vi ty th an the 
North Atlantic region . 
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A s i gnificant difference e~sted in only one a ctivity , that ranked 
eleventh, in percentage of regional responses as to mandatory or 
voluntary action . The s ingle difference oc curred between the respon-
ses from the North Atlantic region {27%) and the central regi on (I 7%) 
favor ing mandatory action . The difference of 10% wa .s found by cal -
culation to be s i gnificant at the . 05 level , but not at the . 01 level. 
Item 11 dealt with the preparation of a national bulletin on o rganization 
and operation of technical training programs . Thi s di fference can be 
logically attr ibuted to the greater interest of leaders in the more highly 
industrialized North Atlantic re gion in technica l train in g , than among 
leaders in the central region States , which a re more rural in make up 
and ba.ckground , and which are in the process of attracting a var i ety 
of industri es into the i r States . 
Summary of Findings on Supervision Activit i es :· All of the twelve 
supervi sion cooperative acti vities were judged important by a .majority 
of the total vocati onal education leaders responding . In only two of the 
twelve acti vities , items 2 and 7 , were there greater percentages of 
response s favor ing mandatory, r ather than voluntary a ction. This 
finding plac ed h i gh value , i n the opin ion of the respondents, upon the 
long - existing a ctivi ty of annual regiona l conferences , sponsored by 
the Federal Office (item 2) and upon the need for reas,sessment of 
requirements for the selection and training of State supervisors {item7) . 
The same findings also pointed up generally the opinion of the leaders 
that most oft, e Federal - State cooperati ve a ctions should be on a vol = 
untary, rather than a mandatory basi s . 
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The h igh percentage of responses {88%) favor ing importance of 
item 4 , ranked 4. 5, seemed t o bear out the desi rability and value of 
some leadershi p conferences that have been developed and conducted 
already, on a cooperati ve basi s , between the Federal Office and the 
States. (See footnotes 7 a n d 8 , pages 102 and 103 . ) Follow- up studi es 
of graduates and drop - o uts ~item 8) and development of coordinated 
patterns of supervisory training programs Otem 9) , both of which have 
been underway as cooperati ve activiti es, were gen erally favored by the 
leaders . {See footnotes 9 , 10, and 11 , pages 103 and 104 .) 
Larger percentages of local and State lea.ders th a n Federal leaders 
favored making cooperati ve activi t ies mandatory, rather than voluntary. 
This fact would seem to contradict the oft .. repeated statement that local 
educational people fear Federal domination or control in educati on. 
There was very little d i fference i.n the percentages of responses 
from leaders in any two of the four regions . The percentages of 
responses from the central region favoring importanc e ran sli ghtly 
less and those of the southern region leaders slightly high er than .those 
of the other two regions . 
Obvi.o,usly, the great maj ority o f vocational education leci.ders , on 
all levels and i n all r e gions , favored a n d supported cooperative action 
between the Federal Offic e and the States , at leas,t within th e range of 
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the twelve supervision.activities included in this studyo 
Teacher Education Activities 
The respons.es of vocational education leaders to fourteen teacher 
~ducation activities are summa.rized in table VIII. The activities are 
arranged in descending rank order, according .to the numbers and 
percentages of responses judging .the activities as important, including 
those favoring mandatory and voluntary actiono In addition, the table 
shows the numbers and percentages .of responses of leaders favoring 
mandatory or voluntary action, the numbers and percentages .of 
leaders' responses from three administrative levels, Federal, State, 
and local, and the numbers and percentages of responses .from four 
geographical regions, North Atlantic, southern, central, and western. 
TABLE VIII 
TABULAR SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO FOURTEEN TEACHER EDUCATION ACTI VI TIES 
Item l caR.ank l Develop suggested in - service teacher education p rograms , based on current developments 
and p roblems that new a nd experi enced teachers fac e . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES .. and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 124 20 3 10 53 17 68 24 27 18 ~q 25 17 18 18 l r; 
ant I Voluntary LI.LI. 7 70 77 7~ 7~h 74 l8Q hr; lOh 71 1 () ~ h7 1 ~A l,.Q 01 7~ 
Unimportant 40 6 3 10 22 7 15 5 7 5 7 4 18 9 7 6 
Undecided 29 4 2 7 9 2 18 6 9 6 6 4 8 4 5 4 
TOTALS 640 100 30 100 320 100 290 100 149 100 157 100 201 100 121 100 
Item 2 - Rank 2 Work with States .and teacher train ing insti tutions on programs of recruitment of n ew 
teachers a nd for expansion a nd i mprovement of teac her educ ation programs . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES · ADMTNT.STR A TIVE .EVEY . .S r.1:i'f'V"!'D A~~.,~ 'Dli'r.TnN'~ 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 127 20 1 3 47 15 79 27 30 20 32 21 40 20 24 20 
ant Voluntary 438 68 27 90 229 72 182 63 105 71 107 68 136 68 80 66 
Unimportant 42 7 0 0 20 6 22 8 10 7 8 5 11 6 13 11 
Undecided 31 5 2 7 21 7 8 2 3 2 10 6 13 6 4 3 
TOTALS 638 100 30 100 317 100 291 100 148 100 157 100 200 100 121 ~00 ...... 
...... 
N 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Item 3 - Rank 4. 5 Develop criteria and minimum standards for selecting trainers for teacher education. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 244 38 9 31 110 35 125 42 50 33 75 48 72 36 43 35 
aP,t _. !Voluntary 307 48 17 5q 154 4q 136 46 75 50 66 42 100 50 5q 48 
Unimportant 56 9 3 10 30 9 23 8 15 10 8 5 18 9 15 12. 
Undecided 33 5 0 0 22 7 1 1 4 11 7 8 i:; q i:; i:; i:; 
TOTALS 640 100 29 100 316 100 295 100 151 100 157 100 199 100 122 ~00 
Item 4 .. - Rank 4. 5 Conduct periodic national workshops or conferences for teacher trainers in each field of 
vocational education. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES· ADUTNT~TR A TIVE ... : y .. ~ • -~ r,1 '.~R A-..,,11 R;-... 11 •·--
OF All Levels .North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 184 29 4 14 89 28 91 31 35 23 57 36 52 26 37 30 
ant Voluntary 367 57 21 73 lQO 60 156 S3 87 S7 86 i:;i:; 1 1 i:; i:;7 77. i:;q 
Unimportant 50 8 3 10 22 7 25 8 15 10 11 7 17 9 6 5 
Undecided 40 6 1 3 16 5 23 8 15 10 3 2 15 8 7 6 




TABLE VIII (Cont inued) 
Item 5 - Rank 4. 5 Devi se methods of c oordinating teache:J:' education more closely wi th~()perating program. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 118 19 3 10 36 12 '19 28 26 18 35 22 28 14 27 22 
ant !Voluntary 424 67 24 80 230 74 170 59 92 64 106 67 135 . 69 82 67 
Unimportant 53 8 2 7 26 8 21 7 13 9 11 7 2 2 11 7 6 
Undecided 37 6 1 3 20 6 16 6 13 9 6 4 11 6 6 5 
TOTALS 632 100 30 100 312 100 286 100 144 100 158 100 196 100 122 00 
Item 6 - Rank 4 . 5 Plan ways that the State s c a n work. wi th first-ye a r teachers a n d draw from this impli= 
c ations for improvement of pre =servic e a nd in- service teacher t r a ining p rogram s, 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES · ADMINISTRATIVE ,F.VELS _jli'f'\r.g A.PHIC Rlt'~TONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct.. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 98 15 3 10 43 14 52 18 20 14 31 20 32 16 13 11 
ant Voluntary 456 71 22 73 239 74 195 67 105 71 110 70 138 69 95 79 
Unimportant 46 8 4 14 18 , 6 24 8 12 8 10 6 15 7 7 6 
Undecided 39 6 1 3 18 6 20 7 11 7 7 4 16 8 5 4 
TOTALS 639 100 30 100 318 100 291 100 148 100 158 100 201 100 120 00 ·-·-t().. 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Item 7 - Rank 8 Develop criteria and minimum standards for establishing , evaluating, and accredi t in g pre -
service vocational teacher education programs in insti tutions of h i ghe r learning in each se rvice" 
TOTAL 
NATURE ·- -· RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF - All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 228 35 8 27 109 34 111 38 51 34 60 38 64 31 50 41 
ant I Voluntary 315 49 21 70 160 51 134 45 75 50 79 51 98 49 55 45 
Unimportant 56 9 0 0 23 7 33 11 13 8 8 5 25 12 10 8 
Undecided 43 7 1 3 25 8 17 6 12 8 10 6 14 8 7 6 
TOTALS 642 100 30 100 317 100 295 100 151 100 157 100 2.01 100 122 !OO 
Item 8 "' Rank 8 Cooperate in encouraging bus iness and industry to provide p r a cti c al work experience for 
vocati onal teachers. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES· ADUTNT~TR A TIVE ,EVEI.S ~1.•nr,R A";;;..,, Rli"r,T()NS 
OF -A11 Levels Nortn 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct.. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 109 11 4 14 32 10 73 35 23 15 30 19 36 18 17 14 
ant Voluntary 430 67 · 15 52 221 70 194 66 100 67 108 69 139 69 80 66 
Unimportant 54 8 5 17 36 11 13 4 12 8 13 8 12 6 15 12 
Undecided 46 8 5 17 25 9 16 5 15 l.OJ1 6 4 13 7 9 8 
TOTALS 639 100 29 100 314 100 296 100 150 100 157 100 200 100 121 LOO ~--V1 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Item 9 - Rank 8 Develop criteria for the establishment of" graduate study programs" to serve teachers, 
teacher trainers, and su_eervisors in one or more fields of vocational education. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and ReRions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 112 17 5 17 41 13 66 22 25 17 _33 21 34 17 18 15 
ant I Voluntary 430 67 2( 67 225 71 185 63 97 63 97 70 131 66 83 68 
Unimportant 61 10 4 13 30 9 27 9 13 9 8 5 22 11 18 15 
Undecided 1Q h l i ?? 7 l h h lh l l 'i 4 L1 h i ? 
TOTALS 642 100 30 100 318 100 294 100 151 100 157 100 200 100 122 100 
Item 10. - Rank 10 Organize and conduct national, regional, or interstate workshops for improvement of 
technical preparation of vocational teachers in service . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES· AD MINIS TR A.TIVE ~ to: v to: t .s r.:~Or.R A 'PJ.JT("'. R li', .. 11 •·---
OF All Levels l North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct .. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 174 ?. 7 i 1() 70 22 101 34 1R 26 _ 51 32 48 24 35 29 
ant Voluntary 1i;4 55 lQ hh 187 sq 14R Sl 82 55 87 S5 111 56 67 55 
Unimportant h/ 1() i; 17 31 10 26 g 18 12 11 8 21 10 11 9 
Undecided so 8 2 7 ?Q q 1 g h 1 1 7 8 5 21 10 g 7 
TOTALS 640 100 29 100 317 100 294 100 149 100 157 100 201 100 122 100 
..... 
O' 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Item 11 - Rank 11 Seek a method of approach to the standardization of content in minimum professional 
courses reguired for State certification. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 152 24 10 47 15 102 35 39 27 431 27 37 19 31 · 25 
ant I Voluntary 296 41 lL 48 154 48 128 44 67 47 76 48 91 45 58 48 
Unimportant 115 18 10 34 66 21 39 13 20 14 23 15 40 20 26 21 
Undecided 73 11 2 8 51 16 20 8 18 12 16 10 32 16 7 6 
TOTALS 636 100 29 100 318 100 289 100 144 100 158 100 200 100 122 100 
Item 12 - Rank 12 Plan a nd prepa,re forms for exchange of data on vocational t eachers , trained and avail-
able for employment, on regional or area bas i s . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES · ADUTNT~TR A TIVE .EVET .~ r,.t.~Or..R A';;;...,, R~r..TON'~ 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct .. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 74 11 3 10 27 9 44 15 20 13 13 8 24 12 14 12 
ant Voluntary 376 59 14 48 188 60 174 58 87 57 103 66 112 56 71 58 
Unimportant 92 14 5 18 46 15 41 14 21 14 20 13 30 15 19 16 
Undecided 100 16 7 24 56 16 37 13 24 16 21 13 35 17 17 14 
TOTALS 642 100 29 100 317 100 296 100 152 100 157 100 201 100 121 100 ,~ .... 
-.J 
TABLE VIII (Continued) 
Item 13 - Rank 13 Develop a suggested forty - hour practice teaching program with m inimum standards for 
vocational teachers in various services, including the nec essary training for student teacher supervi sor s o 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 101 17 2 .8 33 11 66 23 23 15 31 21 24 13 22 18 
ant !Voluntary 279 46 11 42 132 44 136 48 64 45 73 49 84 45 56 47 
Unimportant 153 25 8 31 84 28 61 22 37 26 35 23 53 28 26 22 
Undecided 76 12 5 19 51 17 20 7 20 14 11 7 26 14 16 13 
TOTALS 609 100 26 100 300 100 283 100 143 100 150 100 187 100 120 100 
Item 14 = Rank 14 Conduct a national survey of a c t iviti es engaged in and services provided for teache r 
educator s o 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES · AOUT'NT~TR A TIVE W.Vli'.I • .C:: ~ -1:~nr.A A "PUTr. A - • ;1r ,m.;;: 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct .. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 64 10 3 10 35 11 26 9 10 7 18 11 22 11 12 10 
ant Voluntary 324 51 13 43 16g 53 142 4g 64 43 99 63 93 47 63 52 
Unimportant 116 18 11 37 51 16 54 19 32 22 21 13 31 16 28 23 
Undecided 135 21 3 10 4 20 68 23 42 28 20 13 53 27 19 15 
TOTALS 639 100 30 100 319 100 290 100 148 100 158 100 199 100 122 lOO ·-...... 
00 
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The percentages of responses favor ing i mpor tan ce ranged from 61% , 
on the lowest r anking a ctivity, to 90% on th e h i gh est . Th e percentage 
of respons es favor ing mandatory a ction r a n g,ed from a low of 10%, on 
i tem 14, to a high of 38%, on i tem 3, indicating a marked decline i n 
percentages of respon ses favoring mandato ry acti on in te a cher education 
acti vi t i es , as c ont r a sted with th e respon ses favo ring mandatory a ction, 
on admini strati on a nd supervi s i o n acti v i t i es . In o on e teach er edu= 
cation a c t i vity di d the percentage f responses for mandatory a c t i on 
exceed those favoring voluntary a c t i on. 
The two acti vities, i t ems 3 and 7 , rec e i ving th e greatest percent = 
age (38% a nd 35% res pecti vely) of res ponses favor ing man datory acti on, 
relate t o the development of criteria and m in i mum standards for se -
lecting educators and vocational teac her s {item 3) and for establishing , 
evaluatin g, and a ccredi ting pre - service vocati onal teacher educati on 
progranis {item 7 ). Both of these a cti vi t i es are represented, to s o me 
degree , in th e qualific ations o f teac her educators a n d the requi remen ts 
for teacher educ ati on programs , a s . s pecified in the var i ous State plan s 
for vocational education . Appa rently, a c ompar a tively large percent -
age of leaders fe lt th at j oint a c t ion by the Federal Office a nd the States , 
in develo ping certai n cr i ter i a a n d m inimum standards for selection of 
teacher edµcators a n d fo r teache r educ a t i o programs should be man -
datory, r ather than voluntary. 
Compari son of J udgm en ts of Leade r s from Th r e e Admi n i stra,t i ve Levels = 
The percentage o f F e deral leader s ' r e s pon ses was grea ter than th at of 
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State and loca l leaders a bout i tem 7 , as to the i mportanc e of develop -
ing cri teri a and m in i mum standards for establishing , evaluating , and 
accrediting .Pre - service voc ational teacher e ducati on programs, 12% 
higher than State leaders and 14% h i gher th a n local leaders. Apparent-
ly, Federal leaders , in gene r al , see a greater need in this area of 
vocational educa.ti on that State or local leaders . 
A greater percen tage of local leaders th an Federal leaders 
emphasized importance of four a c t i vi t i es . One, r a nked tenth, deals 
with the organizati on and c onduct of workshops for the impr ovement 
of technical preparation of employed voc ational te a chers; a second, 
ranked eleventh, wi th seeking a method of approach to the standard-
i zation of content in m inimum professional courses , required for 
State certification of voc a tional teachers ; a thi rd, ranked twelfth, 
with planning .and prepar i n g forms for exchange of data on vocational 
teachers educated and availabl e for employment on a regi onal or area 
basis; and, fourth , the acti vi ty ranked thirteenth, wi th developing a 
suggested forty - hour practice teaching program, with m in imum stand-
ards for voca.t i onal teache r s in vari ous services, includi n g the neces = 
sary training for student teacher supervi s ors . This d iffere n t reac t ion 
by local leaders indicated greater concern amon g them with certain 
more specific problems in the t e a cher educati on area of vocational 
educati on. 
In two activities , those ranked twelfth and fourteenth , th e percent-
age of State leaders.' responses indic a ting importance were higher th a n 
Federal leaders ' responses by 11% in each case. This difference i n 
reaction would seem to point up the greater concern of State leaders 
with the problem of inadequate s.upply of vocational teachers and with 
inadequate service by teacher educatbrs . 
Item 5 activity, ranked 4 . 5 , the devi sing of methods of coordin-
ating teacher education more closely wi th operating program, was 
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among the top choices of all levels ,of leaders . All of this seems to 
express considerable concern of most lea.ders .over the shortage of 
vocational teachers and of the need for teachers to be more adequately 
prepa.red for the actual and real problems of teaching vocational subjects. 
In three activities , items 2, 4 , and 10, there was .a significant 
difference between the percentage of responses .of State leaders favoring 
mandatory action, as compared with those of Federal representatives. 
In each of these cases , the percentages of State leaders' responses 
were 12%, 14%, and 12% higher, respectively, than the Federal leaders' 
responses . The differences seemed to point again to State leaders' 
concern with the vocational teacher shortage, with the need for confer-
ences and works,hops for teacher educators, and with the inadequate 
technical background of vocational teachers in service. 
In nine of the fourteen activities, the percentages of local leaders' 
responses favoring mandatory action exceeded those of Federal leaders 
significantly (items 1, 2, 4 , 5, 7 , 8, 10, 11 , and 13). This difference 
is somewhat startling, in view of the common belief that local education-
al leaders are said to fear Federal domination and control. This 
12 2 
d ifferenc e in reactions seemed also to indicate th at the local leade r s 
were looking to the Federal and State level s for more leadership and 
action than the Federal leaders have been conscious of. 
Comparison of Judgments of Same Leaders by The i r Regional Locations_ -
Again , there was remarkable s im ilarity in the percentages of responses 
from the four geographical regions . Except for a few s i gnificant differ ,» 
ences between certain reg ions in several a.ctiviti es , there was stron g 
evidence that vocational educati on leaders of the four regi ons d i d n ot 
differ greatly in the i r reacti ons to teacher education cooperati ve acti v -
ities . Signi ficant d ifferences between percentages of responses of 
leaders from the four regions , ascribing importance, occurred at the 
. 05 level , but not at the . 01 level, with two exceptions , in the follo wing 
instances : 
Item 4 Southern region responses 11 % greater than North Atlantic 
regi on . 
Western region responses 9% greater than North Atlanti c 
regi on . 
Item 9 Southern regi on responses 11 % greater than North Atlanti c 
regi on. 
Item 11 Central regi on responses 10% less than North Atlan t ic region . 
Item 13 Southern regi on responses l 0% greater t han No r th Atlan t ic 
r egi on. 
Item 14 Southern regi on respons.es 24%* greater than North Atlantic 
region. 
Western regi on responses 12% greater than North Atlantic 
regi on . 
Southern regi on responses 16%* greater th a n cen tral re gi on . 
*At the . 01 level , also . 
In general, these differences indicated less concern, generally, 
on the part of North Atlantic region leaders with these particular 
teacher education problems. A greater percentage of southern and 
western region leaders indicated the importance of the last ranking 
activity, to conduct a national survey of activities engaged in and ser-
vices provided by teacher educators, than did leaders from North 
Atlantic and central regions. 
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Significant differences between southern region and North Atlantic 
region responses .regarding mandatory action were found to exist in 
items 3 and 4. Southern region leaders favored mandatory action, to 
the extent of 15% more on item 3 and 13% more on item 4, over the 
percentages of the North Atlantic region. Apparently, southern region 
leaders feel there should be more emphasis placed upon joint action :i.n 
efforts to develop criteria and minimum standards for selecting teacher 
educators and upon conducting period:l.c national workshops or confer-
ences for teacher educators, than do the leaders from the North Atlantic 
region. 
Indecision and Judgments of Unirn.portance ~ Leaders on Federal and 
State levels contributed m.ore to the total percentages indicating unim-
portance and indecision than those on the local level, to items 11, 12, 
13, and 14. 
Summary of Findings on Teacher Education Activ:i.ties. - All of the four-
teen teacher education act:i.vit:i.es were adjudged important by a major-
ity of the respondents, the lowest ranking activiLty being indicated as 
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important b y 61 % of the vocati onal education leaders responding. In 
recent years , teacher education programs in vocational education have 
received closer scrutiny by the States than any other major phase of 
vocationa1 education. The leaders' r esponses to these activities indicated 
their desire for more continued cooperative action in this connection, 
between the Federal Office and the St ates. 
The percentages of leaders' responses favoring mandatory action 
dropped sharply on these fourteen activities. Items 3 and 4 received by 
far the greater percentage of responses favoring mandatory action, 38% 
and 35%, respectively, the first dealing with the development of stand-
ards for selecting teacher educators, and the second with developing 
standards for evaluating and accrediting teacher educator institutions . 
The emphasis on 11 shouldness11 in these two activities would seem to give 
more urgency to the need for action there than in the other acti viti es. 
Certainly, these two activities represent two very basic important con -
siderations in the preparation of teachers. 
Federal level leaders stressed the i mportance of high standards for 
teacher education programs, 97% ascribing importance to item 7. Local 
leaders emphasized attention to the technical training needs of teachers 
in service, 91% indicating the importance of item 8. The percentages of 
local leaders' responses favoring mandatory acti on far exceeded those 
of the Federal level, thus again indicating no particular fear of Federal 
control. The percentages of State leaders' responses favoring mandatory 
action were also greater than those of Federal leaders, but not as much 
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greater a s the local leaders• responses. It appear s safe to conclude 
that both local and State leaders des i re more a c t i ve cooperative partic -
ipation than do Federal leaders in these teacher education activities. 
The percentages .of responses from th e four regions .were again 
very similar in ascribing importance to the fourteen teacher education 
activities . Southern region leaders 1 responses indi cating importance 
and mandatory cooperati ve ac tion ran consi stently h i gher than those of 
the other three regions. This diffe r ence may be due to the fact that 
the congressional leaders who .originally sponsored Federal aid to 
vocational education were from the South. 
The percentages of leaders 0 responses indi cating unimportance and 
indecision ran considerably higher in the tea.cher education activi t i es 
than in either the supervision or admini stration acti vities . A high 
percentage of the responses ascribi ng unimportance and indecision was 
contributed by leaders from Federal and State levels. Some of the 
present alleged inadequacies of teacher educa.t ion programs may exist 
because of the lack of interes.t or concern on the part of some Federal 
and .State leaders . Both have a legal respons ibility for the administra-
tion of teacher education programs in th e States. 
Activities Involved in the Produc t ion and Distribution 
of Ins.tructional Materials 
Ten acti vities dealing with the p r od uc t ion and di stribution of in = 
structional materi als a re arranged in descending rank order in 
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table IX, according .to .the percentages .of total responses .as.cribing 
importance to the activities. The table also contains the data on 
responses .suggesting mandatory or voluntary action, by total re.sponses, 
administrative levels., and by geographical regions. Numbers and 
percentages -of responses adjudging importance, unimportance, and 
indecision are ~hown, also. 
TABLE IX 
TABULAR SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO TEN INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ACTI VI T IES 
Item 1 - Rank 1 Plan and arrange for an exchange of instructional materials of proven worth between Sta_tes . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 127 20 2 7 49 16 76 26 29 19 31 20 40 20 26 21 
ant I Voluntary ,1?,q 7 7, 2S 87 ?.11.4 77 200 68 112 75 11 3 72 14 6 72 88 72 
Unimportant 21 3 1 3 13 4 7 2 2 1 6 4 8 ~ 4 5 4 
Undecided 24 4 1 3 11 3 12 4 7 5 6 4 8 4 3 3 
TOTALS 641 100 29 100 317 100 295 100 15:0 100 156 100 202 100 122 100 
Item 2 "' Ran k 2 . 5 Pre pare and d i str ibut e q ua rterly a nnotated lis t s of i n structi onal materi a ls . including 
aud io =vis ual a i d s , fr om all s o urces for use, i n a ll s ervic e s . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES· ADH1iu•~TR ATIVE .li:VET .s ~ -'"~0(';Q A PJ.JTC: R~(';TONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 19 5 30 3 10 86 27 106 37 46 3 1 45 28 59 30 4 1 34 
ant Voluntary 36 3 57 12 40 187 58 164 56 83 56 97 61 11 3 56 65 53 
Unimportant 47 7 9 30 28 9 10 3 7 5 10 6 15 7 8 7 
Undecided 37 6 6 20 19 6 12 4 12 8 7 5 15 7 7 6 
TOTALS 642 100 30 100 320 100 292 100 148 100 159 100 202 100 121 100 ..... 
N 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
Item 3 - Rank 2 . 5 Develop and exchap.ge among States and cities .effective procedures .for state -wi d e 
curriculum work in the various vocational education fields . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RF.SPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Re2ions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 8S 13 2 7 32 10 51 17 18 12 16 10 32 16 18 15 
ant !Voluntary 475 74 23 79 234 74 218 73 116 76 120 77 141 70 89 73 
Unimportant 52 8 2 7 33 10 17 6 10 7 14 9 17 8 10 8 
Undecided 31 5 2 7 18 6 11 4 8 5 6 4 12 6 5 4 
TOTALS 643 100 29 100 317 100 297 100 152 100 156 100 202 100 122 100 
Item 4 - Rank 4 E s tablis h national, reg ional , or interstate c urriculum l aboratories, through specia l Fed-
eral a nd State appr opriations , for the pur pose of p r o ducing necessary related instr uctional materi als , u s in g 
rep resentati ve advisory a ssi stance of all interested private and public organizations . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RF.SPONSES ADUTNT~TR .6. 'I I Vlo ,F.VF.T-~ r.li'nr.R .4.-;;..,, R~r.TnN~ 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 183 29 1 3 70 22 112 38 47 32 55 35 53 27 27 22 
ant Voluntary 315 49 14 47 166 52 135 46 78 52 66 42 99 49 68 56 
Unimportant 85 13 9 30 46 14 30 11 17 11 20 13 25- 12 19 16 
Undecided 59 9 6 20 38 12 15 5 7 5 16 10 25 12 8 6 
TOTALS 642 100 30 100 320 100 292 100 149 100 157 100 202 100 122 ~00 ~~ 
['] 
00 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
Item 5 - Rank 5 _ Develop suggested trade extension courses of study, in major occupations and /or industr ies . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. , No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 10g 18 1 4 34 11 74 25 25 17 24 16 38 19 21 18 
ant !Voluntary 316 50 12 44 149 49 155 53 78 52 84 56 90 46 61 51 
Unimportant 149 24 13 48 94 31 42 14 31 21 36 24 47 24 29 24 
Undecided i:; 1 8 1 4 28 g ? 4. 8 16 10 . 7 4 22 11 8 7 
TOTALS 627 100 27 100 305 100 295 100 150 100 151 100 197 100 119 mo 
Item 6 .,, Rank 6 Plan and prepare courses of study and curricula fo r various voc ational educ ation p rograms 
in all services . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES · ADMINISTRATIVE ... EVE LS r.Pnr.n A PHTr. 11 F.~TONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct .. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatory 133 21 1 3 39 12 93 32 37 25 32 20 41 21 22 18 
ant Voluntary 2g2 46 13 43 147 47 132 45 67 45 77 49 85 43 59 48 
Unimportant 88 14 5 17 49 15 34 12 14 9 21 13 30 15 20 17 
Undecided 125 19 11 37 81 26 33 11 31 21 28 18 42 21 20 17 
TOTALS 638 100 30 100 316 100 292 100 149 100 158 100 198 100 121 lOO ...... 
l'.'l 
'° 
TABLE IX (Continued) 
Item 7 - Rank 7 . 5 Organize a joint committee, national in scope , to provide policy and support for 
needed instructional materials. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 1 ·n 21 2 8 48 16 81 27 2g 1g 33 21 47 23 21 17 
ant I Voluntary 293 45 13 50 155 4g 125 42 72 48 79 51 71 36 66 54 
Unimportant 131 21 6 23 70 22 55 19 31 21 32 21 43 22 22 18 
Undecided 81 13 5 19 41 13 3.:5 12 17 12 12 7 38 19 13 11 
TOTALS 636 100 26 100 314 100 296 100 149 100 156 JOO 199 100 122 00 
Item 8 = Rank 7 . 5 Prepare instructi onal materials for use in much needed and undeveloped programs for 
slow learners . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES· ADUTNT~TR A TIVE F.VF.T .s r,,li'nr,,R A "PJ.JTr. R li'.-;,n"":"!i 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 118 18 0 0 39 12 79 27 36 24 30 19 30 15 22 18 
ant Voluntary 306 48 12 40 149 47 145 50 81 55 70 45 101 50 51 42 
Unimportant 126 20 14 47 78 2A 34 12 16 11 36 23 39 20 28 23 
Undecided 89 14 4 13 53 17 32 11 15 10 21 13 31 15 20 17 
TOTALS 639 100 30 100 319 100 290 100 148 100 157 100 201 100 121 00 ... ~ 
l,'\) 
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TABLE IX (Continued) 
Item 9 = Rank 9. 5 Establish sound m inimum standards for formats a nd k inds of instruc t ional mater i als . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Re2ions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 120 1q 2 6 43 14 75 26 34 23 36 23 31 16 18 15 
ant I Voluntary ?Q7 4.f.. l 4. 4.7 l ':1,,7 4.?,, l .d.h i:;o hh 4. i; A() 50 88 44 58 48 
Unimportant 1()7 l 7 5 17 70 22 32 11 24 16 17 11 42 21 21 17 
Undecided 114 18 9 30 68 21 37 13 23 16 25 16 39 19 24 20 
TOTALS 638 100 30 100 318 100 290 100 147 100 158 100 200 100 121 00 
Item 10 - Rank 9 . 5 P r ovide fo r c oordina t e d n a tional pr o g r am of deve lopment of r e la ted subjec t matter 
apprentice pr ogr ani in less common oc c upations . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES · ADMTNT~TR A TIVE ,EVET -~ ("!P()("!R 4 'PJ.flr Ri.'..~u-,~,;;, 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mand.atorv 110 17 3 12 42 13 65 22 21 14 23 15 35 18 30 25 
ant Voluntary 307 4.A 8 ?,, 1 137 4.4 162 55 81 53 70 45 94 47 58 48 
Unimportant l 71 'l 7 12 4.h 111 35 48 16 34 22 54 35 52 26 27 22 
Undecided 4.A 8 3 11 23 8 22 7 16 11 7 5 18 9 6 5 
TOTALS 636 100 26 100 313 100 297 100 152 100 154 100 199 100 121 lOO ...... 
vJ ·-
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The percentages of leaders who rated th e ten instructional materials 
activities as important {mandatory a n d voluntary) ran from 65% to 93%. 
The percentages of responses favoring mandatory action wer.e cotnpar-
atively low, ranging from a low of 17% to a h igh of 30%. Obviously, the 
nature of the activities is . such that i t is impractical that they be required 
by law or regulation. 
The top ranking acti vity, adjudged by 93% of respondents ·as impor-
tant, deals with planning and arranging for an exchange of instructional 
materials .of proven worth, between the States. Many States have devel -
oped a great vari ety of instructional materials in all vocational services 
over a period of years . The Federal Office, with the assi stance of the 
States , s ince 1941 has prepared and distributed a compilation of trade 
and industrial education instructional materials that are prepared by 
and available from the States . 14 However , many useful materiaJs .are 
frequently unknown and unavailable , because of limitations within the 
States. Vocational leaders place a .high rating of importance upon a 
system of exchange of proven materials . 
The second ranking activity, which 87% of the respondents adjudged 
important, is closely related to th e firs t : 
Prepare and d i stribute quarterly a nnotated lists of inst:r1uc t ional 
materials , including audio - vi sual aids from all sources 'for use 
in all services . 
14Mi sc . 3243, Revised June 1955. Divis ion of Vocational Education, 
U . S . Office of Education , Trade c;1.n d Industri a l Education Branch, 
Washington,. D. C . 
If the fi rst activity were not possible , then item 2 would apparently 
be a next best action. 
Item 3, ranked equally with i tem 2, deals with the development 
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and exchange among States .and cit ies 0f effecti ve procedures for state -
wide curriculum work in the vario.us vocational education fields. Much 
information has been sought between Sta.tes, in _this regard. Apparent-
ly, this predominant opinion expresses .a desire for the Federal Office 
to participate more actively in. this matter . The activity ranked fourth, 
with 780/o responses adjudging importance, involved the establishment 
of curriculum laboratories. A fu_tile effort was made in Congress in 
recent years to obtain earmarked funds for this purpose. Apparently, 
leaders still feel that it des.erves ,special attention. and emphasis. The 
remaining ,six activities .are much more specific in nature than the 
first four activities. Therefore, they are of much greater concern to 
local program operating personnel, as shown below. 
Comparison of Judgments .of Leaders. from Three Administrative Levels -
A larger percentage of local leaders rated the activities of the instruc -
tional materials classification important in every ins.tance than did 
those of the Federal and State levels . Jn fact, the differences favoring 
the local leaders wer.e significant, at the . 05 level and the . 01 level, 
in eight of the ten activi ties; items 1 and 4 were exceptions. Differ -
ences favor ing the percentages of State leaders adjudging importance, 
over those of the Federal level, were s i gnifi cant, in s ix of the acti v = 
ities -- 2, 4, 5, 6 , 8, and 10. 
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Apparently, these sharper differences in opin ions between ad.min= 
istrati ve levels _can be attributed to the fact that the local leaders were 
much more involved and concerned with the actual use of instructional 
materials than State and .Federal leaders . State leaders, likewise, 
were more concerned with these acti vi t ie s because of the i r greater 
responsibility for the success of local programs , than Federal leaders. 
The greatest difference occurred i n the a c tivity dealing with the prepa-
ration and distribution of quarterly annotated lists of ins.tructional 
materials, item 2 . The percentage of local leaders adjup.ging impor-
tance of item 2 exceeded that of the Federal group by 43%,and the State 
exceeded the Federal by 33%. Other significant differences occurred 
in items 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10, where local leaders' responses were 
greater than Federal leaders' by 34%, 30%, 31%, 37%, 23%, and 34%, 
respectively. 
Again, it is surpri sing .that loc al and, to some lesser extent, State 
leaders' responses favored mandatory action in greater percentages 
than did Federal leaders '. It should not be overlooked, however , that 
in every activity in table IX , the percentages of responses of leaders 
favoring voluntary action on the three administrati ve levels exceeded 
those favoring mandatory action. There were significant difference s 
between State leaders' and Federal leaders ' responses favoring manda-
tory action on i tems 2 , 4, and 8; between local and Federal leaders' 
responses favoring mandatory action in i tems 1, 2 , 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 
9, and between local and State leaders 1 responses favoring mandatory 
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actions in items 4 , s. 6, 7 . 8 , and 9. 
It seems, therefore 9 that the local and the State leaders had a 
.stronger feeling about the importance .o;f the development, production, 
and dis,tribution _of instructional materials than Federal leaders . 
Comparison of Judgments of Same Leaders by Their Regional Locati on s = 
Leaders of all four regions attached importance to all of the sugges,ted 
instructional materials acti vi t i es , to the extent of at least 65% of the 
respondents . Fo,r the most part, th e percentages of responses asc r ib -
ing importance from the leaders of the four regions were again very 
similar. The one notable exception occurred in item 8 , on the proposal 
for joint action in the preparation of instructional materi als for use in 
much needed and undeveloped programs for slow lea.rners . In this 
instance , the North Atlantic regi on leaders ' responses indicating 
importance exceeded those of the southern region by 15%, the cen t:tial 
region by 14%, and the wes,tern region by 19%. All of these were 
statistically significant differences . It would appear that the North 
Atlantic region, more thickly populated and wi th lar ger voc ational 
school enrollments , generally were facing a greater problem0 in thi s 
respect. 
In general, the North Atla n tic r egi on l eaders in g reater perc en t = 
ages ascribed i mportance to the instructional materials a c t ivit i es 
than did the leader s of th e other three r egion s . The percentage s of 
leaders from the centr a l re gion a s c r ibing impor tance were notice ably 
lower than .those of th e other three r egions . Thes,e findings m i gh t b e 
attributed to two general differences commonly recognized between 
the two regions: 
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1. A greater concentration of pop ulation and vocational industrial 
programs, and higher vocational student enrollments per 
school in the North Atlantic region, and hence more serious 
involvement with instructional materials problems in vocation·-
al industrial classes. 
2. A traditionally more cons.ervative approach in .the central 
region to any joint or cooperative action of the States .with 
the Federal Government and more scattered vocational enroll -
ments; hence, lesser concern for the need for joint actions 
in connection with instructional materials. 
There were significant differences between the percentages from 
any two l."egions favoring mandatory action in only two activities, i tems 
4 and 10. In item 4, the percentage of North Atlantic region responses 
favoring mandatory action exceeded that of the western region by 10%; 
and in item 10, the western region responses favoring mandatory actions 
exceeded those of the North Atlantic region by 11 %. In both cases , the 
difference was significant at the . 05 level, but not at the . 01 level. 
Summing up these two significant differences as to mandatory action, 
the North Atlantic region leaders seemed to emphasize more strongly 
the establishment of curriculum laboratories , wh ile the wes.tern regi on 
leaders emphasi z e d more strongly the provision fo r a coordinate d 
national program of development of related subject matter for apprentices 
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in the les s c ommon occupations . Both of these acti vi ties are essential 
to alleviating the old problem of inadequate instructional materials in 
related subjects for apprentices. 
The percentages of responses indicating voluntary action by leaders 
from the regions revealed three significant differences , as follows: 
1. Item 4 The percentages of North Atlantic region leaders 
favor ing voluntary action - 10% higher than the 
southern region leaders . 
2 . Item 7 North Atlantic region leaders favoring voluntary 
action - 10% higher than the central region leaders. 
3 . Item 8 North Atlantic region leaders favoring voluntary 
action - 13% higher than the western region leaders. 
These differences , too, wer.e significant at the . 05 level , but not at 
the . 01 level. In general, these differences seemed to reflect greater 
interest in instructional materials activities in the North Atlantic 
region than in the other th.ree regions. 
Indecision and Judgments of Unimportance - The percentage of response s 
indicating unimportance were higher in the instructional mater ials 
activities than in a ny previous classification, ranging from 3% on the 
first ranking ,activity, to a high of 24% on i tem 5 , to develop suggested 
trade extension courses of study in major occupations and/or industries. 
Responses indicating indecis ion ranged from a low of 4% on i tem 1 
to a high of 19% on item 6 , to plan and prepare courses of study and 
curricula for var ious vocational educ ation programs in all services. 
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Another hi gh percentage of leaders' responses indicating indecision 
occurred in item 9 , to establish sound m ini mum standards for formats 
and kinds of instructional materi als . The extent of indecision pointed 
up old ,and strong doubts among vocational educators , as to the place 
of the Federal Office or the States in matters dealing with courses .of 
study and with uniform formats . 
Summary of Findings on Instructional Materi als Acti vi t ies - All a c t i v -
ities were rated important, but the percentages of responses favor ing 
voluntary action were notably higher than those favoring mandatory 
action. The activities concerned .wi th exchange of materials and di s -
tribution of annotated lists of mater ials were rated important, over-
whelmingly. 
Local and State leaders a_ttached importance to instructional mater -
ials activities in greater percentages than di d Federal leaders , appar-
ently because they are more d i rectly involved and concerned in this 
connection, at the operating .level. Local leaders favored rnandatory 
action to a greater extent than the Federal leaders. 
Again, there was little di fference among the leaders from the four 
regions. North Atlantic region leaders generally placed greater 
emphasis on instructional materials acti vities , wh ile central region 
leaders showed least cohcern. 
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Physical Facilities .Activities 
Table X shows :the data on responses to five cooperative activities 
" dealing .with physical facilities. The order of the a.cti.vities .was .made 
on the basis .of descending ,rank~ according .to the percentages ,of total 
res pons.es indicating importance, including .those favor.ing mandatory 
and voluntary action. The table alse s.hews the number and percent-
ages of :responses from three administrative levels and from four geo= 
gr~phic regions, as to importance, mandatory or voluntary acti.on, as 
to unimportance and indecision. 
TABLE X 
TABULAR SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO F I VE PHYSICAL F ACIL I Tl ES AC TI VI TIES 
Item 1 - Rank 1. 5 Prepare a nd publish man uals and bulletins showing suggested minimum laboratory and 
shop layouts, equipment, and tools that should be p rovided for approved programs in all services , through 
the ass i sta n c e of representati ve advi sory Nati onal a nd State commi ttees. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 214 33 0 0 104 33 110 37 51 34 67 43 59 29 37 · 30 
ant I Voluntary 358 56 24 83 176 56 158 53 91 60 76 49 112 56 70 58 
Unimportant 33 5 2 7 15 5 16 5 3 2 6 4 14 7 9 7 
Undecided 37 6 3 10 21 6 13 5 6 4 7 4 17 8 6 5 
TOTALS 642 100 29 100 316 100 297 100 151 100 156 100 202 100 122 100 
Item 2 - Rank 1. 5 D e velop criteri a for evaluating spac e and equi pmen t i n var io us voc atwnal fields , 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES· AOUTNT~TR A TIVE LEVET . .C:::: r.1:~nr.R A -;:;;.;-ic R ~r.TnN'.C:::: 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES ~d Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 159 25 3 11 78 25 78 26 42 28 50 32 36 18 29 24 
ant Voluntary 4oq 64 23 79 201 64 185 63 96 63 q3 60 134 67 78 64 
Unimportant 33 5 1 3 14 4 18 6 6 4 5 3 12 6 9 7 
Undecided 40 6 2 7 22 7 16 5 8 5 7 5 19 9 6 5 
TOTALS 641 100 29 100 315 100 297 100 152 100 155 100 201 100 122 [00 .... 
~ 
0 
TABLE X {Continued) 
Item 3 = Rank 3 Work with manufac turers of school equipment for vocational programs , to get the kind of 
t that i s in keeping with goals of the program and the experi ence of the several Stat - - - . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- I Mandatory 103 16 1 3 4g 15 53 18 17 11 31 20 30 15 24 20 
ant I Voluntary 424 66 19 66 209 66 196 66 104 68 106 68 132 65 74 60 
Unimportant 52 8 5 17 25 8 22 7 11 7 9 6 20 10 11 9 
Undecided . 65 10 4 14 34 11 27 9 21 14 10 6 20 10 13 11 
TOT.AL.5 644 100 29 100 317 100 298 100 153 100 156 100 202 100 122 100 
te1n 4 = R ank 4 . 5 Prepare manual on p rinciples a nd m ethods of sel ec t i n g , obtaining , plac ing , a nd in vent = 
orying shop a nd laboratory equipment . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES· ADMTNT~TRATIVE ... EVELS r.li'Or,R A 'PJ.JTr. R=- ,n ., .. :-. 
OF All Levels Norm 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 107 17 2 7 4q 16 56 19 22 14 35 23 33 17 16 13 
ant Voluntary 182 f...o 14 A.A 186 5g 182 6 1 87 57 87 56 126 63 77 63 
Unimportant 69 11 6 21 42 13 21 7 18 12 21 14 15 8 12 10 
Undecided 80 12 7 24 36 12 37 13 25 17 11 7 25 12 17 14 
TOTALS 638 100 29 100 313 lo.00 296 100 152 100 154 100 199 100 122 00 ._.. 
,.t:... 
TABLE X (Continued) 
Item 5 - Rank 4 . 5 Prepare Sta.te plans to include methods and procedures for obtaining: local industrial 
recommendations for minimum laboratory and shop layouts, equipment, and tools . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 114 18 3 11 43 14 68 23 32 21 29 19 29 15 22 18 
ant I Voluntary ~oq 4q 1 1 41 nq 45 15q 54 75 50 73 48 97 49 59 49 
Unimportant 116 22 10 37 82 27 44 15 28 19 37 24 43 22 25 21 
Undecided 70 11 1 11 42 14 25 8 14 10 14 9 28 14 14 12 
TOTALS 629 100 27 100 306 100 296 100 149 100 153 100 197 100 120 00 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES · ADUTNTC:TRATIVE .J;:Vli"'.T.~ r:.1,.nr:.'D A 'DUTr 'D N:o .11-,;..~;.;: 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES ~d Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 









Only five activit ies dealing with physi c al facilit ie s were considered 
to have meaningful and practical value for the purposes of thi s study. 
All of them were indicated as impo rtant b y most of the leaders , ranging 
from 89% on the first two ranking ,activities , to 67% on the last two . 
The two top ranking acti vities were concerned with preparation of 
· suggested shop a nd laboratory layouts and with dev,eloping cri teria for 
evaluating space and equipment in various vocational fields. I tem 5 
suggested that State plans be prepared to include meth ods and procei., 
dures for obtaining local industrial recommendations for minimum 
laboratory and s hop l ayouts , equipment, a n d tools. 
Item 2 , if carried out, m i ght be deemed to serve a. greater need 
than i tem 1, bec ause there have been produced a nd di stribut ed several 
State and eqqi pmen t vendor publications , showing suggested shop and 
laboratory layouts and minimum tool and equipment lists , while little 
has been done on any broad scale to develop criteria for evaluating 
s pace and equipment. 15 The third ranking i tem called for enlisting 
the aid of equipmen t vendors in the selecti on of sui table equipment for 
vocational purposes . 
Comparison of Judgments of Leaders from Three Admini strati ve Levels -
There was little difference between the percentages of Federal, State , 
and local leaders1 responses ascrib ing importanc e {mandatory and 
l5References for School Shop P lanning and Layout, Kansas .State 
Board :for Vocational Education, Topeka , 1956. 
voluntary) to the acti viti es , items l and 2 . There we re s i gn i ficant 
differences between the percentages of State and Federal l eaders i re -
sponses and between the percentages of lo c al and Federal leaders 0 
responses ascribing importan ce on i tems 3 a n d 4 . There were signi -
ficant differences also between the percentages ,of local and Federal 
leaders' responses and between the perc e n tages of loc al a n d State 
leaders ' responses adjudging impo.rtance on item 5 . 
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The percentages of loc a l leaders ' re s pon ses indi cating importanc e 
were consistently higher than those of Federal and State leaders , on the 
five physical facilities activiti es , and percentages of State leaders·1 
responses were higher than those of Federal leaders. Like instruction-
al materials , physical fa_ciliti es are a matter of more i mmediate and 
constant concern to local leaders than to Federal leaders , and of more 
concern to State leaders than to Federal leaders . It i s interesting to 
note, however , that in one instance , a slightly greater percentage of 
Federal leaders than State and local leaders rated an acti vity important. 
The exception occurred in item 2 , 11 Develop cri teri a for evaluating 
space and equipment in various vocational fields . " This c ase can be 
understood more readily in the realization that the Federal Office has 
traditionally been more interested in, and concerned with, broader 
program functions, such as cri teria for evaluation, than with more 
specific standa_rds or other details or program, such as specific shop 
layouts , or tool and equipmen t lists. 
Th e percentages of State leaders ' responses favor ing mandatory 
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action were s i gnificantly different stati stically; that i s . h igher than 
those of Federal leaders in the firs t four of the activit i es. The percent = 
ages of local leaders' respons,es ,favoring ,mandatory acti on were s i gni-
ficantly different, higher than Federal leaders ' responses in all five 
activities. Local leaders ' responses were also slightly, but consist ., 
ently higher in percentages than ,State leaders advocating mandatory 
action. Here ag,a i n was an expressi on of need for cooperative assist-
ance from thos.e who a.re on the local operating level. 
The percentages of Federal leaders' responses favoring voluntary 
acti on were much higher than thos.e of State and local leaders by 27% 
and 30%, respectively, in i tem i ; and by 15% and 16% in i tem 2. State 
and local leaders ' responses favoring voluntary action were higher than 
Federal leaders' responses by 9% and 12%, respecti vely, on i tem 3; 
by 11 % and 13%, respectively, on item 4 ; and by 4% and 13% on item 5. 
These two comparisons presented a mixed reacti on as to Federal 
pa.rticipation in cooperative acti vi t ie s. It can be e xplained in part by 
the h i gh total percentage of Federal responses indicating unimportance 
and indecision on items 3, 4 , and 5 . The logical deducti on .would be a 
substantial number of Federal leaders feel that the first two ranking 
items are not only important, but warrant mandatory a ction bec ause of 
their broad far-reaching implications. At the same t ime , th ey also 
feel that i tems 3, 4 , and 5 are of somewhat doubtful importance as 
cooperati ve Federal-State activi t ies, b ecause of their specific nature 
and large local responsibility. 
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Comparison of Responses from the Four Regi ons - No significant dif-
ferences existed between the percentages of responses from any two 
regi ons, as to the i mportance of the five physical facilities a.ctivities. 
In general, the southern region leaders emphasized the importance of 
these acti vities more than the other three regi ons . The North Atlantic 
region leaders, second to those in the southern region, emphasized the 
importance of these acti v i t i es more than the leaders from the central 
and western regions . 
In one instance only was there a s i gnificant difference between per-
centages of responses of any two regions favoring mandatory action . 
The central region leaders ' responses favoring mandatory action were 
10% less than the North Atlantic responses on item 2 . Likewise, there 
was only one instance of a s i gnificant difference between regions, in 
percentages of responses favor ing voluntary action . This difference 
occurred in a c tivity 1 , where southern region responses favoring volun -
tary action were 11 % less than those of the North Atlantic region . With 
these two exceptions , it can be concluded that the geographical location 
of leaders has little to do w i th any differences of opinion that might 
exi st relati ve to these five physical facilities ,activiti es as cooperative 
acti ons . 
Indecision and Judgments of Unimportance - Percentages of total 
responses indicating uni mportance ranged from a low of 5% to a high of 
22% on i tem 5 . Percentages of responses indic ating indecisi on ranged 
from 6% on item 1 to 12% o n i tem 4 . These percen tages, in general , 
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. were not as h i gh as in the instructional materials activiti es . but wer-e 
higher than in the first three classificat ions of activities ; administration , 
supervi s ion, and teacher educati on. 
There was little percentage difference among the leaders of the 
four regions, as to unimportance and indecision. The percentages of 
Federal leaders ' responses in this respect were consistently h i gher than 
those of State and local leaders. 
Summary of Findings on Physical Faciliti es Activities . - All five activ-
iti es recei ved substantial percentages of responses indicating impor-
tance . Very few significant differences in percentages of responses 
appeared, either between administrative levels or regional groups . In 
general , leaders from the local administrative level and those from the 
southern region tended to emphasize the importance of the acti vities 
more than leaders from other categories. 
Federal leaders, in favoring mandatory action on items 1 and 2 , 
indicated a more general interest in the broader aspects of criteria and 
standards .regarding phys ical fa.ciliti es than those from th e State and 
local levels . The last three items were de~ i dedly favored by local and 
State leaders, showing a greater conce r n .with .the more specific phases 
of physical faciliti es closer to the operating level of programs. 
Generally, this classificati on of activities provides for more vari -
ation i n local prerogative and choice than any of the other six classi-
ficati ons . No Federal money i s involved in the b uild ing of the shop 
laboratory o r in the purch ase of equipment and tools . Henc e, there i s 
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less .likelihood of direct Federal interest and pa.rticipation in these 
actlvities., except as previously stated)> in the broad aspects of .main-
taining ,high standa.rds .of space, layout, and .equipment. 
Public RelatH:>ns Activities 
Nine cooperative activities ,classified as public·r:elations are 
arranged. in descending rank .o.rder in table XI. . according to the per-, 
centages of total responses adjudging .the activities as important. 
More detailed data in .table XI s}lows the resi;>onses suggesting :m,anda-
tory or vQluntary action by total responses, by three administrative 
levels, and by four geographical regions. Also included in table XI 
are daJa ~how.ing numbers and percentages of responses indicating 
unimportance and indecision. 
TABLE XI 
TABULAR SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO NINE PUBLI C RELATI ONS A C TI VI T IES 
Item 1 - Rank 1 Establish more a nd better communication between the vocational educati on d i vi sions and 
general education on National a n d State levels . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Re2ions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 257 40 4 14 121 38 132 45 60 41 61 40 77 38 57 48 
ant !Voluntary ~ i; i; i;f, 7. ~ 80 184 sq lA.A 51 7q 54 g1 5q 118 58 5q 48 
Unimportant 16 3 1 3 6 2 q 3 7 4 0 0 7 3 2 2 
Undecided 7 I 1 ~ 4 l 7. 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 
TOTALS 635 100 29 100 315 100 291 100 147 100 153 100 204 100 120 100 
Item 2 - Rank 2 P repare promo t i ona l mater ials , includin g film s a nd fi lm stri p s, that can be used to 
expla in a n d demonstrate e ffec t i ve voc ati on al education programs to business , industry, l abor , educ a t ion , 
students , and E_arents . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES· ADYTNT~TR A TIVE ,EVET,S ~Pnr,R APi-t""'iC R-=--;,n"':-i 
OF All Levels Norm 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct.. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 187 29 2 7 85 27 100 34 42 28 45 29 56 28 42 35 
ant Voluntary 403 64 22 76 209 66 172 59 97 66 101 66 126 62 73 61 
Unimportant 27 4 3 10 12 4 12 4 4 3 5 3 10 5 5 4·_ 
Undecided 19 3 2 7 10 3 7 3 5 3 3 2 11 5 0 0 
TOTALS 636 100 29 100 316 100 291 100 148 100 154 100 203 100 120 ~00 ·-»>-
"' 
TABLE XI (Continued) 
Item 3 - Rank 3 Bring representative advi sory commit tees , administrators, and supervisors and laymen 
together for evalt1ation and suggestion_~_!or__.E>_r_()gram i mprovement . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Re2ions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory p;,:; 7.4 4 14 84 ?h f.7 ?1 41 7R 1,:; 71 A? 7 1 1,:; 7q 
ant I Voluntary 411 f.8 74 81 20f. 65 201 6q q1 61 111 73 142 70 78 65 
Unimportant 34 5 1 3 18 6 15 5 11 7 5 3 14 7 4 3 
Undecided U, 3 0 0 9 3 7 3 6 4 2 1 5 2 3 3 
TOTALS 636 100 29 100 317 100 290 100 149 100 153 100 203 100 120 00 
Item 4 - Rank 5 Collect needed data and prepa.re bulletin for laymen on accomplishments .of vocational 
, 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES · AOYTNT~TR A.. TIVE ,F.VET.~ ("!1.'n("!D A 'DUTr' D Ji'("!Tn'l'J~ 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES land Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct .. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 189 30 3 11 88 28 98 34 41 27 4g 32 54 27 43 36 
ant Voluntary 370 58 23 82 1 C} 3 61 154 53 94 64 q5 62 117 58 56 47 
Unimportant 51 8 2 7 25 8 24 8 7 5 8 5 24 12 11 9 
Undecided 25 4 0 0 11 3 14 5 6 4 2 1 7 3 10 8 
TOTALS 635 100 28 100 317 100 290 100 148 100 154 100 202 100 120 .100 ,_. 
1.,-: 
0 
TABLE XI (Continued) 
Item 5 - Rank 5 Prepare frequent news and feature releases from annual State reports and other sources, 
describing the character, extent, and development and results of var i ous programs of vocati onal and 
practical arts education. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 126 20 3_ 10 60 19 63 22 30 20 36 24 35 17 23 19 
ant I Voluntary 41h h8 22 76 225 71 189 65 107 72 97 63 143 70 82 68 
Unimportant 39 6 2 7 19 6 18 6 4 3 16 10 11 5 7 6 
Undecided 37 6 7, 7 14 4 21 7 8 5 5 3 15 8 8 7 
TOTALS 638 100 29 100 318 100 291 100 149 100 154 100 1: 204 100 120 100 
Item 6 ,. Rank 5 Plan , organiz e , and publish suggested programs of public relations , us ing all medi a . for 
Nati onal and State use . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES· ADUTNT~TR A TIVE LEVF.LS r,pnr,R APHIC Rli'f"';IONS 
OF All Levels Norm 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct .. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 132 21 2 7 64 20 66 23 28 20 35 23 34 17 33 28 
ant Voluntary .d)q h7 20 69 219 69 190 66 108 73 105 68 138 68 72 60 
Unimportant 51 8 6 21 21 7 24 8 8 5 9 6 20 10 11 9 
Undecided 23 4 1 3 12 4 10 3 3 2 5 3 11 5 4 3 
TOTALS 635 100 29 100 3'16 100 290 100 147 100 154 100 203 100 120 100 ,_. 
~r. .~ 
TABLE XI (Continued) 
Item 7 - Rank 7 Cooperate in providing vocational education representation and working relationshi ps in 
National, regional, and State meetings of the National lvianpower Council , trade assoc iati ons , labor , and 
other interested organizations. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 174 28 3 10 76 24 95 33 44 30 39 25 49 24 40 34 
ant I Voluntary ~hi; i;.R ?() ,;q 188 f.O 1 i; 7 54 83 56 88 58 124 62 62 53 
Unimportant S3. 13 5 17 46 15 32 11 1g 13 26 17 23 11 14 12 
Undecided 10 l 1 4 4 1 5 2 2 1 .0 0 6 3 2 1 
TOTALS 632 100 29 100 314 100 289 100 148 100 i 153 100 202 100 118 a.oo 
Item 8 "" Rank 8 Exch ange reports of good public relations projects in bulletin i ssued by the Uni ted State s 
Offic e of Educati on . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES· AOUThTTC::TR A..TIVE ,F.VET .~ f":.1Ci'nr..D A 'DUTr D li'r..Tn11.JC:: 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv q 7 15 1 4 48 15 48 16 23 16 23 15 28 14 22 18 
ant Voluntary 4~4 f.8 lh r:,7 221 70 1Q7 68 108 'Z 3 10g 71 137 67 75 63 
Unimportant 61 10 8 2g 26 8_, 27 q 7 5 13 8 23 11 14 12 
Undecided 42 7 3 10 20 7 1g 7 q 6 9 6 15 8 8 7 
TOTALS 634 100 28 100 315 100 291 100 . 147 100 154 100 203 100 119 100 ..... 
l ;-i 
N 
TABLE XI (Continued) 
Item 9 - Rank 9 Conduct periodi c national or regional conferences on methodology, developments , trends , 
and research in public relations . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 78 13 7. 7 40 13 1h 1 7. 18 17. 7A lh 15 7 1q 16 
ant !Voluntary 401 63 19 66 203 64 179 62 ' 99 67 94 61 132 65 7 1 60 
Unimportant 110 17 5 17 54 17 51 18 25 17 22 14 40 20 20 17 
Undecided 4h 7 '.l 10 20 6 23 8 6 4 14 9 16 8 9 7 
TOTALS 635 100 29 100 317 100 289 100 148 100 154 100 203 100 119 100 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES· ADUTNT~TR A TIVE ,EVEI -~ t"'!F"t'\t"'!D A DUTr D 11-1;1,-, .... .._ 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 










P ercentages of total responses indicating importance (mandatory 
and voluntary) r an qui te high on the n ine public relations activities , 
ranging from 76%, on the last ranking acti vi ty , up to 96%, on the first . 
It s h ould be noted that 40% of the total responses favored mandatory 
action on i tem 1, "Establish more and better communication between the 
vocational education di visions and general education on National and 
State levels . " Lack of effecti ve communi cation has been commonly re -
garded for a long t i me as one of the deterrents in the more rapid and 
effective development and promotion of vocational education in the 
public s chools . The second ranking acti vity (93%) i s .closely related to 
the firs t in that effective promotional materials is one medi um of good 
c ommunication. 
Compari son of J udgments of Leaders from Three Admini strati ve Levels -
In general, State leaders seemed more inclined, and Federal lead-
ers less inclined, to attach importance to public relations as coopera-
t i ve a c t i vi t i es than the leaders of the other two levels . However, 
percentages indi cating any significant differences between the F ederal 
group. on t he one h and, a n d the local a n d State groups , on the other , 
occurred in the cases of i tems 6 and 8 . The former i s concerned wi th, 
"Plan, organize, and publish sugges.ted programs of public relations, 
us ing all medi a , for National and State use . " Item 8, rather closely 
related, was , "Exchange reports of good public relations projects in 
bulletin issued by the United States Office of Education. " Lack of 
adequate h elp and facilit ies to c a rry out such extensi ve a c t ion, even 
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with the help of the States, might deter the Federal Office from inviting 
such a joint activity. It should be noted, in this connection, the Amer -
ican Vocational Association has published a public relations guide for 
vocational educators. 16 
The general difference implied in the preceding paragraph became 
more evident when the leaders of the three administrative levels ex-
pressed their preferences regarding mandatory action. In every activ-
ity but one, there wa.s a significant difference between the percentages 
of local leaders' or State leaders' responses favoring mandatory action 
over those of the Federal leaders. Apparently, State and local leaders 
desire Federal leadership, if only to the extent of indicating "shouldness" 
of these and other public relations cooperative activities, previously 
discussed. 
Comparison of Judgments of Same Leaders by Their Regional Locations -
In no case was there a statistically significant difference between the 
percentages of responses .of any two regions in ascribing importance to 
joint action in public relations . Likewise, there was no s i gnificant 
difference between the percentages of responses .favoring mandatory 
acti on between any two regions on any of the activities . Gene r ally, there 
was no evidence that voc ati onal e ducati on leade rs s ignific antly diffe r e d 
16your Pub.lie Relations, a Guide for Vocational Educators. Pre -
pa red by the Committee on R e search and Publications , American Voca-
t i onal A ss,ociation, 1954 , Washin gton, D . C . 
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in opinion about the nine public relations cooperati ve acti vities . because 
of geographical or sectional differences. 
On the other hand, the leaders ,from the various regi ons signifi-
cantly differed among .themselves concerning voluntary action on four 
acti viti es. In the thi rd ranking acti vity. the southern region leaders 0 
percentage .of responses favor ing voluntary a c t ion was 12% higher than 
that of the North Atlantic region, a stati stically significant difference 
at the . 05 level. In three other activitie s , items 4 . 6. and 8, the 
percentages of North Atlantic region leaders 8 responses .were greater 
by 17%. 13%, and I 0%, than those of western region leaders. All were 
statistically significant differences. All three activit ie s are somewhat 
related; items 4 and 6 were concerned with collecting needed data and 
preparing a bulletin for public relations, and using all media for 
National and State use ; and i tem 8 with exchanging reports Qf good 
public relations projects in bulletins. iss ued by the United States Office 
of Education. The publicati on , 11 Yo,ur Public Relations - a Gu.ide for 
Vo_cational Educators a II produced and distributed by the American Voca= 
tional Associati on ( s,ee footnote 16), will p r obably have cons i derable 
influence upon. any joint a cti vities , such as i tems 4, 6, and 8 , in public 
relations classification. 
Indecision and J udgments of Unimportance - There were no s i gni ficant 
differences between the percentages ,o.f responses i ndicating indecision 
between any two levels of leaders or b e tween any two of the regions . 
There were s i gnificant differences between the State and Federal leaders 8 
responses ascribing unimportance and between the local and Federal 
leaders ' responses, in items .6 and 8. No s,ignificant differences 
appeared in the responses indicating ,unimportance of any activities 
between any two of the regions . 
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Summary of Findings on Public Relations Activities . - The fact that at 
least three-quarters of the leaders ascribed importance to the nine 
public relations activities revealed a definite sentiment toward the 
need for cooperative acti on in public relations in voca_tional education. 
Observation of vocational education programs on all three administra -
tive levels , over the past twenty years , . would bear out the facts re -
vealed in these data . Much needs to be done to acquaint people in all 
walks .of life with the purposes and .outcomes of vocational education. 
Perhaps one of the principal reasons for inadequacy in the area of 
public relations activities has been limited staff and facilities for this 
purpose, on all three levels, because of the need to devote available 
funds to the operation of programs. 
The fact that 96% of the total respondents ascr ibed importance to 
item 1 confirms the repeated recommendation that better communica -
tion should exist between vocati onal educati on leaders and general edu-
cation administrators . Greater percentages of State and local leaders 
than Federal leaders adjudged importance in this regard, showing 
greater concern with real problems of relationshi p with school admin -
i strators closer to the operating level. 
In general , the percentages .of North Atlantic leaders ascri b ing 
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:importance exceeded those of the other regions, while the central 
region leaders 0 responses ran consistently lower, percentage-wiseo 
This greater concern might be attributed to the greater concentration 
of vocational education programs in.the North Atlantic region, and 
hence, a more evident need for more action in public relations. Less 
.concern among .the leaders 0£ the central region about the importance 
of these activities .can be attributed, in part, to a mo.re conservative 
viewpoint, with respect to increased Federal..,State cooperative activ-
ities o 
Research Activities 
The seventeen research activities are ranked in table XII according 
to the percentages of total responses ascribing importance {mandatory 
and voluntary) to each activityo The number and percentages of 
responses a.re also shown for opinions expressed indicating importance 
by administrative level and geographical regiono Other data show the 
numbe.r and percentages of responses favoring mandatory or voluntary 
action and those indicating unimportance and indecision, by totals i 
administrative levels, and by regionso 
TABLE XII 
TABULAR SUMMARY OF RESPONSES TO SEVENTEEN RESEARCH ACTI VI T IES 
Item 1 = Rank 1 Conduct research on admi n i strati ve problems , such as costs of inst ruc t i on, teaching loads, 
sch edules , admini strati ve uni ts, s ize of schools , and relati ve advantages and disadvantages of different 
types of vocational schools . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 186 29 _1 3 85 27 100 34 47. 28 44 ?.Q ,;4 ?.7 4 ,; ,, 7 
ant I Voluntary 398 62 25 87 207 65 166 56 98 64 98 63 128 64 66 54 
Unimportant 34 5 1 3 15 5 18 6 6 4 11 7 7 3 9 7 
Undecided 23 4 2 7 10 3 11 4 h 4 ?. 1 l ?. h ?. ? 
TOTALS 641 100 29 100 317 100 295 100 152 100 155 100 201 100 122 100 
Item 2 '." Rank 2 . 5 Conduct resea rch to i denti fy the vocational training needs of boys a n d g i rls lea ving 
sch ool after rea chin g a c ompulsory s chool age . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES· ADMTNT~TR A TIVE ,EVET.~ r,1.~nrwR A;:;;..,, R 1u ........ -
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct .. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 219 34 2 7 92 29 125 42 ,; 1 v; ,;?. '>h ri?. ,, ?. A f. -.R 
ant Voluntary 360 56 21 75 197 f.? 1 A.? AR RR ,;R Ri; s,; l l q ,;q hl ,;o 
Unimportant 38 6 3 11 16 5 19 6 q 6 10 h q 4 q 7 
Undecided 23 4 2 7 12 3 9 4 2 1 4 3 l l ,; h ,; 




TABLE XII {Continued) 
Item 3 - Rank 2 . 5 Develop criteria to gui de States in establishing sound pr ograms of research i n all services. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 1q1 30 7 24 q7 31 87 30 36 24 58 38 55 28 38 33 
ant !Voluntary ~Al AO ? l 70 l qi; f...? 1 f..,i:; i;f.., Q5 h~ RR i;f.., 1 1 7 i;q 73 61 
Unimportant ~R h 1 1 10 'i 27 q 11 8 7 4 14 7 4 3 
Undecided 28 4 1 3 12 4 15 5 8 5 3 2 13 6 4 3 
TOTALS 638 100 30 100 314 100 294 100 152 100 156 100 199 100 119 lOO 
Item 4 ,.,. Rank 4 Conduc t research in post - high school , a rea , and regi onal vocati onal school programs , as to 
the amount of train ing a nd kind of administrative units needed to make_ such train i ng feas ible and e ffe c t i ve . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES· ADMTNT~TRATIVE ,F.VET.~ r.J.~nr,R A °iJi-iiC R=-• ,u •--
OF All Levels Nort.n 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 171 26 1 3 79 25 91 31 43 28 48 31 46 23 33 28 
ant Voluntary 402 63 27 91 200 63 175 59 97 63 93 59 128 64 75 62 
Unimportant 45 7 1 3 27 9 17 6 9 6 10 6 16 8 9 8 
Undecided 24 4 1 3 9 3 14 4 4 3 6 4 10 5 3 2 
TOTALS 64 2 100 30 100 315 100 297 100 153 100 157 LOO 200 100 120 00 ..... cr-
0 
TABLE XII (Continued) 
Item 5 - Rank 5 Conduct studies to identify the essential characteristics of all types of successful 
vocational education programs. - -
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Re2ions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory l i:;7 24 4 14 72 23 81 27 29 19 34 22 49 24 43 35 
ant I Voluntary 4oq 64 18 62 213 67 178 60 100 66 103 66 133 66 67 55 
Unimportant 43 7 3. 10 20 6 20 7 12 8 11 7 1 1 5 8 7 
Undecided 33 5 4 14_ 13 4 16 6 11 7 7 5 9 5 4 3 
TOTALS 642 100 29 100 318 100 295 100 152 100 155 100 202 100 122 mo 
Item 6 - Rank 6 Conduc t continuous study of the needs for service and supervi s i on in vocati onal educati on 
and make recommendati ons regarding the amounts and kinds of service a nd supervision needed on th e 
Federal, State , and local levels . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES· ADUTNT~TR A. TTVF. -~V~T-~ r. .. -11.HA.::; ... ,.- v-;;-•• ui-;..-;;;;: 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 193 30 3 10 98 31 92 31 41 27 60 38 47 24 43 36 
ant Voluntary 366 57 26 87 180 57 160 54 86 57 83 53 126 63 61 51 
Unimportant 58 9 1 3 25 8 32 11 20 13 10 6 18 9 10 8 
Undecided 23 4 0 0 12 4 11 4 5 3 4 3 9 4 5 5 
TOTALS 640 100 30 100 315 100 295 100 152 100 157 100 200 100 119 11.00 ..... O' 
I-
TABLE XII (Continued) 
Item 7 ~ Rank 7 . 5 Prepare and distribute summaries of studies in vocational education and lists of 
research problems for study. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 145 23 ?. 7 qi:; iO .d.Q lh 2i:; l 7 ~q 2S 4 7 ?.i ~ i 27 
ant I Voluntary Anf.. hi ?.4. sn 1qq hi un h? lOi hR 107 1-,.Q 1 1 Q i:;R 1-,. Q i; 7 
Unimportant 45 7 2 7 13 4 30 10 13 9 6 4 14 7 12 10 
Undecided 45 7 1 3 11 3 33 12 10 6 3 2 23 12 8 6 
TOTALS 641 100 29 100 318 100 294 100 151 100 155 100 202 100 122 00 
Item 8 "" Rank 7 . 5 Conduc t pilot studi es in selec ted centers , to develop new tec hni q ue s fo r evaluating th,., 
effecti veness of supervision and other aspec ts of a loc al p rogram .. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES · ADUJNT,qTR A.·1 IV~ ... EVELS r.:r.~nr.R A PJ..JTr. R 1.'r..TONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 102 16 1 4 58 18 43 15 27 18 30 19 23 12 2 1 17 
ant Voluntary 444 70 24 86. 216 69 204 69 100 66 110 71 140 70 86 70 
Unimportant 54 8 2 6 26 8 26 9 14 9 10 6 20 10 9 7 
Undecided 38 6 1 4 16 5 21 7 10 7 5 4 17 8 6 6 
TOTALS 638 100 28 100 316 100 294 100 151 100 155 100 200 100 122 100 >--' C' 
N 
TABLE XII {Continued) 
Item 9 = Rank 9 Evaluate the contributi on of vocati onal educa,tion to family life e ducati on, and see h ow all 
voc ational service s c an work together in meeting the concerns of th e family , i n relation to c urrent 
economic standa.rds. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- I Mandatory 136 21 0 0 65 2, 1 71 24 34 23 45 29 31 16 26 22 
ant I Voluntary 3qo 61 lQ f.1 ?00 h~ 171 58 87 57 go 57 133 66 74 61 
Unimportant 70 11 6 20 35 11 2g 10 19 12 14 9 20 10 14 12 
Undecided Lih 7 r:; 17 16 5 25 8 13 8 8 5 16 8 6 5 
TOTALS 642 100 30 100 316 100 296 100 , , 153 100 157 100 200 100 120 ~00 
Item 10 = Rank 10 Develop plans for p rovid in g employment information a nd placement of voc ati onal s tudents . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES · ADUTNT~TRA.TIVE JF.VELS ("'!lo'('\("'!~ A PHTr. ~ N:I Tl• 1,,1: .... 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 115 18 1 4 47 13 72 24 22 15 34 22 34 17 25 20 
ant Voluntary 1QO 6 2 1g 61 1g6 62 17S 60 90 61 101 65 118 58 73 60 
Unimportant 77 l 1 7 ?. r:; 47 lS 18 6 16 11 11 7 28 14 15 12 
Undecided 60 g 1 4 30 10 2g 10 20 13 9 6 22 11 9 8 
TOTALS 637 100 28 100 315 100 294 100 148 100 155 100 202 100 122 00 ...... O' 
\.,.i 
TABLE XII (Continued) 
Item 11 - Rank 11 . 5 Study the need and practicability of a nationwide plan for area vocational s chool s, 
with Federal subsidy for buildi ng construction and equipment. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 212 33 3 10 83 26 126 43 60 40 54 35 61 30 35 29 
ant I Voluntary 275 43 11 38 158 50 106 36 65 44 66 43 86 42 56 46 
Unimportant 113 18 14 48 54 17 45 15 18 12 28 18 43 21 18 15 
Undecided 38 6 1 4 19 7 18 6 6 4 6 4 13 7 12 10 
TOTALS 638 100 29 100 314 100 295 100 149 100 154 100 203 100 121 100 
Item 12. - Rank 11. 5 Con duc t a study to identify the GENERAL RELATED INFORMATION needed by young 
workers in cooperative programs . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES· AD-.. .. .-.... sTR A.TIVE ~F.VF.T .~ ~PnrwR A i=-i-t.""iC R 1,'~Jn'N'~ 
OF All Levels .Nortn 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Manda.torv 126 20 2 7 51 16 73 25 28 19 37 24 36 18 23 19 
ant Voluntary 354 56 11 39 184 59 159 54 83 55 88 57 111 56 69 57 
Unimportant 110 17 11 39 55 18 44 15 29 19 21 14 35 18 21 17 
Undecided 47 7 4 15 24 7 19 6 11 7 8 5 17 8 9 7 
TOTALS 6 37 100 28 1 oo 3·14 100 295 100 151 100 154 100 199 100 122 100 .... 
O' 
~ 
TABLE XII (Continued) 
Item 13 - Rank 13. 5 Study and develop plans for trainin g special groups; such as, the reti red, the l ow-
income families, mixed e:roups of adolescents . and the youne: married e:roup. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 127 20 1 3 5g 1g 67 23 22 14 42 27 ~7. 16 31 25 
ant I Voluntary 34g 54 20 fiq 178 5fi lSl Sl q3 62 7q 51 1 11 ,; ,; l:;.Q ,H2 
Unimportant 106 17 'i 17 'i ~ l 7 LI.~ lh 7. 'i l 7 ? ,; lh ·n l h 7. 7. 18 
Undecided 60 9 3 11 28 8 29 10 11 7 9 6 27 13 11 9 
TOTALS 642 100 29 100 318 100 295 100 151 100 155 100 203 100 122 100 
Item 14 - Rank 13. 5 Develop a policy that will earmark Federal and State funds fo r research. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES · ADUTNT~TR A TIVE . ~VET .S <":.ii -H .. RA i:.H1C R ;-. ,u 1;,;;;;: 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 263 41 7 24 124 39 132 45 63 41 71 46 78 39 48 40 
ant Voluntary 213 33 10 33 105 33 98 33 49 32 47 30 71 35 41 34 
Unimportant 122 19 10 33 57 18 55 19 29 19 32 21 36 18 23 19 
Undecided 42 7 3 10 28 10 11 3 11 8 5 3 16 8 8 7 
TOTALS 640 100 30 100 314 100 296 100 152 100 155 100 201 100 120 100 .... O' 
iJt 
TABLE XII (Continued) 
Item 15 - Rank 15 Conduct research as to the character and type of instructional program needed for the 
so - called slow learner group. 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 134 21 l 4 i; 1 16 R2 2q 4.h 31 30 20 37 1q 21 18 
ant !Voluntary 324 52 17 61 161 51 146 51 76 52 79 52 102 50 59 50 
Unimportant 108 17 7 25 62 20 39 14 12 8 33 21 37 19 24 20 
Undecided h ') l() 1 l() 40 11 1q h 13 q 11 7 74. 12 14 12 
TOTALS 628 100 28 100 314 100 286 100 147 100 153 100 200 100 118 00 
Item 16 = Rank 16 Establish national occupati on al are a c ommittees s i m ila r to the American Voc ational 
Associati on Automoti ve Commi ttee to develop pertinent data applicable to all States . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES · AOUThlT~TRA TIVE ,EVE LS r!'l.'nr!l) A Pmr. R li'nTnN~ 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- Mandatorv 109 17 2 7 41 13 66 22 29 19 27 17 31 16 21 18 
ant Voluntary 7.qq 47 q 31 141 45 14 q so 74 4g 73 47 q5 48 54 45 
Unimportant 185 29 17 59 104 33 64 22 38 25 48 3 1 57 29 36 30 
Undecided 45 7 1 3 26 q 18 6 11 7 8 5 16 7 9 7 
TOTALS 638 100 29 10·0 3i2 100 297 100 152 100 156 100 199 100 120 00 .. ~ 
O" 
C1' 
TABLE XII (Continued) 
Item 17 - Rank 17 Conduct a national study of the possible coordination of voca.t ional training under 
Reserve Forces Acts ( 1955) with public vbcational education programs at Federal , State , and local 
levels . 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES ADMINISTRATIVE LEVELS GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 
No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. No. Pct. 
Import- !Mandatory 122 19 1 4 51 16 70 24 29 19 34 22 25 13 33 27 
ant I Voluntary 244 39 10 36 124 40 110 38 65 44 54 35 80 41 42 34 
Unimportant 210 36 14 50 119 38 97 33 49 33 58 38 78 40 40 33 
Undecided 35 6 3 _ lQ 17 6 15 5 6 4 7 5 13 6 7 6 
TOTALS 631 100 28 100 311 100 292 100 149 100 153 100 196 100 122 100 
TOTAL 
NATURE RESPONSES· ,.,nu1N1~TRATIVE c.<EVELS t"':.l"nr!n A-; 11·,- D - • ,II •no.IS 
OF All Levels North 
RESPONSES and Regions Federal State Local Atlantic Southern Central Western 









All seventeen research activities were designated as important by 
at leas,t three - quarters of the leaders, with the exception of item 16 
(64%) and item 17 (58%). The activity, rated important mo,st frequently, 
concerned rese.a,rch on administrative problems, such. a .s .co.sts of 
instruction, teaching loads, schedules, administrative units, sizes of 
schools, and relative advantages and disadvantages of different types 
of vocational schools . Item 2, ranked 2. 5, involved research to ident-
ify the vocational training needs of boys and girls leaving school after 
reaching .a .compulsory school age. Item 3, also ranked 2. 5, proposed 
the development o.f criteria to guide the States in establishing sound pro-
grams .of research in all services . The fourth ranked activity recom-
mended research in post - high school, area, and regional vocational 
school programs, as to the amount of training .and kind of administra-
tive units needed to make such training feasible and effective. 
These four activities are concerned with. research. problems .involv-
ing ( 1) administrative problems, (2) needs .Qf out-of-school youth, (3) 
programs -of research., and (4) administration of post- high school area 
schools. All q.f these are current problems in vocational education and 
have given many vocational educators great concern,, especially since 
the close of Wo+ld War II. Ea.ch of these four activities has been given 
consideration as to present and future cooperative action between the 
States and the Federal Office. 
The Division of Vo.cational Education of the United States Office of 
Education held a .four - day research conference in Washington, D. C., 
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in June 1955, with representatives of trade and industrial education 
from a number of different States. 17 The purpose of the conference 
was to stimulate more research activity and to set up ways and means 
by which activities might be implemented and reported. The early 
results of this conference indicate that concerted cooperative action is 
well underway. In fact, practically every activity in this classification 
has been listed and discussed, at least as to priority for action be -
tween the States and the Federal Office. Item 4 is being currently 
studied by a doctoral candidate at the Pennsylvania State U11,iversity. It 
would seem that the leaders' emphasis of importance of these activities 
has already stimulated some action. 
Although the percentages of responses favoring mandatory action 
were comparatively low, .as might be expected in the research classi-
fication, item 14 drew 41 % of leaderS'1 responses favoring mandatory 
action. It is concerned with the development of a policy that would 
earmark Federal and State funds for research. Although the present 
acts provide for research in the form of studies -and investigations, 
earmarked Federal funds would probably give considerable impetus in 
the States to greater development of research programs. 
17 Misc. 3495, Research and Studies in Trad.e and Industrial Edu-
cation, a Report, Division. of Vo_cational Education, United_ States Office 
of Education, Washington, D. C. 
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Comparison of Judgments of Leaders .from Three Administrative Levels -
Local lea_ders were more generally in.dined to ascribe research activ-
ities as important than Federal and State leaders. Substantially higher 
percentages .of local leaders' .responses .favoring importance over those 
of Federal leaders occurred in eleven of the seventeen activities , the 
differences ranging from 11% to 34%. All of these were s.tatistically 
significant differences. Percentages .o.f State leaders' responses indi -
cating importance . were higher than those of Federal lea.ders. Signif-
icant differences between these two groups are found in seven activities , 
items 5, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, and 17. 
Percentages of responses of State and local leaders favoring man-
datory action exceeded those of Federal leaders in every activity. In 
pra_ctically every activity there was a significant difference between the 
respons,es of ea.ch of these two groups and Federal responses . Obvious-
ly, State and local leaders were expressing ,a need and desire for 
assistance through research activities. 
Percentages of Federal leaders' responses favoring mandatory 
action ranged from Q%,in item 9, to 24% in items 3 and 14 . State 
leaders' responses favoring mandatory action ranged from a low of 
13%, on items 10 and 16, to a .high of 39% on item 14. Local responses 
favoring mandatory action ranged .from a low of 15%, .on item 8 , to a 
high of 45% on item 14. Although none of the percentages of responses 
favoring mandatory action exceeded those favoring voluntary action, 
there wer.e enough percentages of responses favor ing mandatory action 
171 
to convey "nshouldness" to practically all the research acti viti es . 
Comparison of Judgments of Same Leaders by Thei r Regional Locations -
The greatest percentages of responses indicating i mportance of the 
res.earch activities occurred among southern region leaders . Th e 
percentages ,of central region leaders ' respon ses indicating i mportance. 
were lowest among the leaders of the four regions . Even though these 
differences were notable , there we r e statistically s i gni ficant differ -
ences of responses between regions i n only three acti vities, i tems 10 , 
11, and 15 . In item l 0, the percentages of southern leaders 1 responses 
exceeded North Atlantic and central region leaders ' responses by 11 % 
and 12%, respectively. Thi s acti vi ty recommended a .cooperati ve acti v -
ity to develop plans for provi d ing employment information and place -
ment of vocational students . In general , i t seems that more liberal 
southern leaders des i re cooperati ve acti vi ty in the research class ifi-
cation, while more conservati ve central regi on leaders are n ot con -
cerned in as great percentages . 
In i tem 11, the percentages .of North Atlan t i c r espon ses indicating 
importance exceeded southern, central , an d we ste r n r egion l e ader s ' 
responses by 10%, 16%, and 13%, r especti ve ly. Item 11 p r o vid e d for 
a joint action to study the need and prac t icability of a nationwide pl an 
for area vocational schools , wi th Fede r al subs i dy fo r building c on str uc -
tion .and equipment . It i s interesting to note he re th at a n a rea voca -
t ional school b i ll , S . 4301 , was int r oduced into the 84 th C ongres s on 
July 27 , 1956 , and a s im ila r b i ll , S . 1298 , was int r oduced into th e 
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85th Congress on February 20 , 1957. The October 1956 issue of the 
American Vocatienal Journal carries some oJ the results of a national 
survey of the States, on various types of area vocational schools now 
in operation. North Atlantic region leaders in greater percentages 
ascribe importance to this activity, probably because of the increasing 
demand for higher skilled technicians and tradesmen in. this highly 
industrialized region. 
There is -only one instance of a significant difference in the percent-
ages ,of responses favoring voluntary actic;,µs between the regions. This 
occurs in item 13, where the No-rth Atlantic region leaders' responses 
exceed those of western region leaders by 14%. Item 13 proposed a 
joint action which would study and develop plans for training special 
groups; such as, the retired, the low-income families, mixed groups 
of adolescents, and the young married group. 
The percentages of North Atlantic region leaders' responses favor-
ing mandatory action exceed those of southern, central, and western 
region leaders by 11%, 14%, and 15%, respectively, on item 15, which 
rec-0mmends resea.rch as to the character and type of instructional pro-
. gram needed for the so-called slow learner. This activity was .original-
ly sugge-sted by a jury memb.er fr-om New York State, in the North. 
Atlantic region. It is surmised that larger school units and greater 
enrollments in mo,re thickly-populated areas probably stimulate greater 
need and interes.t in the problem of education fo.r the slow learner. 
In twelve instances there were significant differences. b,tween 
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percentages of responses .favoring mandatory a c t ion between any two 
regions on the various -research activit ies . Th ese occurred as 
shown below: 
Comparisons of Leaders Respc;mses Favoring . 






_Southern region exceeds North Atlantic by 
W~1tern region exceeds North Atlantic by 
anc{ cfentral region by 
Southern region exceeds North Atlantic by 
and ~enfral region by 
We.stern region exceeds central region by 








13 Southern region exceeds North Atlantic region by 13% 
and western region exceeds North Atlantic region by 11 % 
15 North Atlantic region exceeds southern region by 
and central region by 




Indecision and Judgments of Unimportance - Substantial percentages of 
responses ascribing unimportance were recorded for i tems 16 and 17 , 
29% and 36%, respectively. Item 16 proposed the establishment of 
nationa~: occupational area commi ttees , s imilar to the American Vaca -
tional Association Automoti ve Co.m.mittee , to develop pertinent data 
applicable to all States. Item 17 recommended a joint acti vity to con-
duct a nati onal study of the possible coordination of vo.cational training 
under Reserve Forces (1 955 ), with public vocational education programs 
at Fed_eral , State, and. local levels . In all probability, more emphasis 
will be placed on these two a ctivit ies, as t ime goes on, particularly in 
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item 17 , because seri ous questions are being raised by Congress as to 
duplication and inefficiency in training programs , both military and 
civilian. 
Significant differences in percentages of responses indicating unim -
portance were found between Federal , State, and local leaders' responses 
i n seven activit i es , i tems 10, 11, 12 , 14, 15, 16, and 17. A lesser 
percentage of Federal leaders feel that thes.e activities are important 
than State and local leaders . 
Responses indi cating indecision ranged from a low of 4%, on item l , 
to a high of l 0%, on item 15, that dealing with an instructional program 
for the so -called slow learner group. It is possible that more explan-
ation and d i scussion of this activity would be needed to help respondents 
give a more decisive opinion of i tem 15, as a cooperati ve acti v i ty. 
Summary of Findings on Research Acti vities - Cooperati ve research 
acti viti es were deemed to be important by the vocational education 
leadership of the country, as indicated by the high percentages of their 
responses ascrib ing importance to the suggested seventeen activit i es 
in this study. Activit ie s of a broad admini strati ve nature , including 
such a c t ion as obtaining .earmarked Federal funds for research, 
received high percentages of favorable responses . 
In general, greater percentages .of local and State leaders expressed 
opinions favorable to the cooperative research activi t i es than Federal 
leader s . Thi s fact revealed a more wid.espread concern, close to the 
operating level, with the need for more info-rmation and guidance 
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relative to the direction programs should take. Federal leaders proba-
bly feel the inadequacy of funds and staff to assume a major or direct 
responsibility for the work, in such. broad research activities as are 
included in this study. 
Again, the slight, but nevertheless consistent predominance of 
favor toward Federal-State cooperative action .was found in the percent-
ages of southern region responses. A similar kind of difference was 
revealed in that percentages of favorable responses from the central 
region were slightly, but consistently fewer than from the other three 
regions. These consistent differences may be due to greater tradition 
of favor to.ward Federal-State cooperative activities in vocational 
education in the South, in the first case , and a traditionally more 
conservative , independent reaction from the midwestern States. How-
ever, it should be noted that these differences are not significant 
statistically, and therefore may be purely a matter of chance. 
One more currently meaningful difference in regional responses 
was found where North Atlantic region leaders favored , in greater 
percentages .of responses, the study o.f the need for area vocational 
schools. Some New England States have , for many yeaz:s , used the 
area administrative unit in vocational education, rather than that 
confined by city or community boundary lines. The significant differ -
ence in percentages of North Atlantic responses , over those of the other 
regions in this regard, may express a desire for more help from the 
Federal Office in the promotion and development of a rea vocational 
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schools. lt would seem, also., that the increased. demands .by industry 
and business fo,r higher skills in the highly industrialized areas reflect, 
in.the opinions of vocational education leaders from the New England 
States, in their constant effort to meet these demands. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATI ONS 
This study has been concerned with the problem of what coopera-
tive activities should be engaged in between the Divi s,ion of Vocational 
Education of the United States Office of Education and the State boards 
for vocational education, to carry out the provisions of the Smith-
Hughes .and George - Barden Acts. The basic purpose, to identify and 
assemble important mandatory and voluntary cooperative activities, 
that should be carried on between the two agencies has been accom-
plished as ,described in chapter III. 
The need for the study has existed for some time , because of 
questi?ns raised as to the need fo.r continued Federal a id to vocational 
education. Even more important, serious questions have been raised 
as to the place of the Federal Office in the work of the States , in pro -
rooting and administering local programs of vocational education . 
The work and proceedings. of the study have been premi s e d upon 
two basic assumptions , ( 1) that cooperation between the Federal Office 
and the States is inherent in the authorizing .of Federal and State voca= 
, . 
tional legislation, and (2) that vocat ional e ducation i s a matter of 
national concern in the United States . 
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Thorough. examination of the background of events leading up to the 
passage of the Smith- Hughes Act, in 1917, revealed that strong cooper -
ative relationships and activities between the Federal Office and the 
Sta_tes developed out of a .specific social movement involving _activities 
of labor, industry, and education. The relationships between the Fed-
eral Office and the States are best expressed by meaningful cooperative 
activities. Some of these are mandatory, as required by law and reg -
ulation, and some are voluntary, as engaged in by choice and mutual 
agreement . 
Twenty=aeven vocational education leaders and their staffs assisted 
in this study by contributing 446 suggested cooperative activi ties that 
might be carried on by the Federal Office and the States . These were 
refined and reduced to a list of 78 activities in seven classifications; 
namely, administration, supervision, teacher education, instructi onal 
materials , physical facilities, public relati ons , and research. 
The relative importance of the 78 acti vities we.s obtained by 
submitting them to 1,228 vocational education leaders i n top Federal , 
State , and local supervi sory and admini strati ve posi tions, for the i r 
review and estima_te . Of thi s number, 656 responded. Compari sons 
of the percentages of responses of the leaders wer e analyz ed and inter -
preted, so that the Federal and State offices m i ght have s.ome gui de as 
to the direction of acti vity and leadership des i red by voc ational educators 
throughout the country . The a c t i viti es were rank ed in orde r of th e 
percentages of total responses indicating importance in each of th e 
seven classifications and compared by totals of the vari ous admini -
strative levels and regions . 
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Summa.ry of Important Findings oJ Fact and Interpretations - 1. The 78 
cooperative activiti es in this study were rated important by a substan-
tially predominant percentage of Federal, State , and local leaders in 
vocational education throughout the United Sta.tes . 
Apparently, a majority of vocati onal education leaders throughout 
the country favor a working relationship between the Federal Office and 
the States, at least to the extent that they shouJd engage in a number of 
cooperative activities des i gned to promote and administer vocational 
educati on under the existing Federal acts. 
2. Administration and supervis ion activi ties generally were ad-
judged important by a greater percentage of leaders than in the other 
classifications of activities. 
Most of the respondents in this study have admini strative and 
supervisory duties; hence, it i s not surpri s ing that greater predomin -
ance of opinion indicating the importance of these acti v i ties was found 
to exis.t. This finding presumably lends emphasi s to the i mportant 
part that admini strative and supervisory acti v i ties play in the operation 
of the program. 
3. The percentage of local leaders 8 responses adjudging .the coop -
erative a_ctivi t i es important were greater, generally, than those of State 
or Federal leaders . Percentages o.f Staie leaders 0 responses were 
greater, generally, than those of Federal leaders . 
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Numerous and vari ed detailed problems of operation exi st at the 
local level in programs of vocati onal education; hence , local level 
leaders seemed to be emphasi z ing .the i r interest in and need for Federal -
State cooperative a .ssi stance in every way possible . To a somewhat 
lesser extent, the State level i s also c oncerned w i th numerous and 
varied problems . hence the expression of many State leaders favor ing 
cooperative acti on with the Federal Office , 
4. A major i ty oJ vocati onal education leaders on all levels indi-
cated by their responses that acti viti es , generally, should be volunta.ry 
cooperative acti ons , rather than mandatory . A few excepti ons exi sted 
with respect to annual financ ial and statisti cal reporting and to certai n 
requirements for State plans , 
In the pattern of American democrati c thinking and action, voca -
tional education leadershi p expressed a des i re fo r voluntary coopera-
tive action , rather than a c t i on required by law and regulation , At the 
same time ; cognizance was gi ven to the need for c ertain mandatory 
requirements on financial a n d stati sti cal reportin g .and to certain m in -
imum standards i n State plans , to safeguard th e e ffecti ve use of Federal 
and State funds . Th ere also seemed to be apparen t an express ion of 
confidence in the voluntary Federal - State - local rela.tionshi p i n voca -
tional education, along with a des i re for progress i ve leadersh ip on 
Federal and State admini strati ve levels . 
5 . A greater percen tage of loc al leade r s 1 r espon ses th a n those 
from Federal and State l e v e ls favored mandatory a c t i on. Wi th the 
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exception of exi sting mandatory acti vities now requi red by law and regu-
lation, Federal lead.ers ' respon ses were lesser in percentage in favor 
of mandatory action than those of State and local leaders. 
Local leaders apparently do not fear Federal control and domina-
tion in vocational education. Perh aps many years of established coop -
erative relationshi ps with both .State and Federal office·s have tended to 
alleviate any feeling of hazard in thi s regard. State leaders , likewise , 
seemed not to be possessed of undue fear of loss of control of program 
through certain mandatory activi t i es , as .long as those actions are 
joint or cooperative with the States. Federal leaders may be mo.re 
conscious of the hazards of mandatory activities , because of their close 
proximity to the source of law and regulation in the program. Federal 
leaders also have greater opportuni ty to witness other kinds of Federal 
relationshi ps in grants - in- ai d programs , and therefore may see more 
clea.rly the possible hazards of unilateral mandatory a ctions , whi ch 
inevitably lead to domination and control of a program. 
6 . Differences in percentages of respon ses from the regions were 
almost negligible in regard to adjudging the importance of the 78 acti v -
ities . Percentages of southern leaders ' responses favor ing importance 
were slightly, but consi stently greater , and central region leaders ' 
responses .wer_e consi stently fewer than thos.e of the other regions . 
These differences , although cons i stent, may be purely a matter of 
chance. They are m enti oned only for whatever it may m ean to the 
r eader . 
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The few s.ignificant differenc es in regional responses may be the 
result of our more mobile working population , a greater spread of 
industry, business, and agriculture , speeded communi cation and trans -
portation. and generally improved and equalized educa.tiQllal opportun-
ities throughout the country. At least some of thi s degree of uniformity 
of opinion among vocational education leaders can probably be attributed 
to the nationwide di ssemination of more or less commonly a ccepted 
and understood philosophy and principles ,of vocational education. 
7. Greater percentages of responses of Federal leaders than 
those of local leaders indicated concern with broader aspects of program 
activities , such as research and establishment of cri teri a for evalua -
tion purposes . Greater percentages of responses of local leaders than 
those of Federal and State leaders showed c oncern for specific program 
operational activi ties, such as physical facilities and instructional 
materials . High percentages of State leaders ' responses ind icated 
concern with both, and a des.i re to a,erve as a close t i e between the 
Federal and local leaders 0 problems. 
General Conclusions 
Seventy- eight cooperati ve acti vities between th e Uni ted .States 
Office of Education and the States were i dentified and des i gnated as 
important, by a majority of the leadership in vocational education in 
the Nation. Further, the majori ty of the leaders ex pressed th e ir 
opinions as favorable , generally, toward voluntary coo pe r ati ve action , 
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rather than mandatory action, favoring mandatory action in a Jew in-
stances where certain financial and admini strative safeguards exist. 
1. A body of identifiable cooperati ve activities exi sts as evidence 
of the Federal-State-local cooperative relationa,hip in the promotion and 
admini stration of federally - reimbursed vocational educati on. 
2. A clear - cut consensus exists a.mong leaders in vocational edu-
cation that certain activi ties carried on jointly by the Federal, State , 
and local levels of administration s)lould be mandatory, but that the 
majority of such joint activities .should be voluntary. 
3. There is emphatic indication that local and State leaders in 
vocational education do not fear Federal control or domination in their 
programs, and further , that they desire increased leadership and coop-
erative action between all administrative levels , in the further promotion 
and administration of vocational education. 
The findings of fact , the interpretations , and the general conclu-
sions, established the validi ty of the hypothesis , and at the same time , 
carried out the purpose of this study. 
Weaknesses of th e Study 
Several weaknesses were fo-und to exist in the study. There was 
the inherent weakness encountered in any study which employs a written 
explanation and the mailing of a check list, to obtain expressions of 
opinion to form the data of a study. F irst, it appears that the author 
may have sacrificed some clarity and full understanding,for brevity, in 
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the transmittal letter of explanati on, As c ompared with a personal 
interview techni que . the us,e of a mailed check list is inadequate . in that 
it does not permit ready communication of ideas and interpretation. For 
example, a number of respondents corresponded wi th the author , rela -
tive to a ,basic questi on as to whether they should designate a n acti vi ty 
as important if they felt that it should not be a _cooperati ve activity . 
Personal interviews . which were possible only in a few cases , could 
have quickly clea_red such a question. for purposes of this study. Others 
apparently were not entirely clea_r as to what constituted mandatory 
action. 
Another weakness appeared in the results of refini ng .and reducing 
the preliminary list of suggested activities down to a practicable num -
ber of acti vities to be included in the final check list. In combining 
and refining the preliminary suggesti ons , the author apparen tly was 
too ass iduous in some cases , w i th the result that some activit i es in 
the final list were really dual actions. An i llustrati on .oi thi s weakness 
. was found in item 11 in the classi fication of admini stration acti v i ties , 
table VI. It proposed a joint activity to work toward the establishment 
of a representative Federal board for education and adequate Federal 
vocational educati on staff to provide more in - service and leadership 
train ing for State staffs . Some respondents chose to d i v i de thi s 
suggested activity into .two different acti vitie s , in order that they m i ght 
express -a different opinion about each part . Some re spon den ts des,ig -
nated the first clause as uni mportant , but indicated the secon d clause 
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as important. 
Despite the weaknesses revealed, it does not appear that the find -
ings of fact and the general conclusions claimed in this . study were 
s.eriously. affected. 
Recommendations 
1. The Federal Office and the State directors of vocational edu-
cation s.hould be informed fully of the results of this study, to encour-
age them to continue to work on existing coo.perative acti vities, and to 
look forward to .additional cooperative action on other activities, desig-
nated as important by vocational education leaders throughout the 
country. 
2. The Fe.deral Office should call together Federal leaders and 
selected State and local leaders to discuss and develop effective ways 
and means -of implementing .certain of the activiti es deemed to be ,of 
most immediate value in the program. Perhaps ,first attention should 
be devoted to the administration activities , because of their far .. reaching 
effect throughout the whole program. 
3. The existing annual regional conferences of State supervisors 
and teache.r educators, in each of the four major service areas , should 
devote some time in each annual conference to an examination of the 78 
cooperative activities in the i r classifications, with a view toward con,-
tributing, in part or wholly, to the implementation of certain of the 
a.ctivities dee.med to be of immediate practical value . 
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Suggested Further Studi es 
1. More detailed studies should be made of needed .cooperative 
activities in one or more of the seven general classifications of activi -
ties used in this study. For example , a study confined to administration 
activities alone would probably uncover much stronger impulse to im -
plement action in certain administration activiti es . In fact , studies 
could be made to good effect , even within one acti vi ty in some cases , 
or within one or more of the four major service areas. 
2 . Some study should be given to the kinds of procedures and 
practices that might be effectively used in the implementation of coop -
erative activities between the Federal and State offices. It would be 
imp~rtant to establish the "how" of certain cooperative action, as more 
or less effective than others . 
3. The IBM card data on thi s study are s.till availa_ble for addi tion -
al comparisons of responses from Federal representatives , State 
directors; head State supervi sors , and teacher educators , in the four 
major service areas , and from local di rectors and supervi sors in 
charge of local programs of vocational education. Such addi t ional 
comparisons might reveal worthwhile s i gnificant differences in respon L 
ses of groups of leaders , bec ause of their concern wi th very specific 
responsibilities in vocational educ ation programs . 
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NORMAN G. EVANS 
SUPERVISOR VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION HRYICES 
You are requested, as one of a select jury of ski lled, experi enced voca -
tional educators, to ass i st in making a study of Federal- State cooper -
ative activities in vocational education. It is expected that the results 
will help to answer serious questions that have been raised as to the 
continued need of the States for Federal professional and financial 
assis.tance in the administration and promotion of voc ational education. 
An outline of the problem is attached to assist you in understanding the 
nature and purpose of the study. 
The study, a doctoral thes i s at Oklahoma A . & M . College , has the 
spon~orship of the Amer i can Vocational Association, the United States 
Office of Education, and the National Association of State Di rectors of 
Vocational Education . Its purpose is to i dentify specific c ooperative 
activities that should continue to exi st, or be newly established, be -
tween the ·vocationa'i divis i on of the Uni ted States Office of Educati on 
and the State boards for vocational education, so that these agen cies 
might carry out their major respons ibilities under the Federal acts . 
A "cooperative activity'' is defined as a planned, specific joint acti on, 
mandatory or voluntary, between the professional person nel of the 
vocational division of the Uni ted States Office of Education and the 
States, which wi ll ass i st in admi n i stering and promoting vocational 
education in the States , under the present Federal a n d State a c ts. Coop -
erative activities , for purposes of thi s study, may be "mandatory" -
those that are requi red by law and policy - or "voluntary'' = those that 
are engaged in by choic e and mutual agreement . I llustration s of e xist -
ing or proposed activities are gi ven in each of seven classificati ons ; 
namely, General Admini strati on, Supervis ion, Teacher Trai n ing, 
Instructional Materials , Physical Facilit i es , Public Relations and 
Research, and Miscellaneous . 
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You are requested to engage the ass i stance of your chi ef supervi sors 
and teacher trainers in all reimbursed services to: 
1. Add other suggested needed cooperati ve activit ies in a n y or 
all service fields, wi th d.ue regard for program requirements 
and communi ty needs in th e States . A few s i gnificant addi -
t ional acti vi t i es will be of more importanc e and value than 
a great number of detailed acti vi t i es . 
2 . Indi cate with a c heck your estimate of the relati ve impor tance 
of each activi ty, including th ose whi ch you have suggested , 
under the heading mandatory or volun tary, not both. R elati ve 
importance i s to be judged by wh a_t real or meaningful value 
you think each acti vi ty has in the p romotion and administr ati on 
of vocational education . Your check under 11 man datory" or 
"voluntary" should indicate your opinion as to which of the two 
the acti vity should be . 
The nature of thi s study is such that i t will requi re t ime a nd serious 
thought to suggest addi tional meaningful cooperati ve a c t ivit i es . ][ will 
apprec iate very much your interest and help in returnin g one or m ore 
of the enclosed sets of forms by Dec e mber 16 , 1955 . 
Enclosures 
Sincerely yours , 
W. M . Arnold 















FEDERAL - STATE COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
PART I -- GENERAL ADMINISTRATION ACTIVITIES 
Position (Check one) Director ( ) Supervisor ( ) Teacher Educator ( ) 
State Name 
,/ ".("'-...1"'•--v II v,..1---•-T'v Position Level (Check one) Federal ( ) State { ) Local ( ) I (Check in onlv ,one coln"inn\ -
Vocational Service (Check one) Agric. ( ) H. Ee. ( ) Tl,l ( ) D. E. ( ) ' /I ' Y.: j 
... A ' ,,_, Region (Check one) N. Atlantic ( ) Southern ( ) Central ( ) Western ( ) .qi;, 4 § 'b J 
... • ' b- .... 
.C, • (I . ,., (I , 
Please add other· cooperative activities that shouia be engaged in and/ § , f .~ 1 .J £ J ·~ 
' ,., 11 " ,., " check in only one column after each activity. / j .;_, .C,, i .§ -1f , 
4 . t:).r:, t:).t:;, ,Q t:f ::,ti 
Prepare, submit, and review Annual Financial, Statistical, and 
Descriptive Report. 
Prepare, submit, and review State Plan; a1so amendments . 
Joint preparation, review, and adoption of Policy Manual - Bulle-
tin No. l - United States Office of Education. 
Annual Audit of Federal Vocational Education and State Matching 
Funds. 
Annual Spring Conference of State Directors in Washington, D. C. 
Periodic Workshop for State Directors on Administrative Problems 
in Vocational Education. 













PART II - - SUPER VISION ACTIVITIES 
(Including Improvement of Instruction, Selection, Placement, and Follow- Up of Students) 
I I.A' ,..,...ll..., ~",.v I I Vnh,nt_arv 
I 1r1.. ..... 1r ;n onlv one colutnn 
.... ..... 
.... ...,§ b .... .§ b 
Please add other cooperative activities that should be engaged in and/ ...,'5' i' .f ! f .f 
check m only one column after each activity. I t Q f f Q «JCJ g. . .., 't1 . .., 't1 
., ::f :::,~ ., :::,~ :::,~ 
Annual Program Review by United States Office of Education 
Representative and State Supervisor in each State as presently 
done. 
Annual Regional Conference of State Supervisors and Teacher 
Trai~ers in each vocational service. 
Cooperative evaluation of entire state program in all services. 
(Kentucky Area Schools) 
Regional Program for improvement of technical preparation of 
Vocational teachers. 
Committee planning and preparation of Vocational Division Bulletin 















PART III -- TEACHER TRAINING ACTIVITIES 
I U!:11-"'l!:ll+""lrv It V nlnnt-"" ,-u , {rh .. rlc ;" onlv one .column) 
.... .... 
.... .... ~ b .... d b .r:;, 5' ,rf d I., ,rf Please add other cooperative activities that should be engaged in and / ~ i7 0 i7 5' ~ 5' t ,rf check in only one column after each activity. . .§' ,rf I .._.$4'. ..§4'. .... :§ :§ t:)q :§ 
Annual Regional Conference of State Supervisors and Teacher 
Trainers, each service. 
' Inter-Regional Conference in the field of teacher training in Trade 
and Industrial Education -- (Report by United States Office of 
Erlnr:>ti~- lQ4~\ 
Inter-State or Regional Workshops in technical training for voca-
tional teachers and supervisors. 
Development of minimum standards for professional training of 


























PART I V -- INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ACTI VITIES 
--
I u--.:a~_tnl"v II v,..1 .. ...i. ... _ 1'"if 
I (Check in onlv orle columnJ 
""' -.i ""' .! 't, ""' .I l' q ,., Cl .! ,., 't, 
Plea•• acid other cooperative activities that should be en1a1ed in any ;: If ] ~ If j 
check in only one colwnn after each activity. i i' ~ i .f Ji 
.Q ::s ~q ~ ::,l:l ,5 
State Plans prepared to include courses of Study. 
Pre~ration of Misc. 3243 - listinl Trade and Industrial Educa-
tion instructional ma_terials availa le from all states. I 





' I i I I I 
I l 
I 
I \ I I I 
' I I 
I I 
I I I I .. . ~ . - .. 




I I I 
l 
' I 
~ I , I 
































PART V -- PHYSICAL FACILITIES ACTIVITIES 
/ Mandatory · // Voluntary 
r lCheck in onlv one column) 
Please add other cooperative activities that should be 
check in only one column after each activity. 
.... 
t:;' 
engaged in an~ l'trl 
I .. /· 
State plans prepared to include kinds of shop equipment to be 
provided. 
Prepare and publish Manuals showing laboratory and shop·layouts, 
equipment, and tools . 



































PART VI - - PUBLIC RELATIONS AND RESEARCH 
I Manrl~t"rv II V n lt,nt,::, rv 
I (Check in onl y one c olumn) 
~ 0~1 § .._.'11 b .... ... b .... A., qi .t:;' A., ~ .t:;' 0 b Please add other cooperative activities that should be engaged in any J:' f o' ;!' ll"' f 
check in only one column after each activity . f ·$ ~ f :r; l 
,$' :§ :§ ~ ~ ~ 
Preparation of Vocational Education Bulletin on Advisory Com-
mittees - Misc. 3277, Revised 1948. 
United States Office of Education join with States in making a 





PART VII -- MISCELLANEOUS 
I u,,.-.:ii,,. .. -rv II Voluntarv 
I (Check in onlv one column) 
~ ~ fj ~ ~ "" .:, b' "" .:, r 
Please add other 5ooperative activities that should be enga11ed in any d f .$ § f [! 
check in only one column after each activity. f .§ ./ f .§ f 













OUTLINE OF A PROBLEM IN EDUCATIONAL ADMINJISTRA TION 
FEDERAL - STATE COOPERATIVE ACTI VITIES 
IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
I. Problem Statement 
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A. What cooperati ve acti vi t ies should exi st between the 
vocational di vi s ion of the Uni ted States Office of Educ ation 
and the State boar ds for vocational education to car ry out 
the provi s ions of the Smi th-Hughes and George - Barden 
Acts. 
(A cooperati ve acti vity i s defined as a planned j oint acti on 
between the profess ional personnel of th e voc ational d i vi-
sion of the United State s Office of Educ ation and the State s, 
to ass i st in adminis te r in g and promoting voc a tiona l edu-
cation in the State s , under th e present Fede r al and State 
a.cts. Cooperati ve acti vi t i es , for purposes of this study, 
are mandatory, those that a r e required by law and policy, 
and voluntary, those th at are engaged in by choice and 
mutual agreement.) 
II. Purpose of the Study 
A . To identi fy , s elec t , define, and assemble s pecific man-
datory a n d voluntary c ooperati ve a c t i vit i es that should 
continue to exi s.t or be newly establi she d between the 
voc ati onal divis ion of the Uni ted States Office of Educ ation 
and the State boards for voc ational education , so that 
these agencie s might c arry out the i r major respons ibili ty 
under the Federal a;cts , which i s to promote and further 
develop voc ational education. 
B. To obtain the judgment of th e importance of the various 
mandatory a nd voluntary cooper ati ve a c t i vi t i es by voc a = 
t ional educators on local , State , a nd Federal levels , with 
due regard for program re quirements a n d community 
needs in the States. 
III. Basic Assumpti ons 
A. Voc ational e ducation, as a matter of national concern a nd 
as an essent ial to the security q.nd well -be ing of the Nation, 
ha s been a n d i s a c onti nuing policy of the F ederal Govern= 
m ent , through laws passed by the Congress . 
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B. The present status of vocational education in the United 
States i s a result of the continued stimulati on a n d ass i st -
ance whi ch has been gi ven to the States , through Federal 
aid. 
C . High mobility of labor in the United States requi r es th e 
joint attention and effort of the Federal Government a n d 
the States in the promotion and development of vocational 
education. 
I 
D . Federal laws for the a i d of vocational education have ade -
quately provided the legal implementation for the develop -
ment and administration of vocational education. 
E . The effective implementation of th e policy of th e Federal 
Government, with respect to vocati onal education , i s de -
pendent upon national acceptance of c ertain standards of 
operation. 
F. The continued promotion and development of voc ation al 
education is dependent upon the exi stence of certain man -
datory and voluntary cooperative a c t ivi t i es between th e 
States and the Federal Government. 
IV. Need for the Study 
Differences in opinion about Federal - State a c t i vit i es i n vocational 
education do exi st among profess ional personnel in voc ati onal edu-
cation. Serious questi ons have been raised by vocational education 
leaders and others , as to the need for a n d des i rability of mandatory 
and voluntary cooperative activit ies between the Fede r al Govern-
ment and the States , in the administratio n of the F edera l vocation al 
educati on a c ts . These questi ons have great bearing on whether the 
purposes of the vocational education a cts are bei n g carri ed out a nd 
subsequently as to whether Federal a i d to vocational educati on 
should be continued. 
V . Hypothes i s 
Mandatory and voluntary cooperati ve a c t i vi t i es between the voc ati onal 
di vis i on of the Uni ted States Office of Educati on a n d the State boards 
for vocational education can be i denti fied and the i r i mporta n c e c an 
be ascertained for the purpose of promoting and developin g vocational 
educati on under the Smith-Hughes and George =Barden Acts. 
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VI. Procedure and Methodology 
A . Purposively select a p r eliminary jury of vocational edu-
cation leaders by means of objective qualifications . 
B. Obtain from the preliminary jury a list of most important 
mandatory and voluntary cooperative activities, within 
seven major classifications. 
C. Revise and refine the returns of the jury. 
D. Submit the revised list of mandatory and voluntary activ-
ities to a final jury of vocational education personnel 
purposively selected fro.m Federal , State , and local levels , 
in all vocational s.ervices, to obtain their judgment as to 
the importance of the activities and as to whether the 
activities should be mandatory or voluntary. Unimpor -
tance will also be recorded. 
E. Prepa,re a report of the findings , which will indicate the 
consensus of vocational educators as to the importance 
·Of 78 suggested Federal -State cooperative activi ties. Com-
parisons -of percentage of responses ,will be analyzed and 
interpreted as follows : 
( 1) Responses of all vocational leaders participating . 
(2) Responses of Federal, State , and local leaders in all 
services . 
(3) Responses from the four Uni ted States Office of Edu-
cation vocational education regions , North Atlanti c , 
southern, central, and western. 
F. Prepq.re a summary, including conclusions and .recom -
mend4tions . 
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EUSTACE STATE BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION W. II, ARNOLD 
PUVIIOR AGRICULTURAL IDUCATION ACTING IUPUVIIOR, TRADI AND 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
HAZEL E. THOMPSON 
W. M. ARNOLD, DIRECTOR AND EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
1025 KANSAS AVENUE PERVISOR HOIIEIIAKING EDUCATION H. D. SHOTWELL 
SUPERVISOR BUSINESS EDUCATION 
CASTLE 
ELD SUPERVISOR, INSTITUTIONAL 
ON-FARII TRAINING TOPEKA, KANSAS 
NORMAN G. EVANS 
SUPERVISOR VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION HRYICIS 
January 9, 1956 
You may remember that you were s.elected as one of a skilled jury of 
vocational educators to assist me in my doctoral thesis on Federal -
State Cooperative Activities in Vocational Education. 
It is important that I g~t as nearly 100% returns as pos.sible from the 
members of the jury. Would you be good enough to review again the 
materials I sent you in November and return them to me at your ear-
liest convenience? I am especially anxious to have your reactions as 
to additional suggestions of cooperative activities between the Federal 
Office and the States. 
Thank you very much for your help. 
WMA:sc 
Sincerely yours, 
W. M. Arnold 
State Director 
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EUSTACE STATE BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION W, M. ARNOLD 
PERVISOR AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION ACTING SUPERVISOR, TRADE AND 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
HAZEL E, THOMPSON 
W. M. ARNOLD, DIRECTOR AND EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
1015 KANSAS AVENUE PERVISOR HOIIEIIAKING EDUCATION, H. D. SHOTWELL 
CASTLE 
SUPERVISOR BUSINESS EDUCATION. 
ELD SUPERVISOR, INSTITUTIONAL 
ON-FARM TRAINING TOPEKA, KANSAS 
NORMAN G. EVANS 
SUPERVISOR VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION SERVICES 
March 21, 1956 
TO: Vo.cational Educators. 
FROM: W. ,M. Arnold, State Director, Vocational Educationj) 
Topeka, .Kansas 
SUBJECT: The Need For and Vall.le o.f Federal-:State .Coope.rative 
Activities in Vocational Education. 
This is ,to request your participation and help in a doctor.al v0,cational 
education study at Oklahoma A. &: M. _College, with the ·SJ?Onsorship of 
the U. S; Office of Education, the American Vo.ea.tional :Association, 
and the National Association of State Directors .of Vocational Education. 
Serious questions ,,have been raiaed in.recent years, as to the need and 
the desire o.f the Sta,tes ,fo.r continued Federal professional and financial 
assistance in the .administration and promotion of vocational education. 
In _orde:t; to help to answer these questions, a series of Federa~-State 
Cooper~tive Activities .in .seven different phases .of voca.tional education 
ha.ve been _developed through the assis.tance of a jury of e~perienced 
vocational educators. 
In this .study, af1cooperative; activity' is .defined as a planne,d, specific 
joint action, either mandatQry or voluntary, between the prQfessional 
personnel of the vocational division e.f the United_ States ,Office ~f Edu-
cation and the State boards fo.r vocational education. for the pu.rpos.e of 
carrying .out their major responsibilitie.s. under the pres_ent Federal 
acts. 
Please express your opinion about ea.ch activity according .to- the follow -
ing pattern: 
I. If in your opinion an activity is .valuable and us.eful and should 
be carried on jointly by the Federal Office and _the States, you 
should designate it as n1mportant. 11 
2. Whenever you .haye d.ecided that an activit'y is :nimportant, 11 
you .a.re requested to indicate a .check .mark .wheth.er the acti v-
.ity should be :mandatory or voluntary. ,"Mandatory" wiU mean 
tllat the activity s,hould be required by law or regulation. 
1t;Y<>luntaxyu means .that the acti.vity should. be carr.ied on .by 
choice.· 
20.5 
3. If you consider an activity has little or no value in vocational 
educationas ajoint action, you .should check it as n Unimpor = 
tant. 11 
4. If you .are in .doubt, check the c0lumn marked n Undecided. M 
5. In.any case, only one check mark is to be made fo.r each 
activi,ty. 
Your thoughtful response and the return of the attached instrument by 
April 9 will be very much appreciated, A summary of the study will 
be sent to you upon request. 
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FEDERAL-STATE COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
PART I -- GENERAL ADMINISTRATION ACTIVITIES 
Return to: 
W . M. Arnold, 1025 Kansas Avenue, Topeka, Kansas 
Position (Check one) 1. ( ) Director 2 . ( ) Supervisor 3. ( ) Teacher Educator 
:& 3 State Name 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Position Level (Check one) 1. ( ) Federal 2 . ( ) State 3. ( ) Local 
1, Vocational Service (Check one) 1. ( ) Agr. 2 . ( ) H . Ee . 3. ( ) T & I 4 ( ) D. E. 
1, Region (Check one) 1. ( ) N . Atlantic 2 . ( ) Southern 3 . ( ) Central 4. ( ) Western 
) 
If you think an activity is valuable and should 
.be engaged in , check it as "Important. 11 
Place the check under ''Mandatory" if you 
believe the activity should be required by law 
or regulation. Check it under "Voluntary" if 
you feel it should be carried on by choice . 
Check an activity as "Unimport ant, 11 if you 
think it has no value . ' 
If you are in doubt as to the value of an acti vit~ 
check the column marked "Undecided. " 
5. Please ch.eckin on\y one column fur ffieh .a:1iviL 
Prepare, submit, and review Annual State Financial 
Statistical, and Descriptive Reports, including periodic 
revision of forms and content. 
Review and revise periodically t he Policy Manual -
Bulletin No . 1 - United States Office of Education. 
Conduct periodic national and regional wo rkshops for 
State Directors on administrative problems and t rends in 
the total educational program and their implications for 
Vocational Education. 
Make surveys continuously of national, state and local 
c onditions as basis of plans for balanced t otal v o cational 











If you think an activity is valv.able and should 
be enga:ged in, check it as "Important". 
Place the check under 11~-datory" if you be'-
lieve the activity shoutd be required by law ,or 
regulation. Check it under "Voluntary" if you 
feel it should be carried on by choice. 
Check an activity as "Unimportant" if you t~in 
it has no value. 
If you are in doubt as to the value of an actiyiti 
check the column marked "Undecided". 
Please check in only one column for each activit"y 
Set up an organized plan of continuous communication 
of changes in policy, interpretations, data, plans, ideas, 
and program development in the states. 
Work toward the establishment of a representative 
Federal Board for Education and adequate Federal vocation. 
education staff to provide more in- service and leadership 
training for state staffs . 
Develop patterns for cooperative program relationshi ps 
between all vocational services on Federal and state levels . 
Designate and use a na.tional professional advisory 
committee composed of state directors of vocat ional 
education and chief state school officers . 
Prepare periodically a publication of 11 Suggested 







PART I-'- GENERAL ADMINISTRATION ACTIVITIES 
(Continued) 
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3 I 4 
If you think an activity is valuable and should 
be eng~ged in, check it as "Important". 
Place the check under "Mandatory" if you be'-
lieve the activity should be required by law or 
regulation. Check it under "Voluntary" if you 
feel it should be carried on by choice. 
Check an activity as "Unimportant" if you thin 
it has no value. 
If you are in doubt as to the value of an activit~ 
-c~~umn;:-~ ''Undecided''· 
Please check in only one column for each activit1 
Organize a suggested professiona l course in "The Admin 
istrat ion of Local Programs of Vocationa l Education for 
School Admini s tra t ors" for graduate s tudy by school 
administrators . 
Prepare a simplifie d outline of sugge sted content and 
method of preparation of revised State Plan s ) including 
dat e and frequency of submission . 
PART II -- SUPERVISION AC T IVITIES 
Con duc a nnua l program review in e a ch service in each 
s t a t e by pre-planning so that m aximum benefits can result 
in the improvement of ins ruction and in- service raining 
of s ta t e s t aff. 
Conduct a n a nnual regional conference of s t a t e s upe r -
visors and tea cher tra iners a n d a na tional conference in 
each vocational service every five years . 
Conduct periodic c ooperative evaluation of entire state 
program in all services upon reques t of state s . 






PART II -- SUPERVISION ACTIVITIES 
( Continued) 
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If you think an activity is valuable and should 
be enga:ged in, check it as "Important". 
Place the check under "Mandatory" if you be'-
lieve the activity should be required by law or 
regulation. Check it under "Voluntary" if you 
feel it should be carried on by choice. 
Check an activity as "Unimportant" if you thin] 
it has no value. 
If you are in doubt as to the value of an activit1 
check the column marked "Undecided". 
Please check in only one column for each activity 
Plan, organize , and conduct periodic national, regional 
and inter- state leadership development conferences for stat« 
supervisors in all services . 
Conduct national, regional and state follow-up studies of 
graduates and drop-outs of vocational education programs. 
Set up standards and minimum requirements for the 
selection of state supervisors and provide for their 
in- service training . 
Plan and conduct visits, meetings . programs , c onference 
and workshops to assist the states in identifying and solving 
the problems of the various vocational education services . 
Plan and establish minimum standards and criteria for 
the selection and approval of training stations in cooperativE 
programs, including a suggested list of approved j obs . 






PART II -- SUPERVISION ACTI I TIES 
(Continued) 
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If you think an activity is valuable and should 
be eng~ged in, check it as "Important". 
Place the check under "Mandatory" if you be'-
iieve the activity should be required by law or 
regulation. Chetk it under "Voluntary" if you 
feel it should be carried on by choice. 
Check an activity as "Unimportant" if you thin] 
it has no value. 
If you are in doubt as to the value of an activitJ 
check the column marked "Undecided". 
Please check in only one column for each activity 
Plan and prepare a bulletin on "Effective Practices in 
State Supervision" to be used by all services . 
Develop and distribute suggested nationally coordinated 
patterns of programs in supervisory training, including 
methods of providing them. 
Develop and publish a national bulletin on selec ion of 
vocational students for various types of vocational program~ 
Prepare a national bulletin on "Organizat ion and 
Operation of Technical Training Programs . 11 
PART HI - - TEACHER TRAINING ACTIVITIES 
Organize and conduct national, regional, or inter- state 
workshops for improvement of technical preparation of 








PART III - - TEACHER TRAINING ACTIVITIES 
(Continued) 
3 4 
If you think an activity is valuable and should 
be engaged in, check it as "Important". 
Place the check under "Mandatory" if you be'-
lieve the activity should be required by law or 
regulation. Check it under "Voluntary" if you 
feel it should be carried on by choice. 
Check an activity as "Unimportant" if you thin] 
it has no value. 
If you are in doubt as to the value of an activit} 
check the column marked "Undecided". 
Please check in only one column for each activity 
Conduct periodic national workshops or conferences for 
teacher trainers in each field of vocational education. 
Plan and prepare forms for exchange of data on 
vocational teachers trained and available for employment 
on regional or area basis . 
Develop criteria and minimum standards for establishing 
evaluating, and accrediting pre-service vocational teacher 
education programs in institutions of higher learning in 
each service. 
Develop criteria and minimum standards for selecting 
trainers for teacher education. 
Cooperate in encouraging business and industry to 








PART Ill - - TEACHER TRAINING ACTIVITIES 
(Continued) 
3 4 
If you think an activity is valuable and should 
be enga:ged in, check it as "Important". 
Place the check under "Mandatory" if you be'-
lieve the activity should be required by law or 
regulation. Check it under "Voluntary" if you 
feel it should be carried on by choice. 
Check an activity as "Unimportant" if you thin 
it has no value. 
If you are in doubt as to the value of an activit1 
check the column marked "Undecided". 
Please check in only one column for each activity 
Develop criteria for the establishment of "graduate 
study programs" to serve teachers, teacher trainers and 
supervisors in one or more fields of vocational education. 
Develop a suggested forty-hour practice teaching 
program with minimum standards for vocational teachers 
in various services , including the necessary training for 
student teacher supervisors. 
Develop suggested in-service teacher education programf 
based on current developments and problems that new and 
experienced teachers face . 
Plan ways that the states can work with first year 
teachers and draw from this implications for improvement 
of pre-service and in- service teacher training programs . 
Work with states and teacher training institutions on 
programs of recruitment of new teachers and for expansion 








PART III -- TEACHER TRAINING AC TIVI TIES 
( Continued) 
3 4 
If :you think an activity is valuable and should 
be engage~ in, check it as "Important". 
Place the check under "Mandatory" if you be'-
lieve the activity should be required by law or 
regulation. Check it under "Voluntary" if you 
feel it should be carried on by choice. 
Check.an activity as "Uni:mportant" if you thin] 
it has no value. 
If you ar-e in doubt as to the value of an activitJ 
check the column marked "Undecided". 
Please check in only one column for each activity 
Seek a method of approach t o the standardizat ion of 
content in minimum professional courses required for 
s t ate certification. 
Conduct a n a tional sur v ey of activities engaged in and 
services provided by teacher educators . 
Devise methods of coordinating t eacher educ ation more 
closely with operat ing program . 
PART IV - - INSTRU CTION~ MATERIALS ACTI VI TIES 
Prepare and dis ribut e quarterly annot a t ed lists of 
instructional mate rials, including audio-vi sual a i ds from 
all sources for use in all service s . 
Establish na tional, regional , or inter- state curriculum 
laboratories through special Federal and s t a t e appropriation 
for the purpose of producing n ecessary related in s ruc t ional 
materials , using representative advisory assis ta nc e of all 








PART IV -- INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ACTIVITIES 
{Conti nued) 
3 4 
If you think an activity is valuable and should 
be enga_ged in, check it as "Important". 
Place the check under "Mandatory" if you be'-
lieve the activity should be required by law or 
regulation. Check it under "Voluntary" if you 
feel it should be carried on by choice. 
Check an activity as "Unirnportant" if you thinl 
it has no value. 
If you are in doubt as to the value of an activit) 
check the column marked "Undecided". 
Please check in only one column for each activity 
Prepare instructional materials for use in much needed 
and undeveloped programs for slow learners . 
Establish sound minimum s t andards for format s and 
kinds of instructional materials . 
Plan and prepare courses of study and c urricula for 
various vocat ional education programs in all services . 
Plan and arrange for an excha n ge of ins t ructional 
materials of proven w orth b e t ween s t a t es . 
Develop and exch ange among s t ates a n d cit ies effec t ive 
proeedures for s t ate-wi de curric ulum work in the various 








PART IV --- INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS ACTI VI T IES 
(Continued) 
3 4 
If you think an activity is valuable and should 
be engaged in, check it as "Important". 
2. Place the check under "Mandatory" if you be'-
lieve the activity should be required by law or 
regulation. Check it under "Voluntary" if you 
feel it should be carried on by choice. 
3. Check an activity as "Unimportant" if you thinl 
it has no value. 
4. If you are in doubt as to the value of an activit) 
check the column marked "Undecided". 
5. Please check in only one column for each activity 
Provide for coordinated national program of development 
of related subject matter apprentice program in less commo1 
occupations . 
Develop suggested trade extension courses of study in 
major occupations and/or industries . 
Organize a joint committee, n a t ional in scope, t o provide 
policy a nd support for needed instructional materials . 
PART V -- P HYSICAL FACI L I T IES ACTIVI T IES 
Prepare and publish manuals and bulletins s h owing 
suggested minimum laborat ory and s op layout s , equipment, 
and tools that s h ould be provided for approved programs in 
all services , through the assis tanc e of representative 
advisory nat ional and stat e c ommittees . 
Prepare state plan s t o include me o ds a n d procedures 
for obtaining lo c al industrial recommendations for minimum 








PART V- - - PHYSICAL FACIL IT IES ACTIVIT IES 
( Continued} 
3 4 
If y9u think an activity is valuable and should 
be enga_ged in, check it as "In,portant". 
Place the check under "Mandatory" if you be'-, I h · __ _.... ___ _ 
liev~ the activi~y should be required by law or 
regulation. Ch~ck it under "Voluntary" if you 
feel it should be carried on by choice. 
Check an activity as "Unimportant" if you thinl 
it ha1 no value. 
If you are in doubt as to the value of an activit} 
check the column marked "Undecided". 
Please check in only one column for each activity 
Develop criteria for evaluating space and equipment in 
various vocational fields. 
Work with manufacturers of school equipment for 
vocational programs to get the kind of equipment that is 
in keeping with goals of the program and th e experiences 
of the several states . 
Prepare manual on principles and met hods of selecting, 
obtaining, placing, and inventorying shop and laboratory 
equipment. 
PART VI -- PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Prepare frequent news and feature releases from annual 
stat e reports and other sources, describing he ch aracter, 
extent and development and results of var i ous programs of 
vocational and practical arts education. 
Cooperate in providing vocational education represen-
tation and working relationships in national, regional and 
state meetings of the National Manpower Council, trade 
associations , labor and oth er int erested organi zations . 
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If you think an activity is valuable and should 
be eng~ged in, check it as "Important". 
Place the check under "Mandatory" if you be'-
lieve the activity should be required by law or 
regulation. Check it under "Voluntary" if you 
feel it should be carried on· by choice. 
Check an activity as "Unimportant" if you thinl 
it has no value. 
If you are in doubt as to the value of an activit} 
check the column marked "Undecided". 
Please check in only one column for each activity 
Bring representative advisory committees, admini-
strators and supervisors and laymen together for evaluatior 
and suggestions for program improvement . 
Prepare promotional mat erials , including films and 
film strips that c an be used to explain and demonstrate 
effective vocational education programs t o business, 
industry, labor, education , s tudents , a n d parents . 
Plan, organize and publish suggested programs of public 
relations, using all medi a for na tional and state use . 
Conduct periodic national or r egional conferences on 
methodology, development s, trends and resear ch in Public 
Relations . 
Establish more and better communica ion between the 
v ocational education divisions a n d general education on 
national and s t a t e levels . 






PART V I -- PUBLIC RELATIO NS 
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H you think an activity is valuable and should 
be enga_ged in, check it as "Important". 
Place the check under "Mandatory" if you be'-
lieve the activity should be required by law 01 
r~gulation. Check it under "Voluntary" if yo\l 
feel it should be carried on by choice. 
Gh'~ck a~ activity as "Unimportant" if you thill 
ii ,l;ia~ no valu~. ' 
If;you are in doubt as to the value of anactivit 
check the column marked "Undecided". 
Please check in only one column for each activit) 
Exchange repor ts of good public rela tion s projects in 
bulletin i ssued by the Office of Educ a tion. 
Collect needed dat a and p rep are b ulletin for laymen on 
accomplish m ents of Voc a t ional Educ a tion. 
PART VII -- R ESEARCH 
Conduct research as t o the character and t ype of ins truc 
tional p rogram needed for the s o - called slow lea rner group 
Conduct re s earch t o identify the vocational training 
needs of boy s a n d gir l s leaving school after reaching a 
c ompulsory s chool age . 
Study the need and prac icability of a nat ion-wide plan 
for area v oc a tion a l s chools with F ederal subsidy for 
building c on s t ruction and equipment. 
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If you th1nk an activity is yaluable and should 
be enga:ged in, check it as "Important". 
Place th~ check under "Mandatory" if you be'-
lieve the activity should be required by law Ol 
I 
regulation. Check it under "Voluntary" if yo, 
feel it should be carried on by choice. 
C~eck an activity as "Unimportant" if you thiJ 
it has no value. 
If you are in doubt as to the value of an activi1 
check the column marked "Undecided". 
Please check in only one column for each activit 
Conduct a study to identify the GENERAL RELATED 
INFORMATION needed hy young workers in cooperative 
programs . 
Conduct a national study of the possible coordination of 
vocational training under R e serve Forces Acts ( 19 55) with 
P'l:lblic .Vocational Education programs a t Federal, stat e 
and local levels . 
Conduct studies to identify the essential c haract eristics 
of all types of successful vocational educati on programs . 
Conduct pilot studies in selected centers t o develop new 
techniques for evaluating the effectiveness of supervi sion 
and othe r aspec ts of a local program . 
Conduct research on adminis t rative problems , such as 
costs of instruction, teaching loads , sc hedules , admini s tra 
tive units, size of schools , a rid relativ e advantages and 
disadvantages of different types of voc a t i onal sch ools . 






PART VII -- RESEARCH 
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If you think an activity is valuable and should 
be enga_ged in, check it as "Important". 
Place the check under "Mandatory" if you be'-
lieve the activity should be required by law 01 
regulation. Check it under "Voluntary" if yot 
feel it should be carried on by choice. 
Check an activity as "Unimportant" if you thit 
it has no value. 
If you are in doubt as to the value of an activit 
check the c;olumn marked "Undecided". 
Please ch.~ck in only one column for each activit'. 
D evelop plans for providin-g employmen information and 
placement of v o cational students . 
Prepare and distribute summaries of studies in voc a t ion 
e ducation and list s of research probl ems for study. 
Study and develop plans for training special groups, sue] 
as -- the retired, the low income families, mixed groups 
of adolescents and the young married group. 
Evaluate the c ontribution of vocational education to famil 
life education and see how all voc a tional servic es can work 
together in meeting the c oncerns of the family in relation 
to current economic s t andards . 
Conduct research in post-high s chool, area; and regiom 
vocational school programs as t o the amount of training anc 
kind of administrative unit s needed to make such t rain ing 
feasible a n d effective. 





PART VII - - RESEARCH 
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If you. t)link,.. an acti ty is· valuable and should 
be enga:ged in, check it as "Important". 
Pl~ce the check under "Mandatory" if you be'-
lieve the activity should be required by law ol 
regulation. Check it under "Voluntary" if yo, 
feel it should be carried on by choice. 
Check an activity as "Unimportant" if you thiJ 
it ha.s no value. 
If Y0'1 are in doubt as to the value of an activi1 
check the column marked "Undecided". 
Please check in only one column for each activit 
Establish national occupational are~ committees similar 
to the American Vocational Association Automotive 
Committee to develop pertinent data applicable to all states 
Conduct continuous study of the needs for service and 
supervision in vocational education and make r e commenda-
tions regarding the amounts and kinds of service and 
supervision needed on th e Federal, stat e and local levels . 
D evelop criteri a to guide s t a te s in es tablishin g sound 
programs of research in all services . 
Develop a policy t h a t will earmar k F e d eral a n d state 
funds for research . 
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EUSTACE STATE BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION W.11 . ARNOLD 
IPERYISOR AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION ACTING SUPERVISOR, TRADE AND 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
HAZEL E. THOMPSON 
W. M. ARNOLD, DIRECTOR AND EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
IOU KANSAS AVENUE IPERYISOR HOIIEIIAKING EDUCATION H. D, SHOTWELL 
SUPERVISOR BUSINESS EDUCATION 
CASTLE 
ELD SUPERVISOR, INSTITUTIONAL 
ON, FARII TRAIN ING! TOPEKA, KANSAS 
NORIIAN G. EVANS 
SUPERVISOR VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION HRVICES 
April 25 , 1956 
TO: State Directors and State Supervisors , Vocational Servic es 
FROM: W. M . Arnold, State Director of Vocational Educati on 
SUBJECT: Follow - up Request on Study of Federal -State Cooperati ve 
Activities in Vocational Education 
Last month your assistance was requested in this study, by asking you 
to return a checked list of cooperati ve acti vities . 
Your participation and help in this vocational education study wi ll be 
valuable in the future planning of the administration and promotion of 
voca.tional education. Therefore . i t is important that a substantial 
percentage of the State leaders ' responses is recei ved and tabulated. 
It will be very much appreciated if you will complete the instrument 
mailed to you last month and return it to me at your earliest conveni -




EUSTACE STATE BOARD FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION W. II. ARNOLD 
JPERVISOR AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION ACTING SUPERVISOR, TRADE AND 
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION 
HAZEL E. THOMPSON 
W. M. ARNOLD, DIRECTOR AND EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
1025 KANSAS AVENUE JPERVl50R HOMEMAKING EDUCATION H. D. SHOTWELL 
SUPERVISOR BUSINESS EDUCATION 
CASTLE 
IELD SUPERVISOR, INSTITUTIONAL 
ON-FARM TRAINING TOPEKA, KANSAS 
NORMAN G. EVANS 
SUPERVISOR VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION HRYICES 
April 30; 1956 · 
TQ.: Teacher Educators, Vo,cational Services 
FROM: W. M. Ar.nold,. St.te Director.of Vocational. Education 
SUBJECT: Follew-up RequeE!t Qll_Stu.dy. of Federal~State Ceopera,,tive 
Activ;ities in Vocational Education 
Last month your_assis.tance was .requested in. this s.tud,y, by asking ,you 
to return a ,cJ:>.ecked Jist of cooperative activities. 
Your pa.rtidpation .and help in this-_vc»ca_ti(mal educatiQn.study will be 
valuable in the future planning. of the a<;bninistration and promotiol\ .of 
vocational education. Therefo.re~ it is .imp,o.rtan,t that a substantiaJ 
percentage 0,.f the teacher educa,tors:v. responses is received and 
tabulated. 
It will be very much. appreciated ii you .will complete the instrument 
mailed. to you ).a.st m011th and return it to i;ne at your ear.l~est c.onven:i-
e~}~. If you.have alre.ady done so.· please disrega.rd this follow-up. 
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